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MSU introduc
By RHONNDA KERR
Murray Ledger & Times Staff

MURRAY. KY

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa — Winnie Mandela and more
than 200 other women were
arrested today after scuffling
with riot police during a demonstration to demand the release of
political prisoners.

STATE
PIKE VILLE — Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Scotty
Baesler says Li Gov. Brereton
Jones should stop inventing stories about plots by former candidate Martha Wilkinson and start
running against him.

—
Writer

Not too long ago, the thought of
a teacher delivering a lecture to
students almost 50 miles away
through interactive television
seemed possible only in futuristic
cartoons or science fiction movies.
Tuesday at Murray State University it became a reality.
University officials, area superintendents and other educators
gathered in the Special Education
Building Tuesday afternoon to witness how the computer-linked
interactive television system at
MSU, the first of its kind in the
country, can be used to promote
education in western Kentucky.
"What makes .us unique is our
combined audio, video and computer link being used in universitieS,
community colleges and public
school systems," said Vi Miller,
dean of the Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach.
"There are other interactive television networks — ten in the country that I know of," she said. "A
few of them are used just at universities, and a few are used just at
public school systems. Ours is the
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ray State University resources to area communi.
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Kurth said Murray State spent
approximately $300,000 on the network this year and plans to pay
Digital Equipment Corp. $215,000
more over a four-year period for
equipment.
,.Kurth said Digital,. a Bostonbased computer manufacturer,
donated the remaining $485,000 of
the necessa-ry $700,000 in
equipment.
Mark Vinson, a marketing representative and account manager
with Digital who attended the presentation, said Digital expects
great, state-wide benefits for the
future of Kentucky.
Miller said this unique
computer-linked network will give
participating community colleges
and public schools immediate
access to resources at any school
along the network, like the Murray
State library, for example.
She said the already participating
schools, the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative, organized the
presentation to get area superintendents and educators interested. in
the network.
"What we really want is for
superintendents to say, 'Yes, I want
to play,— she said.
As the series of four demonstrations began, Miller reminded the
(Cont'd on page 2A)
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SPORTS
CHICAGO — Fans cheered
Don Zimmer when he guided
the Cubs to a division title two
years ago. Now, they give the
newly fired skipper the
raspberrys.

I3USINESS
WASHINGTON — The Midwest and South had the most
affordable housing in America
earlier this year, an industry
survey shows. Cities in California and the Northeast were at
the bottom of the list.
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Mourning
By VIJAY JOSHI
Associated Press Writer
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NEW DELHI, India — A dazed nation today began
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Silstribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
ANL

ty. Party officials were to meet today to pick a new leader.
Gandhi became prime minister in 1984 after his mother,
Indira, was assassinated by Sikh bodyguards. His party ousted
a
from power 18 months ago, Gandhi was trying to make
death.
political comeback at the time of his
His party had been expected to win. the Most votes in the
on
election, but fall short of a majority and form a coaliti
government.
His body was flown to New Delhi today for an autopsy and
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

Partly cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of showers tonight.
Lows 65 to 70. Light southeast
wind. Mostly cloudy, very warm
and humid with a good chance
of thundershowers Thursday.
Highs in the upper 80s. Chance
of rain 50 percent.

After the attack, officials postponed further balloting until
next month. Authorities declared a week of mourning and
closed all government offices and schools.
The streets of the capital were largely deserted today and
most shops were closed today. The U.S. Embassy warned
Americans to stay indoors.
Six people were reported killed in violence nationwide.
More than 200 were killed in the campaign violence leading
up to the election.
In Madras, 25 miles northeast of the remote town of Sriperambudur, where Gandhi was slain, angry crowds rampaged
through the streets, looting shops, hurling stones and setting
vehicles on fire.
Gandhi's family has dominated Indian politics for three
Pargenerations, but he left no heir apparent in the Congress

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky's candidates for governor are a
record -setting bunch.
They have raised at least $13.6
lion and spent $11 million to

date, making this the highest-priced
gubernatorial primary in the state's
history.
Totals will keep increasing
through Tuesday's election, after
which all but the Democratic and
Republican winners will close the
books.

Candidates raised $12.8 million
for the 1987 gubernatorial races, of
which $12.1 million was by
Democrats.
Leading the field this year is Lt.
Gov. Brereton Jones, whose fund
raising through May 13, the end of
the latest reporting period, topped

$3.8 -million. Jones told WSAZ-TV
of Huntington, W.Va., on Monday
that his overall total is S4 million.
The Jones campaign's report to
the Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance showed it had spent $3.3
million. More than a third of that
— $1,235,215 — was spent since
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By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger & Times Staf1 Writer
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company met and officially
adopted the implementation of articles and by-laws, making the
dream of a regional dance company
a reality.

After determining by-laws and
responsibilities of the executive
committee, the company began
nominating its first officers as follows: Ted Dotson, president; Linda
Gallimore, vice president; Rita
McKeel, secretary and Bill Phillips,
treasurer. Karen Balzerwas nominated as the interim artistic

director.
It was established by the group
that a board of directors would
appoint several "at-large" community leaders to aid and represent the
company.
Structuring of the organization
will continue at next weeks meeting. Included in the agenda for the

following meeting, May .28 at
noon, in the Pagliai's meeting
room are plans to establish a list of
directors, to propose to the board a
tentative contract for the interim
artistic director, to determine a
schedule of events, to discuss plans

(Cont'd on page 11A)

Man on the street

rial Day?
Has the Gulf War given more emphasis to Memo

Elizabeth Haneline
I think it's brought people closer
to real life. It (the war) made people realize what can happen and
that we need to think about our servicemen and women.

Roy Hammond
I think with the lack of patriotism some Americans have shown,
this has brought us closer together.

Ken Pluckett
1 would say absolutely, no doubt
about it.
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David Luton
I think it probably will this year.
but it will taper off. No one cares
about Memorial Day except those
who have lost someone in a war.

April 26, the date of the -campaign's last report. Jones had
$483,568 remaining on May 13.
First lady Martha Wilkinson
spent more than S2.8 million
before dropping out of the Demo(Cont'd on page 11.4)

City crews busy
fighting unkept
vacant lots in city
According to Murray officials, the city is being unusually
tenacious in combatting its
annual spring and summer
enemy: unmowed vacant lots.
Concern over the unslightly,
unkept lots surfaced during a
short Murray Planning Commission meeting Tuesday night.
But according to officials,
more than 50 lot owners within
the city have been mailed
notices informing them that
their unmowed vacant lots are in
violation of city ordinances and
city crews are beginning to take
action.
After contact from city officials, lot owners are required to
mow their lots within 10 days or
pay $75 an hour for a city crew
to do the job. lithe bill for the
cleanup isn't paid, it is put on a
lien against the property and
must by paid before the land can
be sold or developed.
City Planner Don Elias told
the commission that the city has
personnel to find and ntact lot
owners who do not comply with
the lot upkeep ordinance and
they, have been "aggressively
pursuing" the problem .during
the last few weeks.
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Janitor becomes handy man, prevents explosion at school
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — At Calhoun School, students and faculty
regard James Browning as "the man of the hour." His big, strong hands
are credited with averting a natural gas explosion.
When Browning, the school custodian, entered a dressing room in the
gymnasium to shut off I radiator pilot light valve Monday, it fell out of
its seat.
"So I clamped the pipe with my hands," he said.
About 10 minutes later the assistant band director came into the room,
which also is used for drum lessons, and Browning told him to get Principal Darrell Wilson.
"I was thinking. Help, and Don't let go," Browning said, adding that
his hands were about 6 inches from the radiator's main burner.
Wilson ordered the 560 students evacuated and notified Western Kentucky Gas and emergency officials.

"I heard the announcement to evacuate and after about five or 10
minutes my hands began to cramp," Browning said. "So I let go, but gas
escaped and traveled to the burner and the flame traveled right back to my
hand. I knew I couldn't let go then."
Using his hands again, he blocked the escaping gas and waited.
Wet rags were stuffed between his right arm and the radiator, which
was 150 degrees Fahrenheit and only inches away.
At one point, a firefighter offered to grab hold of the pipes but Browning refused to let go again. "I told him, 'No, it will blow,"' he recalled.
Eventually, other workers located the main valve and shut it off, killing
the gas supply to the 'radiator. Workers then capped the pipe leading to
the faulty valve.
Within an hour, the gas was turned back on and workers were relighting the pilot lights.

"It was sticky there for a minyte," said Assistant Superintendent Earl
Devine. "But we had a good response from everybody."
Bruce Coffey, service superintendent of the gas company's Owensboro
district, told Devine the school's staff did ever/thing right in reacting to
the situation.
"They evacuated, turned off the gas and opened the doors' and windows," Coffey said. "We were en route, but they had it taken care of by
the time we got here."
Browning said he was going to save the faulty valve. "I've been in
predicaments before, but none where I just couldn't turn loose and go."
Wilson said later that "We had a real potential danger here for a serious fire. Mr. Browning prevented what could have been a severe
accident."

^

MSU introduces new interactive computer system..
said. "We want you to see technology being used to promote
education."
The first demonstration involved
a Fulton County teacher, Susan
Taylor, contacting a Murray State

(Cont'd from page 1)
audience that the purpose of the
presentation was not to demonstrate technology.
"We are trying to demonstrate
education not technology," she

University professor, Allan Beane,
by electronic mail to request assistance with a child who-had learning
disabilities.
The computer network allowed
Beane to immediately answer her

questions and share computer prognever have had the opportunity to
tricts and prevented them from
learn before," he said.
rams with her that might be helpful !driving to one central location.
Rose said he hopes Calloway'
for the child.
The final demonstration involved
County will become istivolved in
Beane also arranged for a MurJ.T. Richardson of GTE Kentucky
Carbide in Madisonville, Kentucky, the network.
ray State University student to
"The decision will liave to be
tutor the Fulton County student.,
and Bill Palmer, a Murray State
technology.
by the board, but I would
industrial
The computer link between the
made
of
professor
highly recommend we stay tuned to
Richardson contacted Palmer to
two schools allowed the Murray
it and become involved," he said.
discuss quality control, automation
State student to see the Fulton
and safety problems at his plant.
Count* student's computer screen
Schools already participating in
The network allowed Palmer to the network include: Murray State
on—her...computer in Murray. She
see a video of Richard 's plant University, Paducah Community
could immediately correct him and
in operation and offei vertal and
offer assistance when he made a
College,. Madisonville Community
written assistarice within minutes. College, Fulton County schools and
mistake.
Jack Rose, superintendent of the
The second demonstration
Fulton City schools.'
Calloway County school system,
involved a Fulton County teacher,
Miller said one linked classroom
said he was "very impressed" with
Glenda Thomason, simultaneouslY
includes a computer, printer, fax
the demonstrations.
deliverA a lecture to students in
"I think we're going to see the machine, two VCRs, three cameras
her classroom, a Fulton City classsmall schools, like Fulton. tying in and five television monitors and
room and a classroom at Murray
together and into Murray State and cogs the area school approximately
State.
offering students things they would S65,000.
Through interactive television
and a video presentation controlled
by a computer in Murray, she was
able to see students more than 40
miles away actively participate in
By The Associated
her lesson.
The third ,demonstration conmen She had been free on bail while her
lawyers try to appeal the conviction
sisted of a meeting of school super- ETHIOPIA
ADDIS ABABA — Rebels today rejected
intendents to discuss family resour- the new government and its call for a
IRAQ
cease-fire, and pressed their offensive
ce and youth centers.
BOSTON. Mass — Harvard University
to the capital despite the resignaresearchers predict as many as 170,000
- The interactive television allow- closer
tion of President Mengistu Haile Mariam
Iracif children will die in the next year
ed the superintendents to conduct Residents told of seeing and hearing
because of disease and shortages
their meeting and share information army tanks, armored personnel carriers
caused by the Gulf War The war hascaused a "public health catastrophe,'
by computer from their home dis- and trucks moving through Addis Ababa
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This weekend got unbelievable prices on these great products.
But hurry in now because deals this hot may never come again.
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JOHANNESBURG — Winnie Mandela
and more than 200 other women were
arrested today after scuffling with riot
police during a demonstration to demand
the release of political prisoners Police
bundled Mrs Mandela. wife of African
National Congress leader Nelson Mandela, and other activists into vans and took
them to the main Johannesburg police
station after the protest in the city center
Brief scuffles broke out as police took
away the women activists of the African
National Congress. who had held an all
night vigil Other ANC women who
gathered outside the police station to
demand Mrs Mandela's release were
arrested after refusing to disperse "Viva
ANC.- the women chanted Police said
205 women were arrested Last week,
-Mrs Mandela was sentenced to six years
in prison after being found guilty of kidnapping and being an accessory to
assault in connection with the 1988
abduction and beating of tour young

May Save Your Life

9c9
mig. memo
50 Ft. Fairlawn
Vinyl Hose

Great GrAl

before dawn, apparently heading west to
bolster the city's outer defenses Some
residents also told of seeing soldiers
straggling into the capital from the west
The accounts could not be confirmed
The rebels claim they have advanced to
within 35 miles of Addis Ababa The capital remained calm today, with shoppers
in the streets and businesses open as
usual In a clandestine radio broadcast.
the Ethiopian People's Revolutionary
Democratic Front said the new interim
president, Lt Gen Testaye Gebre-Kidan,
an ex-defense minister, is "part and par
cot'of the former Mengistu regime Men,
gestu, one of Africa's most ruthless leaders, reiigned Tuesday and fled to
Zimbabwe

Big Red
Great Gravy Dog Food
• Nutritionally -compiete
balanced food for adult dogs
• Add warm water for a
rich-tasting gravy

• 40 lb. beg

In the event of a medical emergency while
you are away from home, your records can be
faxed. IN MINUTES to any hospital or
physician in the world

24 HOURS A DAY.
This service is ideal for retired couples,
business executives or other frequent
travelers who may develop medical problems
while away from their local physician.
STAT-FAX
A COMMONSENSE PRECAUTION THAT COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE.
BEFORE YOUR NEXT TRIP CALL
1-800-835-1508 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

with such severe shortages of medicine,
equipment and staff that cholera, typhoid
and gastroenteritis have reached
epidemic levels the researchers said in a
report Tuesday Another report issued
the same day by the German delegation
of the International Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War reached simi
lar conclusions

SOUTH KOREA
SEOUL — Prime Minister Ro Jai-bong
quit today in an attempt to defuse nation
wide demonstrations against the government, but a top "opposition leader
repeated demands for mayor reforms In
the southern city of Kwangju, a construc
lion worker set himself on fire and
jumped from the roof of a hospital
morgue to protest the government of
President Roh Tae-woo It was the ninth
such incident since the unrest began a
month ago with the fatal beating of a stu
dent by police Ro, who was appointed to
the largely ceremonial job six months
ago, took responsibility for the violent
protests that have plunged the government into its most serious political crisis
A replacement was not named immedi
dately, but the resignation was not likely
to calm protesters, who have been
demanding the ouster of the entire
Cabinet

U.S.S.R.

MOSCOW — President Mikhail S Gor
bachev created a minimum wage and
sent an envoy to the European Commun
ity on Tuesday as he pushed ahead with
his economic reforms, hoping to gain
Western backing for them Workers in
Byelorussia threatened to resume a general strike on Wednesday. however, and
pilots and air traffic controllers said they
still might walk out it pay and vacation
demands are not met Strikes and politi
cal infighting have stalled reforms for
more than six months while the economy
deteriorates Gorbachev fashioned an
anti-crisis plan in April and signed an
accord with nine of the 15 republics to
gel reforms track on track Gorbachev
spokesman Vilely Ignatenko said Tues
day the president hoped to attend a sum
mit of the top seven industrialized nations
in London this summer to present his
reform achievements "If there is an invi
won, President Gorbachev will accept
it," lgnatenko said

SOMALIA
NAIROBI, Kenya — Rebels in northern
Somalia said Tuesday they had formed
an independent Republic of Somaliland,
turning the clock back 31 years to the
region's liberation from British colonial
ism "The north, the Republic of Somali
land, has reverted to the position it was
in June 26, 1960," said rebel spokesman
Osman Ahmed Hassan "That's when
northern British Somaliland gained independence That's the position now " The
rebel Somali National Movement formed
the new state Saturday with flag-raising
celebrations in the northwestern Somali
town of Burco that were attended by
thousands, according to a radio broad
cast announcing the event

ISRAEL

RASHAY.4. Lebanon — Israel today welcomed an otter from a ranking Shiite
Muslim clergyman for a comprehensive
prisoner swap that could also free 13
Western hostages, including six Amen
cans Un Lubrani, coordinator of Israel s
policy in Lebanon, said the offer by Sheik
Mohammed Mehdi Shamseddine was an
"encouraging step in the right direction

Prices Good At them Participating Dealers Tbru May 27;1991
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Stephenson banks on `Winds of Change'
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

it Earl

Murray Ledger I Times Stott
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John Stephenson, a Kenton
County educator/realtor is. one of
eleven canditlates running for
superintendent of 'public
instruction.
As an educator Stephenson was
an advanced government, American
history and Kentucky history
instructor at the high school level.
Based on his interest in history, he
has developed his platform.
With a "Winds of Change"
theme to reflect the importance of
reviving the statewide office, Stephenson said "Remember, the freedoms we abuse we tend to lose,
and the freedoms we fail to use we
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ing to

I winof by
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I go."
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tend to lose. Let us support education reform and keep the watchful
eye of the people's elected voice."
The statewide office is required
by the constitution, but is now
defunct and offers a mere $3,000
salary.
Stephenson said he also would
like to instill ethics, morals and
discipline into Kentucky's school
children through informing students of the life of Jesus Christ,
while not addressing religious
beliefs one way or the other.
Among Stephenson's following
is an unanimous endorsement by
The Kentucky AFL-CIO and all its
affiliates, The Jefferson County
Board of Realtors, Kenton-Boone
County Board of Realtors and

JOHN STEPHENSON
Teamsters Joint Counsel 26.
During Stephenson's efforts to

Baesler says Jones still running against-Wilkinson
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PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Baesler said during a stop at a
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Pikeville clothing store. "He's got
Scotty Baesler says Lt. Gov. Brere- with him (Howard) 'Sonny' Hunt,
ton Jones should stop inventing (former Gov.) Julian Carroll, Jack
stories about plots by former candi- Hall and Melvin Wilson, folks who
date Martha Wilkinson and start have reputations politically for
running against him.
deals historically."
"He needs to get out from
Wilson, who is publicly supportbehind the Wilkinsons and run ing Jones, was a big fund-raiser for
against me" instead of "relying on former Gov. Martha Layne Collins
innuendo and suggestion," the and helped Gil McCarty to become
Lexington mayor said during a state insurance commissioner durcampaign stop Tuesday in ing her administration.
Pikeville.
McCarty is a vice president of
Jones told reporters that he PIE Mutual Insurance Co., a Clevebelieved another candidate in next land company that, along with its
Tuesday's Democratic primary had law firm, gave more than $93,000
cut a deal with Mrs. Wilkinson for to Jones' campaign during a fundher support. But Baesler said it was raiser last September. Another
Jones who was making deals, and $19,500 was contributed the same
he invoked
day from independent insurance
a state insurance scandal and a agents who sell PIE policies in
large contribution to Jones to make Kentucky.
his point.
Jones has said he didn't know
"He should know about deals," who was at that fund-raiser.
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Hunt, a former member of the
Kentucky House, was appointed
chairman of the state Democratic
Party by Carroll. Hunt later went to
prison after pleading guilty in connection with a kickback scheme
involving state insurance contracts
during Carroll's administration.
Jones said neither Hunt nor Carroll are actively involved in his
campaign. But Hall, who held various titles in the Carroll administration, is Jones' top fund-raiser.
Jones also cited as proof of a
conspiracy the fact that the Wilkinson campaign continued to run
attack ads against him for three
days after she pulled out.
But Baesler said those claims
were a sign that Jones was getting
desperate.
Baesler also ridiculed Jones,'
claim of running a clean campaigii.
He said Jones was "the only person in this race talking about other

On May 28th Vote for

DON
LOGS
D
Commissioner of Agriculture

become in tune with the needs of
Kentucky, he has visijed each of
Kentucky's 120 counties at least
five times, he said, and produced a
20 hour documentary of the individual histories of the counties.
Issues of particular interest to
Stephenson, he said were to insure
that Tier I receives the funding it
deserves, to nurture parent/teacher
involvement in the schools through
KERA's site based decision
making.
"I feel that as a 21 year rank II
masters, fully certified teacher and
educator, combined with my years
of business and community leadership, I am the most qualified person for this position-and its times,"
he said.

alloway
lved in
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ED UNDERSTANDS
AGRICULTURE
'Raised on a dairy farm
"Owned and operated 400 acre
pork, beef and tobacco farm
'Director, Kentucky Agriculture
Department, Division of
Shows and Fairs, 1985
'Director, Clark County Farm
Bureau.
-Member, National Rural Develop
ment Committee, 1976-77
•FFA American Farmer Degree
1968.
•Life-long Kentucky resider!

ED UNDERSTANDS GOVERNMENT
'Elected County Judge at age 26
'Elected President. Kentucky County Judges Association, 1978
Deputy Commissioner. Kentucky Department of Local Government, 1979
'
'Over 10 years experience working with the General Assembly

Roesler will be at the George
Weaks Community Center in Murray today at 4 p.m. Jones was in
Murray caner this morning.
candidates behind closed doors ...
He's the most negative candidate in
this race."
Baesler was traveling with Kent
Clark, Mrs. Wilkinson's former
campaign coordinator for the 7th
Districi But the candidate said he
could not tell how -much of Mrs.
Wilkinson's former supporters he
had picked up.
Dr. Floyd Poore, another candidate in the primary, said Tuesday
that he had garnered about 85 percent of Mrs. Wilkinson's former
supporters. Jones responded to that
claim by saying that Poore "historically has been known for his
exaggeration, and he's being true
to form."

Commissioner of Agriculture
Democrat

"Pulling Together For Kentucky's Future"
Pd tor try- Bob Wier, Mom BO Cowry and loco> (.ororgre groar.i. Comoudoo to Elect Ed Logso,r,

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Galbraith says C-J ignores campaign

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Galbraith, who favors the legaliDemocratic gubernatorial candidate zation of marijuana, said the poll
Gatewood Galbraith told a news showed him with only 1 percent of
conference in front of The Courier- the voter response.
Journal that it was ignoring his
"Their figures are wrong, so
candidacy and his stand on cam- wrong that I will stake my political
paign issues.
future on it," he said Tuesday.
He also questioned the validity
He then issued this challenge to
of the Bluegrass State Poll pub- the state's largest newspaper; "If I
lished by the newspaper on Sun- get 5 percent or less of the vote in
day, saying it "is bogus, a sham the primary election next week, I
and not a true reflection of the Will never seek another public
public's views."
office.

BRERETON JONES
*

"But if I get 6 percent or more,
and I will, then I call upon The
Courier-Journal to get out of the
polling business and turn it over to
someone more responsible. The
poll is supposed to have a 4 percent margin of error. I'll give them
that and still come out ahead."
,Regional editor Mark Provano
said The Courier-Journal "is covering Galbraith's campaign and
intends to do a story about where
he stands on the issues."

Going Out Of

GOVERNOR!

Business Sale

TIME THE PEOPLE COME FiRsif

After 15 years of serving Paducah's fine jewelry
needs, Hillmark Jewelers, known for unique,
high-fashion, quality jewelry at great value is...
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Example of Savings...

Brereton Jones is committed to Western Kentucky

ITEM

As Governor, he will
• Open a state economic development office in Western Kentucky to create
better-paying jobs here.
• Support our family farms and work to expand markets by bringing food
processing plants to our region.
• Increase the promotion of our tourism industry.
• Make education reform a reality for all of our children.
• Ensure that every tax dollar is spent honestly 'and efficiently.
• Work to provide affordable health care for all Kentuckians.
-* Fight to .safeguard our -environment_

Vote JONES
Democrat for Governor, May 28
Paid for by Friends for Jones, Annelle Fulmer, CPA, Treasurer
N.

al.M01161WI

SOLITAIRES .20 ct.
.25 ct.
.33 ct.
..„
,
.54 ct.
.93 ct.
1.14 ct.
- "1.64 ct.
EARRINGS 1/4 ct. TW
-i wit;\ 1/3 ct. TW
1/2 ct. TW
-.
1:
1 ct. TW
1/2 ct. TW
TENNIS
BRACELET 2 ct. TW

.1.01.

ORIGINAL

SALE

399.00
499.00749.00
1099.00
3162.00
4490.00
5450.00
330.00
429.00
799.00
1699.00
550.00
1249.00

271.32
339.32
509.32
747.32
2150.16
3053.20
3706.00
224.40
291.72
543.32
1155.32
374.00
849.32

SAVINGS
127.68
159.68
239.68
351.68
1011.84
1436.80
1744.00
105.60
137.28
255.68
543.68
176.00
399.68

K
AR
HILL
JEWELERS

Since 1976

Corner of 3rd and Broadway Street. Paducah, KY • 502-441-9333
tiiiiltly ii 00 - i Iiii • Instant Credit Available • All Major Credit Cards• Layaways
Monday *Discounts are oft regurartuggested prices which may be offering prices that may or may not have resulted in $ales
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the editor
Likes Jones' record on education
Dear Editor:
Kentucky education has undergone dramatic surgery within the past
year. School systems are digging in to make the prognosis a positive
result. Strong, dedicated support and leadership are needed throughout our
communities.and especially from the Governor's office. Brereton Jones
embodies that leadership so crucial for education success.
KEPAC (Kentucky Educator's Political Action Committee) announced
that 98% of KEPAC's 152 local PAC's concurred with the unanimous
recommendation of KEPAC's state committee to endorse Brereton Jones..
Because of his service on the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence, the University of Kentucky Board of Trustees, the Kentucky State
University Foundation Board of Directors and the Governor's Council on
Education Reform, Brereton Jones must be the logical choice for
Governor.
As a memb-"eThf local, state and national educaitonal organizations and
as an involved educational employee, I would urge our citizens to vote for
the candidate with a proven record of support for education — Brereton
Jean S. Hurt
Islurras

Patton best for western Kentucky
Dear Editor:
' Seems extremely strange to me that all of a sudden Mr. Bobbs R
son, candidate for Lieutenant Governor, has fOund that he has s-h a
regard for west Kentucky and the interests of qur region of the ,tate.
Just a few years ago, as I recall. when Mr. Richardson was in a ie,Idership position in the Kentucky House, he -made sure that any semblan‘e of
leadership from far western Kentucky was eliminated.
Because he would not agree with Mr. Richardson's whims and desires.
former'State Representative Loyd Clapp was removed from the House
Rules Committee.
.Former State Representative Dolly McNutt showed her legislatixe independence as chairman or the Capital Construction Oversight Committee.
thereby prompting Mr. Richardson to engineer her removal.
J.R. Gray, former State Representative. Was chairman of the House
Labor and Industry Committee and when faced with the choice of attending routine meetings or looking out for the welfare of hundreds of plant
workers and their families, he incurred the wrath of Mr. Richardson by
standing by the workers and their families. Mr. Richardson made sure he
was removed as chairman, saying he showed no interest.
I believe it wis Mr. Bill Bartleman who stated -off went their heads" as
Mr. Richardson made sure that fafwestern Kentucky was deprived of positions of importance to our region.
I believe that Mr. Paul Patton has a vision for all of Kentucky, including the far western region. Mr. Patton has done a great job in administering the affairs of Pike County and has been highly successful in creating
jobs.
Because of the longtime leadership he has given the Democrat Party.
Mr. Patton would be an excellent choice to help Mr. Brereton Jones. candidate for Governor, with his plans to rebuild the Democrat Party from
the -grass roots level" up.
Since the Lieutenant Governor is only a heart beat away. or possibly a
race away, from being Governor, I urge you to help elect Paul Patton. a
man who is truly qualified for the office and who has earned our support.
Coleman:Hawkins.,
Rt. 3, Box 131, Calvert City KY 42029

A treaty notfor signing
Let the fact be acknowledged:
Over a great part of the world, millions of children live and die under
appalling conditions. Recently we
have looked into the eyes of the
pitiful children of Kurdistan and
Bangladesh. Only a heart of stone
could fail to be moved by their
plight.
But today's topic is the United
Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child.. President Bush is
coming under heavy bipartisan
pressure to initial this treaty and to
send it to the Senate for ratification. In this regard we are talking
not about compassion. but about
law.

We are talking, indeed, about an
addition to what the Constitution
defines as "the supreme law of the
land," binding upon the judges in
every state, "anything in the Constitution of laws of the state to the
contrary notwithstanding." Treaties
have to be taken as seriously as
constitutional amendments. Once
ratified, they cannot casliy be
renounced.
This particular treaty goes back
to November 1959, when the
U..N.'s General Assembly unanimously adopted a Declaration of the
Rights of the Child. The document
laid down 10 guiding principles.
For example. "The child ... shall be
brought up in a spirit of under-

A
_ CONSERVATIVE
VIEW
ByJamesJ.Kilpatrick
standing, tolerance, friendship
among peoples, peace and universal brotherhood, and in full consciousness that his energy and
talents should be devoted to the
service of his fellow men."
In 1989, 30 years later, these
sentiments found their way from
the non-binding Declaration to the
binding Convention. Over the past
18 months, 135 heads of state
reportedly have signed the compact. President Bush finds himself
-in the company of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Ethiopia and South Africa. Sen.
Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., finds
this "intolerable."
I -find it not intolerable at all.
Closely examined, this treaty is
grandma wolf in her nightcap.
What very big teeth it has! If we
were to take it seriously — and I
insist we must take it seriously —
the president and the Senate would
be committing the United States to
obligations that are wholly unac-

ceptable under our constitutional
system.
At a casual glance, the teeth are
well-concealed in gummy prose.
All kinds of qualifying phrases
appear. For example, a child of a
broken home would be guaranteed
a right to have contact with both
parents "except if it is contrary to
the child's best interests." The
child shall have a right to freedom
of expression, but the exercise of
this right may be subject to restrictions that are "provided by law and
are necessary." Parties to the treaty
must take certain actions that are
"appropriate" or "adequate."
This gauzy fluff is disarming.
The text rolls on and on. It mandates all kinds/ of curious requirements. The signatory nations shall
take appropriate measnres to ensure
that parents and children learn "the
advantages of breast-feeding."
They must be educated in "the prevention of accidents." Does education in accident prevention truly
require an international treaty?
Article 28 is sharper. Signatories
"shall make higher education
accessible to all on the basis of
capacity by every appropriate
means." Article 24 demands that
we recognize "the right of the child
to the enjoyment of the highest
attainable standard of health." Who
is to judge "the highest attainable
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Hopkins a proven public servant
Dear Editor:
The Republican Party is very fortunate to have two fine candidates running for Governor in the primary election May 28.
I'm supporting Congressman Larry Hopkins because he's from -far
western Kentucky running for Governor. He grew up in Graves County.
His wife is from McCracken.
Larry Hopkins has never entered a race and failed to finish. He's never
failed to win.
He is a proven vote getter and public servant. He has served from the
second largest county in the state as Fayette County Clerk State Representative, State Senator, and now as Congressman. Larry Hopkins has
the knowledge and experience to make a great governor. He's from the
same mold as the famed U.S. Senator lift Sherman Cooper.
While I was Judge/Executive of Crittenden County, Larry Hopkins
assisted me and. the late George Patmor in 'securing loans and grants for
the county's first.water district, the Crittenden-Livingston Water District.
Congressman Carroll . Hubbard was also very helpful on this matter.
After we opened the bids on that project, it ran approximately 225,000
over the available funding: Sen. Mitch McConnell had just been elected,
he and Congressman Hubbard came to our aid, we secured the funding.
Larry Hopkins is electable, can and has been successful as a Republican
in a Democrat district to both be elected and work with both parties.
H.M. (Roni) Asbridge, ex-sheriff and ex-judge/executive
Rt. 1 Box 169c, Marion, KY 42064

Thanks for Hardin Days' success
Dear Editor:
The city of Hardin, Hardin South Marshall Fire Department and the
Ladies Auxiliary would like to thank everyone for their help in Hardin
Days. It's people like you who make Hardin Days possible.
All our proceeds go to the Volunteer Fire Department.
Carl Butler, Mayor of Hardin
Betty Miller, Ladies Auxiliary
Don Spendleman, Hardin Fire Chief

Today In History

-

1

Today is Wednesday, May 22, the 142nd day of 1991. There arc 223
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 22,_ 1909, while the ASI101111ULS aboard.Apolla X orbited the
moon, the spacecraft's lunar module (nicknamed "Snoopy") separated
from the command module (nicknamed "Charlie Brown") and flew to
within nine miles of the lunar surface in a dress rehearsal for the first
moon landing the following July.
Thought for Today: "The family you come from isn't as important as
the family you're going to have.' — Ring Lardner, American humorist
(1885-1933).
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standard?"
An answer may be found in Article 43:"For the purpose of examining the progress made by states
parties in achieving the realization
of the obligations undertaken in the
present Convention, there shall be
established a Committee on the
Rights of the Child ... The committee shall consist of 10 experts of
high moral standing and recognized
competence in the field covered by
this'. Convention."
In sum, the United States would
find the entire spectrum of our
family law subject to examination
by :a committee of 10 "experts."
States that failed to adjust their
civil and criminal laws acterding
to the experts' judgement would
find themselves pilloried before the
world. Under our system these laws
overwhelmingly are state laws. If
Sen. Dodd wants to look for something truly "intolerable," let him
look at the prospect of one massive
federal code on the care and feeding of children.
To oppose this feckless mishmash of good intentions and bad
law is not to oppose the kind treatment of children. Of course not. In
this field let us do the best we can
here at home, by our own compassionate lights, and let the international do-gooders, with our blessing. go their busy way in peace.

Queen chickens out on a real-life story
As part of her official visit to
Washington, D.C., Queen Elizabeth
II dropped in at the home of Alice
Frazier, who invited her to stay for
a lunch of Southern fried chicken
and potato salad.
Her majesty declined. Lunch
with Mrs. Frazier wasn't the pur•pose of the visit. It was what we
call a _photo opportunity: The
Queen of England is shown visiting
an elderly black lady who lives in a
very neat, government-subsidized
house.
That helps give the impression
that there's more to her trip an
putting on gowns and dining
other swells at the White Hou,se.
So the queen unsuccessfully
attempted to dodge a hug from
Mrs. Frazier (hugging a queen is an
official no-no) and went off to a
very posh luncheon with a flock of
suitable celebrities. Angela Lansbury was there. So was Jane Fonda
and her boyfriend, Ted Turner, the
CNN owner. That sort of crowd.
Well, l'once talked to Jane Fonda. Although she appeals to the
eye, without a script in her hand,
she's not the liveliest of
con vetsa ti onal
Ah, but Mrs. Frazier is another
story. If the queen wanted to jaw
about something besides the bene- fits-of- aerobia,-she-should -have--

taken Mrs. Frazier up on lunch.
We phoned Mrs. Frazier after the
royal visit and asked her what she
would have chatted about if the
queen had stayed.
"Hmmm. I think maybe I would
have asked her how she likes being
queen. And I would've asked her,
'How you come to be queen?"
A question worthy of Eliza Doolittle. And then what would Mrs.
Frazier have said?
"I guess I'd have told her my life
story, if she wanted to know."
So tell me.
"I grew up the hard way. I was
born in North Carolina, but my
mama died when I was 9. My daddy worked in a mill. I was the oldest girl so I had to help take care of
my sisters and brothers.
"And I did odd jobs in people's
homes. The white folks, you know,
they hired me. I'd feed the chickens, clean the house and that kind
of thing.
"In those days, they wasn't paying too much. I started working for
50 cents a week. Then after a
while, I moved up to $1.50 a week.
"I did that in the morning real
early before school. And after
school, I'd go back and finish the
work. Then I'd go home and help
make dinner for my daddy and my
sistcis - aodbrothers:

look for better work than there was
in North tarolina.
"I got a job in a drugstore, working in the cafeteria. I worked there
until I retired. My husband, he
worked there, too, on the loading
dock. He worked there until he
By Mike
died about 20 years ago.
Royko
"Now I don't do much. I watch
some of the stories on TV. And I
see my children and my grandchildren. And I have great"I stopped school after the ninth
grandchildren, too. One of them
grade and went to work in a hospital, helping the nurses. I did just a
was born before the queen got
little bit of everything. Oh, my ' here.
goodness, cleaning up the babies
"That's why I cooked all that
when they're born, helping out
chicken, you know? My family told
with the patients, bringing 'em
me I should fix something for her
food, making 'em feel bettdr. And
and offer it to her, in case she was
after people died, I'd help clean
hungry, but I didn't think she
them up. I didn't like that part of
would want to stay. But if she staythe hospital job. The dead people. ed, I guess we could have made
It was no good feeling.
girl-to-girl 'talk."
"Then I got married when I was
(Yes, the queen might have been
20. I was still in North Carolina. fascinated by the feeding of chickHad four children. But one is dead. ens and the cleaning up of stiffs in
He got to be an alcoholic. He drank
the hospital. They don't have that
instead of eating, and when you do
kind of lively banter at old
that, everything goes bad. It went
Buckingham.)
bad for him. And one of my
"And I would have liked to
'daughters, she's paralyzed. It was
know how she come to be queen.
kind of an accident. A gun went
Do you know?"
off.
It's just a matter of being in the
"We moved to Washington about
right place at the right time, I
30 years ago, after my daddy died. guess.
My husband-and canto- here'That's it? Welt, that's -nice-."-

ROYKO
SAYS

Looking back
Twenty years ago
Ten years ago
A total of 2.44 inches of rain
Murray State University's new
have fallen in Murray during the program to train school social
month of May, according to local workers has been appointed by
officials.
Kentucky Board of Education,
Jennifer Jarrett, student at Callo- according to Dr. Harry Sparks,
way County Middle School and MSU president.
daughter. of Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Marilyn Simons, daughter of Mr.
Jarrett, has been selected to partici- and Mrs. Charles Simons, was
pate in Awards Ceremony at Talent named Miss Murray High School
Identification Program /at Duke of 1971. Finalists were Sheila
University, Durham, N.C.
lAtimer, Ruth Titswonh and Amy
Births reported include a boy to Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lilly, May 9.
Kathy Stubblefield, daughter of
M.C. Garrott features Dr. Ray Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe StubbleMofield and how he told the world field, and Linda Brownfield,
about Alben Barldey's reaction on daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
being elected vice president in Brownfield, are featured in "Thurreporting 1948 presidential election ber's World — Welcome To It."
returns and Mofield receiving Readers Theatre production at
plaque from CBS, in his column, Murray State University, May 20,
"Garrott's Galley."
21 and 22.

Thirty years ago
Calloway County Coon Hunters
Club sponsored a water race and
drag race on May 21 at Gregory
Ferguson Pond, located two miles
south of New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church.
Joe Allbritten and Scott Diuguid
were wincnrs in senior and junior
divisions respectively of Model Car
Building Contest held at Starks
Hardware,'
Installed as officers of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls were Beverly
Rodgers, Pam Garland, Pt Dill,
Diane Vaughn, Jenny Lou Shelton,
Patsy Lax, Phyllis McNutt, Janice
Johnson, Carol Rolfe, Mary Beth
Cherry, Sue Ann Watson and Judy
Outland.

Forty years ago
Ground breaking ceremonies for
new addition to College Presbyterian Church at 16th and Main
Streets will take place at 3 p.m.
today. This will be a large addition
to the present edifice.
Tommy Hale, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elvie Hale and junior at Murray Training School, won 880-yard
run in Kentucky Track Meet held
at Lexington. His coach is Tim
O'Brien.
Installed as officers of Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club 'were Mrs. Garnett
Jones, Mrs. Ruth Blackwood, Miss
Ruth Lassiter, Mrs. Laurine Doran
and Mrs. Kirk Pool.
Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Key spent
the weekend in Berea and
Frankfort.
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OPEN MEMORIAL DAY 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
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1991

Supra

4 Runner SR5
84472

07987

Automatic, Air, Power Windows, Power Locks, Tilt Wheel,
Cruise, Alluminum Wheels, Sunroof, list Cycle Wipers, AIATIA
Stereo Cosset*, Rew Heater, Rear Window Wiper, Rear Defog.
ger.

Automatic, Al,, Power Windows, Pow! Locks, 8-way Power
Driver's Seat, Split Folding Rear Seats, Tat:Telescopic Leather
Wheel, Cruise, Rear Defogger, Intermittent Wipers, Theft De
rent System,Premiurn 3-in-1 ETR'Cassette CD with 8 Speakers,
Power Smoot, Painted Aluminum Wheels.

11991 :1:;_ •
Corolla

1991
Std. Bed
Pickup Truck
072 38
4 cyl. Fuel Injected En- $
gine, 5-speed TransmisSteel
Styled sion,
Wall
Double
Wheels,
Cargo Bed, Mist Cycle

00

Sale
Price

Per Mo.

'7 724
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Camry
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Celica ST

here was

57°'
Per Mo

#1563
Power
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el Steh
Steel
S
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r,led
Body Side Moldings, ReBucket
Cloth
clining
Seats, Intermittent Wipers, Rear Defogger
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Rebate,via

900"

89900

1885

k r Coupe
ptatvaid2-YDooro
Beere
1991Se
MSRP
M.odin4, Factory Options
10.365 00
1LV37 Beretta 2 Dr Coupe
ABS Gray'Cloth Bucket
540 00
MXt Auto Transmission
685 DC
LID 3 t Liter ME I V6 Engine
£000
055 Consoier
49 00
F41 Sport Suspension
OME P195.70 R14 ALS S•B Radial
9300
RAW T.res
1.I446 Electronically Tuned AM/FM Stereo
Radio. W•Seek•Scan. Stereo Cassette
Tape And Digital Clock W'Exter•ded
14000
Range Sound System
ma% 03
i-SC• 4301.614a Preferred F.a..ianerot--Speez:
Conditioning.
Elec
Group 42 Includes Air
Convol w.Resume. Comfon It Steering Wheel, Inter
mattent Windshield Wipers.. Color-Keyed Front
Rear Carpeted Floor Mats, Rear View Mirror Wr
Reading Lamps. Visor Mirrors W/Sunshade Extensions
400 00
1SZ Preferred Equipment Savings
00
81U Bright Red
12788.00
Total Model And Options
455.00
Destination Charge

I li
1111111111til
--viAllii
Cobra
Diplomat
Vans
91
One of the Best Conversion
Vans in the nation.

97,4770
After Rebate

Good
Neighbor

..813.243.00

rota,

4 44Chevy
°

'16 900"

After $11 Cln000
Rebate I5 055

See Preston Barrett
1991 Corsica LT 4-Door Sedan

See David York
1990 Tracker 2-Door LSI

After
Rebate
#219918,

#1 5 1 84 3

r -.0i8

820.969 00

Total

bag

•e, work:ed there
iand, he
loading
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After

MSRP
Model 8 Factory Options
• T875-00
1BL35 Caprice 4-Door Wagon
00
L03 50 Liter E.F.I., V8 Engine
AM6 Maroon Custom Cloth 55/45 Seal 300 00
G49 Electric Rear Window Defogger
Wei Electrically Heated
195.00
Outsidd Rearview Mirrors
175.00
G67 Automatic Leveling Suspension
. ..... 00
MX0 Automatic Trans. W/Overdnve
89.00
Net Full Sae Spare
OEU P225/75R-15 Alt Season Sleet Betted
NrC
Radial White Stripe Tires
1SC Caprice Wagon Preferred E•nuipmen41800.00
Group 52 Includes: AM/FM Stereo Radio With Seek._
Scan,Cass Tape At,Auto Reverse and Digital Clods
W/Ext. Range Frt 8 RR Speakers, Power Windows
With Driver's Express Down.Power Door Looks(incl.
Tgate). Driver Side Six Way Adjuster Power Seat,
Elec, Speed Control WIResume. Comforut Steering
Wheel, Twin Remote Elec, Mirrors, Rear Compart
rnent Security CVR. Deluxe Rear Compartment
Trim Power Antenna. Illuminated RH Visor Mirror,
Dual Reading Lamps-RV Mirror. CL R Key FF116 RR
Carpet Floor Mats
00
40U White
20434 00
Total Model And Options
00
535
Destineton Charge

Lease Return
Corollas
10 to Choose From

Automatic, Air, AM/FM
Cassette, Tilt
Stereo
Wheel, Intermittent WipCloth
Reclining
ers,
Bucket Seats, Rear Defogger, Driver's Side Air-

517.1970'

813 336 00

Sale
Price
4.1a533

See Kelly Steely
1991 Caprice 4-Dr. Wagon

on 1991 Factory

#9545

r.1

9,131

SAVE $2,500

8

Model 8 Factory Options
AlSkIP Mole' A Factory Opleas
863
-"1"6
14
1LT68 Corsica LT 40, FOChte Sedan
10745 00 0,0506 StO 40' Blazer
0.
AR9 Gray Cloth Bucket
00 84 43 Lllef EFI V6 Gas Engine
.46000 M*-Fording-Mear Seat
Ceia Electric Rear Window Defogger
NO
L4 Erigine
00 GJ4 Rear Axle 308 Ratio .
LIA3 2.2 Liter E
560
540.00 Mr', 4 Spd Auto, Trans W,Overclrive
MX1 Automatic Transmission
OFE P185/75 R-14 ALS sie Hadiw
Outside Spare Tire Carrier
,r
BAN Tires
. A Desired
' 1 Road
203600
1SD Corsica LT Preferred Equ einem
Tires P2057511 15 Ori/01
170 00
Group 53 Includes Air Cond.r.oring, AM•FM Stereo
',Jet Bee White Letter
Radio WiSK8SC. Cassette, Digit& Clock W/E,
.', Electronically Tuned AM/FM Stereo
Tape
Cassette
tended Range Sound System. Power Windows W
tn Seek Scan, Stereo
Diver s Express Down, Power CloOr Locks, Elec
253 OC
'
•!• -•d Digital Clock "
._ 1970
Pkg
Speed Control WrResurne, Cornlortilt Steering
Convenience
eas
RC
• •„litaecr
t
interm.•
Wheel, Rear View Mirror w/Read•ng Lamps,
Tailgate
tent Windshield Wipers, Power TruniuHatcr, Rn
"Jar window Defogger
0.0
lease. Color (eyedFront & Rear Carpeted Flow
• r-r0e4 1r14,441 Sete
arsC.oth
toem
Mats, Console
lueSpecial C'ss
00
600 00
Bucket
•:ia
1SZ Preferred Equpment Savings
• Bkac
a Re
.
'
00
44U Malachite Metallic
Jo Capacity Not App/cadet
1675200
12881 00
Total Model And Options
•• Model And Options
44500
455 00
Destination Charge
• -.Ito, C"arde

See
Gene Buhmann
For A
Great Deal
On One Of Our
18 Medium Duty
Trucks
In Stock

Per Mo

Sale
Price

Wipers.

00

*5061
Steering, $
Power
Air,
Steel
Styled
3
ReWheels,18
Body Side Moldings,
Bucket
Cloth
clining
Wipers,
Cycle
Seats, Mist
Rear Window Defogger.

See Charles Jenkins
1991 S10 4-Dr. Blazer

See Mickey Boggess
1991 Corsica LT 4-Dr. Hatchback Sedan

12,827

1991 4x4_ clic*
Pick-up

1991 -Ow
Previa DX

#7314
4 Cyl. Fuel Injected Engine, 5speed Transmission, Air, Mist
CycleWipers,Gas Shock Absorbers, Tripmeter, Tachometer,
Tilt Wheel, Cloth Seat, Chrome
Package, Chrome Rear Bumber,
Styled Steel Wheels, Sliding
Rear Waldo*, AILF1.1 Stereo,
Sport Stripes, Towing Receiver,
Hitch, Digital Clock

*3717

49"

Per Mo.

Sale
Price 92

429

Automatic, Dual Air Conditioning, AM/FM
Stereo, Tittofehlitel, Rear Window Deiogger,
Third Rear Seat.

98 487

ave been
pf chickstiffs in
lave that
at old

MSRP
O Model 8 Factory Options
P
60M7S0RDo
Naiil 8 Factory Options
12245 00
C,10316 Tracker 2-Door LSI
1L169 Corsica LT 4-Dr. Sedan
B2W P20575 R-15 °NM Road
ABS Dark Blue Cloth Bucket
NIC
DO
While Lettered Tires
.. M3 2.2 L4ef E.F I L4 Engine
695 00
540 00 C60 Air Conditioning
MX1 Automatic Transmission .
Produced
Engine
E.F.I.
Liter
6
1
LS5
Radial
SiEi
ALS
GEE P185,75 R•14
NiC
By Suzuki In Japan
NC
B.W Tires
00
.00 MX1 Automatic Transmission
27U Medrum Sapphire Blue Metallic.
00
5
7
Shed
Case
Transfer
,
NV.
1SC Corsica LT Preferred Equipment .-.. 1236.00
Group 52 Includes Air Conditioning. Elec. Speed IN6 Electronically Tuned AM/FM Stereo
Radio W,Seek-Scan. Stereo Cassette
Control w/Fiesume. Comfonilt Steering Wheet,
3900
Tape And Digital Clock
Rearview Mirror W2Reading Larrps. Intermittent
431
Gray Custom Cloth Bucket Seats
OQ
Rear,
Front
A
Color-Keyed
Windshield Wipers,
565 00
ISO Tracker LSI Preferred Equipment
Carpeted Floor Mats.
Transmission
Auto.
Includes:
52.
Group
444
.1..400
S
556,0
1SZ Preferred Equipment Savings
oo
240 Bright Blue Metallic
Total Model And Options
13719 00
Total Model Arid Options
Destination Charge
•
00
270
..
•
Charge
Destination
511,901 00
Total
513,989)0
Total

40

10,90000
'

Sale
Price

.11y Steely
See 1(e
1990 Fleetside Pickup-454SS
Model .1 Factory Options
CC10703 Fieetside Pickup-454SS
GT4 Rear Axe) • 373 Ratio,
L19 74 Liter EFI V13 Gas Engine
MX 1 3 Speed Auto Transmission
NOS Lockng Fuel Tank Cap
XCN Front Tires P275/GOB 15
Steel Reit Blackwell..
YCN Rear Tires P275I60R 15
Steel Belt Blackcap
ZCN Spare Tire P275'6019 15
Steel Belt Blackwell
20L. Onyx Black
470 Garnet Custom Cloth Reclining
High Back Bucket Seat
'alai mode And Option0
Den t nation Charge .

Sale
Price

,N/C
NiC

00
CC

518.863 00

Tote,

Sale $1 9_ 20900
Price .11119101
.

MSRP
.18295.00
N/C
00
00
18.00

$14,50000

#145992
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e queen.
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time,
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1989 Celebritys

1989 Cavaliers

4 To Choose From-

-6 To Choose From-

Chris Bearden
Bus. Mgr.

Chad Cochran
Gen. Mgr.
inies for
tesbyted Main
3 p.m.
addition

$165

Si53 Per
Mo

ma.
$7,600 Sale Price
$7,100 Sale Price
($500 Down + Tax & Lic 60 Mo. 13.99 APR WiApproved Credit)

miles, AWFM
speed, 4 wheel drive

42,xxx

s5,400
tree on 60 Mos 12 0 APP.

Ky 1115
Ottio 1-847S5.35
UEN

'Y sPent
:a and

Auto, wr, AM/FM--

AVFM

amt.

1988 Suzuki
Samurai

Nr. and
at Mur180-yard
eet held
is Tim
Murray
Isional
Garnett
id, Miss
e Doran

-A-Jo:

Li1T.

•••• •'

pasmtol Or ego,/ trade Lowry plus t44 Jnd license met upproied aedit

753-4961
515 S. 12th St.

5

Mo
Per

1987 GMC One Ton
14 Ft. High Cube Van
Auto

air, AM/FM

$9,900

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
S. 12th St., Murray

(502)753-2617

;
-
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HOMEBEST

ARMOUR

NATURES BEST FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE

VIENNA SAUSAGEH.0..BATH TISSUE
•

12 OZ.
CAN

4 ROLL4
WITH ONE FILLED

--LIMIT TWO PLEASE—

02.
WITH ON

WITH ONE MUM
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

\, IMAM

PEPSI COLA
ENT PL
CUM= MU.
IT. M.It RPM
ON COM MIAMI
TWO LIM RUM

-

C

r_

PEPSI COLA

Doritos

pier PEPSI. CAFFEINE FREE.
FRENCH S SQUEEZE BOITLE
7-UP. MT. DEW. DR. PEPPER
' ' MUSTARD
-41
AllIb153"illw
"
OR CRUSH FLAVOR
12 PK.
12 OZ. CAN
24 PK. $5.89

FRITO LAY S REG. $1.39

HEIFETZ SWEV

HEIFETZ HAMBURGER

MUSTARD 111,

PICKLE SLICES

DOR1TO'S

Sorel
PFLISM

'„i

if

10 02.

tiOn

9
9'
18 01.'

12 02.-113 SLICE

—LIMIT 4 PLEASE—

nous=
PEACH HALVES

ROSEDALE

PEAR HALVES

'
99

PAR

PURITAN
I
48 02

CRUZ BAILS 0
CHEEZ CURLS

YD
REA
3 Li. BOWL

996

29 OZ

22 OZ.

Oi Z
CREAM
8 OR.

SOUR

$190

VE
2 LB. II

CRISP CRUST

11111MIERN

BATH TISSUE

MN AIM•N I
MINN/P

ROSEDALE WHO

TOMATOES

•1•4

,s7ft

r •

num
CS CREA
PRAIRIE

1/2 SAL.

SEY
corrireE'Clusz

mums 11111MIT

CAT F'00
1 OZ. CU

I202.

COFFEE
111:8./CLECi OR A.D.C.

$109
'
••••

•

,

f"--r"?-:`,

•

-

. ".

•
•

,

S.

4•
.11

• •
•

--.
"
••••• ".c..0%.400#008**12110149104"."4

.

gra -ow..

--

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps

100% PURE

GROUND

BE
V;

PLAIN OR SELF-RISING
MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR

silo
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

IOHNSVILLE (ALL VARIETIES) S059
SAUSAGE
LB. G,
DON MARTINO
PIZZA
3 PACK
HILLSHIRE
SMOKED SAUSAGE
LB.

'239

MRS. GRISSON

$039

FLAN DER S

PIMENTO CHEESE.24 OZ. ‘a

BEEF PATTIES ...s

PARTIN HOT OR MILD

FIELD

SAUSAGE

$1 79
LB.

OHSE ALL VARIETIES

LUN041,MEATS

I

99c

12 oz.

BOLOGNA

Ls. BOX

12 OZ.
ON-COR SOUTHERN FRIED
CHICKEN PAITIES
LB.

ON-COR

CHICKEN NIBBLER
TURKEY BREAST
COOKS

HAM SLICES

ESN PORK
FIELDS
/ CLASSIC OR MINER

FRANKS
LB.
WITO ONE nun
SMART SHOPPER CARD

TREE-RIPENED

PEACHES
JUICY-SWEET FROM ALABAMA

-

_
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MURRAY TODAY
BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker

24-11e,ur Prugrarn Injermath
502F '53-3314

KURT RUSSELL - WILLIAM BALDWIN • SCOTT GL
JENNIFER JASON LEIGH • REBECCA DEMORNAT
DONALD SUTHERLAND AND ROBERT DE NIRO
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Trudy's World's
Best Potato Salad
8 med-lg Idaho potatoes
1 bunch (6-8) green onions.
cleaned and thinly sliced
3 stalks celery, chopped
1/4 c. sliced green olives with
pimento_
2 Tbls. - sugar
1 This. seasoned pepper
1 tsp. salt
11/2 c. mayonnaise
BoIl potatoes until cooked
through, drain and cool, peel potatoes and cut in I/2 inch ctIbes.
together potatoes,: onions, celery
and olives, mix well, add sugar.
pepper and salt, mix well, add
mayonnaise and mix until well
blended, chill before serving.
Heat Wa%e Potato Salad
;One large bag frozen Hash
Brown potatoes
1 small onion, chopped
3 hard boiled eggs, chopped
3 stalks celery, chopped
6 slices bacOn, cooked and
crumbled
Salt and pepper- to taste
2-3 Tbls. sugar
In large casserole, cover hash
browns with water, just to barely
cover. Cook in microwave on high
for 15 minutes or until cooked
through. Drain well, cool. Mix
together potatoes with remaining
ingredients, add enough mayon:
naise to.hold together, chill before
serving.

•

Starts May 24th-Matinees Start May 25th
Show Times
1:30, 4:00, 7:00, 9:35

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

' For additional information
753-8084

Unc0t' kta
LouisEventsittractos

iggi

A Freedom Fest ;91 Baseball/Comic Book/Coin Show will be Thursday
and Friday, July 4 and 5, from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. each day at Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State University. Tables are still available, but the deadline to reserve tables is June 25. To reserve a table or for information call
D&J Sport Collectibles, Rt. 4, Box 22IA, Murray, Ky. 42071, phone
753-5117. Also featured will be arts and crafts at the stadium. Events on
July 4 will be parade, street fair and fireworks. July 5th events will
include Country Concert with Mark Chestnut, Doug Stone and others. '—
Admission is free.

Bethel homecoming Sunday
Bethel United Methodist Church and Bethel Cemetery will have ,their
annual homecoming on Sunday, May 26. Sunday School will be at 9:30'a.m.
with worship at 11 a.m. with the pastor, the Rev. Don Barnett, as speaker. A
potluck meal will be served at-12:30 p m. followed by a gospel singing and
fellowship.

Parkinson's meeting Friday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, May 24, at 1:30 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information
call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann Ingle R.N., at 762-1100.

P.E.O. Chapter will meet
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood will meet Saturday, May 23, at 10:30
a.m. in the home of Mrs. N.T. Beal. The meeting will follow the coffee. All
members are urged to attend.

Oaks Club events planned
The Belles and Beau's Couples Golf Tournament will be Saturday and
Sunday, May 25 and 26, at Oaks Country Club. All places have been filled
and the golf course will be closed to other persons during the two-day
weekend. On Monday, May 27, a Memorial Day Scramble will start at 1 p.m.
All members are encouraged to participate and persons should call Charlie
at 753-6454 to sign up or sign up in the pro-shop.

Willoughby reunion on May 26 .
The family of Henry and Lela Willoughby will have a potluck reunion on
Sunday, May 26, from 12 noon to 5 p.m. at the pavillion in the Old City Park
section on Payne Street between North Eighth and North 10th Streets.
Children of Henry and Lela Willoughby include Rafe Willoughby, Almon Willoughby, Howard Willoughby and Clyde Willoughby, all deceased, and Ervie
Willoughby, Roy Arlon Willoughby, Ruby Harris, Eudell Scarbrough and
Pauline Crouse. Other children who died at a young age were Vivian Willoughby, Gardie Willoughby and Thurman Willoughby. All family and friends
are invited to the reunion. It is requested that persons bring to the reunion
old family photos and a favorite old recipe, handwritten and signed, for a
collection of recipes of. family and friends. For further information, call Linda

Graham talks of war
EDINBURGH, Scotland (AP) —
Evangelist Billy Graham said Tuesday that the Gulf War brought a
resurgence in churchgoing in the
United States and has led to a spiritual reawakening.
Speaking to journalists at the
beginning of his Scottish crusade,
Graham talked about spending the
evening before the war began with
President Bush.
"He didn't ask my opinion or
my advice, and the next day I
spoke at a service for troops and
military leaders." Graham said.
The 72-year-old evangelist is
scheduled to preach at meetings in
Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Glasgow
and reach millions of people by
satellite links to halls and theaters
throughout Britain.

•

The call is FREE.The publication is FREE.
And a lot of the events and attractions in it are FREE.
Call for the 64 page. full color Attractions
LOUISVILLE
and Events Calendar.
Did we mention its FREE.

Outdoor recreation,festivals, arts, Extension LL
entertainment, history and more.
It's the best of the Bluegrass,
he Louisville- Lincoln Area. KENTUCKY

Win One Of Four Chevy

Lumina APVs Froht,Bryan

Enter The Bryan Great S(,uthern Getaway Sweepstakes

I

MANUFACTURER COUPON
EXPIRES 7/19/91

I SAVE 15c

The second Crutchfield School Reunion will be Saturday, May 25, at 10
a.m. at Shelter C near the parking area at Columbus Belmont State Park.
This is a small shelter so each one should bring lawn chairs. A basket lunch
will be served at 12 noon with each one bring food, drinks and eating utensils. About 130 persons attended last year, but not all registered to receive a
written reminder. This is for all teachers and students who ever attended
Crutchfield School. if you want to update last year's newsletter, bring it
already-written Out to give to'Louise Horton Watson,'said Pauline Waggoner of Murray, class of 1937.

Trash pickup Thursday
Trash pickup for the city of Hazel will be Thursday, May 23, starting at 8
a.m. This will be a one time pickup only on each street. Officials said no
garbage and no brush over eight feet long and six inches in diameter will be
picked up by the city. For more information call 492-8220.

Veterinarians to speak
Humane Society of Calloway County will hold a general membership
meeting on Thursday, May 23, at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway
County Public Library. A panel of local veterinarians will discuss common
veterinary problems experienced by pets and will answer questions from the
audience. Scheduled to be on the panel are Dr. Jeannine Buchanan of Veterinary Medical Center, Dr. Terry Canerdy of Animal Hospital, and a representative of West Side Veterinary Service. Whether you are a member of
the Humane Society or no, you are encouraged to take this opportunity to
meet and talk to these local experts in pet care and to learn more about the
Humane Society and its activities, a group spokesperson said.

Maier reunion on May 27
00060 40129
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The descendants of the late Gus and Dora Miller will have a reunion on
Monday, May 27, at 6 p.m. at Sue and Charlie's Restaurant at Aurora. Mrs.
Bessie Bogard of At. 3, Murraeis the only living child of Mr. and Mrs. Miller.
This is for all grandchildren, great-grandchildren, cousins, etc.
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C 1991 Bryan Foods

Crutchfield reunion May 25

on any Ma

BRYAN'
HOT DOGS

Ate FLAVOR el tete SOLJTIET

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

luck lunch and chairs for seating. For more information call 759-1734.

Home Office Omaha NE

-800-225-T
Bryan

JO'S DATEBOOK

Janet's Goosey Gander
- Potato Salad
Chadwick, 763-1050, evenings.
4 .hard boiled eggs
_
1 Tbls. prepared horseradish ---Cook -re union
-6n May -76- —
21/2 Tbls. prepared mustard
The second reunion for the Cook families and friends, formerly from
I c. mayonnaise
between the rivers near Model and Rushing Creek, Tenn., will be Sunday,
• 1 c.' sour cream
May 26, at Paris Landing State Park. The event will be near the pool area. A
I teas. celery seed
potluck meal will be served at 12 noon. A special invitation is extended to
I teas. salt
anyone from Vinson school days. For additional information call 753-5093,
6 med-Ig, Idaho potatoes, cooked
evenings.
and cubed
1 c. chopped celery
Lovett reunion planned May 26
1/4 c. chopped onion
2 Tbls. chopped green pepcpr
The family of Ella Lovett will have a reunion on Sunday, May 26, at 1:30
2 Tbls. diced pimento
p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road, Murray. This will be a country buffet with cost being $4.95 plus tips per person.
Cut eggs in half and remove
For reservations call Ruth Lassiter, 753-4877, or Lottie Brandon, 753-3517.
yolks, mash and blend yolks with
Reservations should have been made by Tuesday, May 21.
vinegar, horseradish, and mustard.
Add mayonnaise and sour cream,
celery seeds and salt, mix well.
Oakley reunion planned May 26
Chop egg white, mix with potatoes.
Oakley reunion will be Sunday, May 26, at 11 a.m. at the picnic area in
-and vegetables, fold -in mayonnaise
old Golden Pond in Land Between the Lakes. Each one should bring a potdressing, chill before serving.
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looking like a flock gone berzerk.
My five older cousins took their
father's passion as a nutter of fact
and even after he died, there was
usually at least a peacock or two
around.
A pond was dug "out back" for
the birds that attracted several wild
mallards and Canadian geese that
took up residence. If those birds
got upset about anything, what a
racket!
Uncle Kermit was given some
small domestic gooslings and they
hung out at the pond and wandered
around the yard for years. When I
was about 7 years old, we were
having a summer picnic for. Aunt
Linda's birthday.' and I had wandered back towards the pond by
thyself ttrsee the baby ducks and
geese. Suddenly, from the reeds
skirting the pond edges arouse this
huge gander, -white and gray. father
to the babies. I must have looked
like a threat. because he catapulted
towards me, honking fiercely and
flapping his outstretched wings. I
stumbled backwards and screaming, tried to run for shelter, but as I
turned that gander pecked at my
backside, got a vise grip on my
shorts and wouldn't let go.
My cousin Chuck, 12 years older
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jackson of At. 5, Benton, are the parents of a son,
Aaron Micheal, weighing eight . 0ibUtid'S 'Seven ounces, measuring 201/2,
inches, born on Sunday, Mayh 5, at 2:33 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital_ The mother is the former Tammy Aldridge. Another son is Shaun
Mitchell, 7. Grandparents are Bill and Shirley Jackson of Rt./6, Murray, and
Charles and Vivian Aldridge of Almo Great-grandparents are Mrs. Maude
Bruce of Almo, Mrs. Marie Beatty of Citrus Springs, Fla., and Mrs. Ann Jackson of Chaffee, N.Y.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt was nominated for an unprecedented
fourth term of office at the 1944 Democratic national convention in
Chicago.
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I think the first time I made
potato salad was right after I'd
been chased by the goose. My
Uncle Kermit raised what we
called -exotic birds."
I'm not sure What started him
off, but it really hooked him,
because pretty soon he had birds
e‘erywhere. There were pheasants
and quail in cages in the basement
not for very long — Aunt Linda
kicked them out as soon as the
kmell crept upstairs) and big wire
pens in the back yard that created a
maze of gates and chutes filled
with all kinds of fowl. The Chinese
pheasants were the prettiest and the
peacocks the loudest.
_From time _IQ firm_ the _peacocks
Suld -g e- t loose uand_ everyone
ouid go running around, flapping
their arms, trying to herd the birds
back into the pens, all the while
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after dark from a day-long lake
excursion, exhausted and starving,
were. hard pressed for somethirii_m_
snack on. Discovering they
possessed the remnants of my potato salad, they created a unique new
taste treat, potato salad sandwiches.
l'think I still prefer mine right off
the plate, but they swore it made a
delicious sandwich, too.
So being just too good to keep to
myself, here's Trudy's World's
Best Potato Salad, as well as Heat
Wave Potato Salad (a great way to
cook when it's too hot to boil potato:* and a version of Cousin
Janet's Goosey Gander Potato
Salad

and already out of high school,
came running and snatched me up
and away from the monster goose.
He carried me sobbing inside to
Aunt Linda, who gave me a hug,
dried my tears and assigned me
inside kitchen duty with my cousin
Janet, making potato salad.
Jan chatted on about the potato
salad and how white potatoes were
better than red, because they
'mushed' a little and gave a gloppy
consistency whereatied potatoes
stayed chunky and so the salad
wasn't as creamy. Some lessons
you learn young and never forget.
I've always favored gloppy potato
salad. Jan also always throws in
some mustard, but we all have to
go our own way, and mine isn't
down the mustard path.
My Uncle Kermit, on learning of
the goose chase, swore revenge and
with me and the cousins standing
on the porch, went out, ax in hand,
behind the pens. Shortly, much
squaiking ensued and feathers
flew and Uflcle Kermit came back,
feathers stud in his hair saying
that goose would never chase _
another little girl.
Later that afternoon, we had barbecued chicken that the big boys
claimed was that goose. (I stuck to
hamburgers); A few weeks later as
we pulled in their driveway, I
swore I saw that same gander parade across the yard, his family waddling noisily behind.
When I asked Uncle Kermit
about this, he seemed to ponder a
few minutes and then nodded and
said that was the gander's twin
brother, who had adopted his family after his untimely death. Until
then I never knew geese could .be
identical twins.
In all honesty, I make the
world's best potato. salad. _
'invented' this about five years'ago.'
when I'd promised potato salad for
a cookout with,friends, but didn't
have all the right ingredients, and
had to make do with what I had on
hand. It is very popular and often
requested.
Some friends, arriving home
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Blue S 'riiic students in 1931-32
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These three animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South
Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left,"Munchkin,"
a
six-week-old kitten; "Candy," a female Collier/Retriever mix puppy; and "Stripette," a spayed female
famale
housecat. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the
public, are
12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a member
of
United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

Latimer-Adams wedding on Saturday
Plans have been completed for
the 'Wedding of Miss Ellie' Gaye Latimer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Latimer of Atlanta, Ga.,
to David Scott Adams, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hafford Adams Jr. of
Murray.
The vows will be solemnized on
Saturday, May 25, at 7 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church, South
Johnny Robertson Road, Murray.
Officiating will be the Rev.
Glynn Orr. Music will be by Gina
Scaggs and Tommy Scott, soloists,
and Susie Scott, pianist.
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A reception will follow at Murray COunt4
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.

Wednesday, May 22
Group/10 a.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
P:m.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners meeting/5:15 p.m. and
regular meeting/5:30 p.m./Ellis
Community Center.

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.;
Exercise class/11:30 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; prayer meeting,
Klaymata Fellowship/6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.

Thursday, May 23
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; Prayer
Service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
P.m.
First United Meth-Mist Church
events include Covenant Prayer

easuring 201/2,
alloway County
son is Shaun
, Murray, and
e Mrs. Maude
Mrs. Ann Jack-

you with your
hair decisions at

HAIRWORKS

Iwmatrix.
Take The Summer OW
"You can have an easy sassy style for summer."

A few hi-lights to brighten. long or short hair, whatever
suits your style and your needs.
•

For Men and Women

Shampoo, Cut & Style
OFF

New Clients Only
Expires 6-30-91

airworks

1104 Story Ave.

753-8648

Prices Good
Through Tuesday 5/28

Field

1.0tAxm i

MA%0,1

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Kenlake
State Park, Aurora/9-11:30 a.m.
and 12:30-2:30 p.m.

12

Pro-Leaguers

Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Classics, Originals
or Dinner Franks

.29 •69

12 oz.1

Senior citizens! activities/10
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.
Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
p.m./Weaks Community ccflieh.

Bologna

Regular
or 1
Garlic
12 oz.

.29

Regular
Of

Bologna

Lb. 1

•
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Bacon

.89

All Spring & summer Merchandise
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Bacon

1

Garlic
1 lb.

12 oz

al•4.

IN THE DELI

20%-75% Off

Hickory Pit
Smoked Ham

Starts Thurs. 10:00 a.m.

Open Memorial Day,9-4
with extra savings for your summer looks

unprecedented
convention In

753-2600

is now helping

Pro lcoquer

Memorial Day Sale 4 BIG DAYS
arents of a son,

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
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(Cont'd on page 10A)
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National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Family Night potluck/6
p.m.; all mission organizations/7
p.m.

Susanna Paterson

.T.V.'s•VCR's•Appliances•Furniture•Stereos
"Now you have a choice!"

Hwy. 641
Murray

CALENDAR
Wednesday, May 22
Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

May 25, at 10
ont State Park.
A basket lunch
nd eating utenred to receive a
ever attended
sletter, bring it
auline Waggen-

Miss Huong Dinh will be maid
Tenon& Rm.-Miss Latimer.
Bridesmaids will be Shannon
Parker, Diana Ridley, Lisa Bumthus and Ginger Adams.
Best man will be Ricky
Harrison.
Groomsmen will be Brad Wyant,
Jay Simmons, 'Andy Adams and
Toby Latimer.
Ushers will be Wes Latimer,
Malcon Taylor and Spencer
Farmer.
Directing the wedding will be
Mary Bogard.

Pa 6

GALE ANDERSON

TACOMA, Wash. (AP) - For
sale: four-bedroom house with
swimming pool, fireplace in master
bedroom, majestic view of Mount
Rainier.
Price: $1.2 million.
Seller: Shirley MacLaine.
The actress is seeking cash for
thp house but is willing to work
with a buyer who can get a bank
loan, according to data from the
Multiple Listing Service used by
local real estate agents.
The I05-acre spread, much of it
in its natural state, includes more
than a half-mile of Puyallup River
waterfront.
MacLaine has been reclusive in
her visits to the property, which
she bought in 1982. But on May
12, scores of real estate agents
attended an invitation-only open
house.
- "We couldn't get out of here,
hardly," because of the traffic jam,
one of MacLaine's neighbors said.
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The student body of Blue Spring School in Tennessee, just across the Tennessee River from Calkiway County,
in the year, 1931-32 is shown in
this picture furnished to the Murray Ledger & Times by Leon Robinson. Pictured, from left, top row, Ruby Lyons,
Cles Champion, Katie R.
Morris, George Robinson, Pearl Grey, teacher, Deabi Bell Morris, Katie Euvra, Emma Robinson, Ruby Phillips, Willie
Verta Newberry, Hill Kennerly, Maydaline Mott, Lennis Chadwick, Lavern Mott, Duncan Kennerly, Leon Robinson, Newberry; second row,
ford, Hubert Eaves; bottom row, Reva Phillips, Charles Mott, Beatrice Newberry, Allan Crutcher, Inetha Mathis, EdnaNeva Lyons, Billy WofEarl Mathis, Eldridge
Eaves, Alvin Earl Crutcher, Eugene Nance and William Mott.
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Susanna Paterson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Paterson, presented her piano graduation recital
on Sunday. May 19.
She is a third grade student at
North Calloway Elementary
School
Her recital marks the completion
of the first phase of the Suzuki
piano approach, and her readiness
to progress to the more difficult
compositions of the classic and
baroque. composers.
The Suzuki program endeavors
to develop the inherent talents of
each child by starting at a very early age, moving in small steps, so
the child can succeed and therefore
build self confidence through an
enjoyable learning environment.
Susanna is a student of Mrs.
Marlin Greer.
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California Connection plans second event

FRAMINGARI'MATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING
FOR THE ART
IN ALL OF US

•
rtii11011

Rules • T-Squares • Acrylics • Pastels
Oils • Water Colors • Canvas aJui nuicA__morr!
Custom Framing - Vacuum Mounting - Shrink Wrapping

• It •,."
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1409 Main Street

6-71

753-0017

FRAMINGARTMATTENGFRAMMTGARTMATTING

55FOR$1495"
More BIG Portraits!

1175 Value includes 1-10.413. 3-8•10s,
4-5s7s, 20 Wallets, 15 Mint-portraits and
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The Second Annual California
Connection Picnic in the Park will
be Saturday, June 8, from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. This will be held on the
deck of Playhouse in Park at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
A potluck picnic will be served
with each one to provide own table
service and a dish (casserole, salad/
vegetable, or dessert). The committee will provide the picnic tables,
iced tea and soft drinks._
The int gel-together Of _transplanted Californians in June 1990
was such a success that we wanted
more, a committee member said.
Forty-four persons (more Or less)
attended the February Fiesta at the
Stephanie Lucas, daughter of Bank of Murray. It is hoped an
Richard Mark and Sandra Lucas even better turnout for the "Picnic
of Almo, graduated Cum Laude in the Park" will be reached.
The children are welcome to
from Vanderbilt Unkersity,
games, toys, whatever they
bring
Nashille, Tenn., on Friday, May
10. She receked a Bachelor of enjoy. The public pool will be open
Arts degree with a major in psy- for swimming. Horseshoes will be
chology and a minor in commu- set up, and it is also hoped a volnications. She will reside in leyball and net will be available.
Persons are asked to be thinking
Nasin
about activities for the future.
Some suggestions include a dinner/
N1111111 1111111Cil
dance at some place like Stacey's
in Paducah; a summer picnic at
Kenlake or LBL where boating is
also available: a dinner party at a
local restaurant; more than two get-
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-with II
paper
Paul
Dayl
guilty

Planning the second annual California Connection event, a picniclit
Murray-Calloway County Park on June 8 from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m., ate;
from left, seated, Pat Danna, Sally Baumeister, Barbara Tompkins,
Letty Page, Flo Rogers, back row, Bob Aiken, Ginger Goodell and
Tom Tompkins.
togethers in a year.
"Once again we'll be asking for
a small donation to cover the cost
of soft drinks, mailing and paper
products," committee members
said.
Anyone who has ties to Califor-

season-to-date ranking in parentheses, rating for the week and total
homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rat-

NEW YORK (AP)- Here are
the prime-timer TV ratings as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
May 11-,19. Top 20 _Listings include
the week's ranking, with full

I/
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Grant Pittman, student at Calloway County Middle School, has
been named an All-American
Scholar by United States
Achievement Academy. He was
nominated for this award by
Peter O'Rourke, one of his teachers. To be named, a scholar must
earn a 3.3 or better grade point
average. He is the son of Danny
and Patsy Pittman and the
grandson of Otis and Clyzell Falwell of Rt. 2, Hazel, and Hubert
and Blanche Pittman of New
Concord.
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NEW SALON HOURS:
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

NEXUS
PRUL M17-0 ELL
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nia is urged to call Pat Danna at
759-1337 for further details. Other
committee members include Sally
Baumeiuster, Barbara Tompkins,
Letty Page, Flo Rogers, Bob Aiken,
Ginger Goodell and Tom
Tompkins.
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Patricia Marie Lassiter celebrated her third birthday on Saturday,
May 11. A party with family and friends was held at the Lassiter
home. She is the daughter of Tim and Nancy Lassiter, and the grandKardaughter of James (Jiggs) and Marie Lassiter, and Pat and John
Murray.
asek, all of
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hornet.
2.(2)"60 Minutes," CBS, 16.4, 153 million
homes.
3. (Ill "Murphy Brown," CBS, 16.3, 15.2
million homes.
4. (37) "Knight Rider 2000"-"NBC Sunday Night Movie." 16.1, 15.0 million homes.
5. (9) "Designing Women," CBS, 15.9, 14.8
million homes.
6.(1) "Cheers." NBC, 15.3, 14.2 million
homes.
7.• (9) "Amenca's Funniest People," ABC,
15.0, 14.0 million homes.
I. 131;"Roseanne," ABC, 14.6, 13.6 million
homes.
9. (21) "Major Dad," CBS, 14.1, i3.1 milli.
homes.
10. (13) "Murder, She Wrote," CBS,- 14.0,
13.0 million homes.
11. (24)"A Seduction in Travis County" "CBS Sunday Movie," 13.9, 12.9 million
homes.
12. (X) "Miss Universe Pageant," CBS,
13.8, 12.8 million homes.
.13. (45) "Crocodile Dundee 11" - "CBS
Tuesday Movie," 13.6, 12.6 million homes.
14. (4) "A Different World," NBC, 13.5,
12.6 million homes.
15. (26) "Dinosaurs," ABC, 13.3, 12.4 million homes.
15. (7) "America's Funniest Hoene Videos,"
ABC, 133, 12.4 million homes.
r:Full House," ABC, 13.0, 12.1 milh01:m
17.(
lion

DAR
CALEN
(Cont'd from page 94)
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ing measures the percentage of the
s 93.1 million TV homes.
'
nation
I. (19)"L.A. Law," NBC, 16.7, 15.5 million

talc, _13.0, _121
"Empty
million homes.
17. (30) "Rescue: 911," CBS, 13.0, 12.1
million homes.
20. (12) "Golden Girls," NBC, 12.9, 12.0
million homes.
20. (X) "Jailbirds"- "CBS Special
Movie," 12.9, 12.0 million homes.
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'L.A. Law' listed at top in weekly television ratings
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WALLPAPER for a PENNY
tiny one roll of selected
in-stock wallpaper --

Thursday, May 23
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.,/7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Info/Kennith Broach,
753-3580.
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Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center,
St. Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Ii

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

41r
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Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
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Exterior Paint
$3.00-Off

306 Main St. 759-4979

Jane Marie Chapman,director
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Friday, May 24.'1991
7 p m.
Murray State University
Lovett Auditorium
•
Public Invited - NO Admission
Gymnasncs and Cheerleading Camps
Beginning June 3
Call 753-0605 to regis,P.

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/9 a.m./Majestic
Royale,. Holiday Inn.
Magazine Club/2 p.m./home of
Toni Hopson.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans and Auxiliary/7
p.m./Legion Hall.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
WORD Program/10 a.m.; Education Committee Supper/5:30 p.m.
Young N Hearts/1 0:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ
First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Exercise Classes/11:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Exercise Class/10
a.m.
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BYW of Elm Grove Baptist
Church/6:30 p.m./home of ,lerri
Miller.
LBL events/Iron Industry/10:30
p.m
1:30
and
a.m.
/Homeplace-1850.
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National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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(Cont'd (kom page I)
cratic race May 10. She was the
No. 2 fund raiser in the field with
$3,557,709.
Another Democrat, Dr. Floyd G.
Poore, had $112,178 left on May
13. The campaign borrowed

$170,000 — $50,000 from Poore
himself and $120,000 from Provident Bank in Cold Spring — to
bring its total receipts to
$2,433,324. The Poore campaign
took in $109,204 from April 24 to
May 13.

Baesler's campaign reported
raising S88,444 during the period
and $1,664,000 to date. Baesler has
spent just under $1.5 million,
including $237,563 since April 24.
Baesler said he has raised $150,000
to $200,000 since the May 13

reporting cutoff.
Republican Larry Forgy, who
has made campaign finance a central issue, raised $128,470 during
the period and totaled $429,043
through May 13. Forgy is limiting
contributions -to -$300: well below

Davenport given life sentence for murder of Paul Mick
Cameron Todd Davenport
received a life sentence Tuesday in
Union Circuit Court in connection
with the stabbing death of newspaper publisher and civic leader
Paul Mick.
Davenport, 20, of Marion, pled
guilty to the murder May 13, less

t, a picnic ,at
:30 p.m., are;
ra Tompkins,
Goodell and

Pat Danna at
details. Other
include Sally
ra Tompkins.
rs, Bob Aiken,
and Tom

tings
centage of the
n TV homes.
, 16.7, 15.5 million

CBS, 16.3, 15.2
" — "NBC Sun
15.0 million homes
n," CBS, 15.9, 14.8

lest People," ABC,
, 14.6, 13.6 million
BS, 14.1, i3.1 mil-

The Murray-Calloway County
Park Board will come up approximately $20,000 short irk its fiscal
year budget without additional help
from the city and county, according
to reports.
The board, which met Tuesday
night, said they may have to discuss possible user fees for the park
or drop certain services in order to
make ends meet, according to
reports.
The S75,000 recently received
through a land swap with local
developers is slated for capital
improvements and additional funds
will be needed, the board said.
In other business, the board
accepted a gift of $1,000 from the
Murray-Calloway County Medical
Society to be used toward the
purchase of aluminum bleachers,
according to reports.

than two months before he was • publisher of the Crittenden Press
Davenport also pled guilty to
scheduled to be tried.
and chairman of the Western Kencharges he burglarized Mick's
Mick, stabbed to death at his tucky Industrial Foundation.
home and the Marion home of Vichome_ .on___Feb-2.4._ 199_0._ wn
In addition to the murder charge,. _IciAsbridge the same night and that
he escaped from Crittenden County
Jail in mid-April 1990.
A Murray woman was among deadly weapon (brass knuckles).
Court officials of Morganfiel*
five area residents arrested in a
Graves County Sherriff Bob
said 5th Judicial Circuit Judge Will
weekend raid of a south Graves Morgan said a juvenile was also
Tom Wathen sentenced Davenport
County "roadhouse," according to a charged with possession of manto life on the murder charge, 20
published report.
juana under eight ounces. He said
years on a first-degree burglary
Reva Ann Miller, 31, Route I, that arrest resulted when the
charge, five years on a sccondwas charged with possession of department's drug dog discovered
degree burglary charge and five
narcotics, including Valium and the marijuana during a search of
years on the escape.
other pills wrapped in foil,
the juvenile's. car.
All the sentences will run conAlso arrested were Peggy Ann
Morgan said all arrests were
currently with the life sentence
Reed and Charles D. Reed, both 35 made Friday night at the old Boyexcept the five years for escape.
and residents of Sedalia Rt. 1. They dsville grocery, in Boydsville, a
which will run consecutively.
were charged with trafficking in community south of Lynnville on
alcoholic beverages in a dry option the Tennessee state line.
territory. Randall Eugene XoungThree kegs of beer and several
boold, 36, of Lynnville,-) was bottles of whiskey were confischarged with carrying a concealed clted, Morgan said.

Murrayan nabbed in Graves raid

The Murray Fire Department
responded to an activated fire
alarm at the Holiday Inn at 8:34
p.m. Tuesday, according to a
department spokesman.
Upon arrival, firemen searched
the buildings but no fire could be
found, a spokesman said.
On Wednesday morning, firemen
responded to a call at a two-story
apartment duplex at 1629 1/2 Farmer Street to find khat grease had

been left on the stove, overheated
and caught fire.
The fire was extinguished but
not before fire damage to one
kitchen wall and ceiling and smoke
damage to the rest of the home, a
spokesman said. _
The home is owned by Dalton
Darnell and is occupied by ,Sally
Drake who was at home at the time
of the fire but escaped injury, a
spokesman said.

the legal limit of $4,000.
Forgy has made a pair of
S20,000 loans to his campaign,
which reported a balance of'just
$49,785 on May 13. Campaign
manager Ted Jackson said about
$70,000 had been raised since then.
Forgy's opponent, U.S. Rep.
Larry Hopkins. was mailing his

report to the registry. His campaign
manager, state Sen. David Williams of Burkesville, said it would
show $63.500 raised during the
period.
That would push Hopkins' total
to $1,589,423. Hopkins had spent
$443,101 through April 23, the previous reporting deadline.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET CEO, INC.
An Unbeatable Offer

Air Cond., -Auto - Trans., Stereo, Bucket - Seats, Tinted - Gass
'Plus

fax, title, license based on 48 months Closed End Lease

* * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Another bomb threat received at Fisher-Price
.Another bomb threat at FisherPrice Monday night did not halt
some workers from continuing
their shifts, according to a report
from the Calloway County Sherill's Department.

The threat, one of several during
the last month, was reportedly
called in around midnight, according to reports.
Workers were given the option
of staying at the plant and working

or going home, actord_ini. to
reports.
No bomb was found during
Monday's threat and officials are
continuing their investigation into
the rash of threats.

with the purchase of

12-Piece Chicken Mix

Purchase Dance Company begins dream...
mice II" — "CBS
2.6 million homes.
orld," NBC, 13.5,
BC, 13.3, 12.4 rmlrnest HOW Video,'
homes.
ABC, 13.0, 12.1 mil-

(Cont'd from page 1)
for a membership drive on an individual and corporate basis and to
determine the status of grant applications as well as a fundraising
deadline.
All members including students,
parems- and friends of the company

," CBS, 13.0, 12.1
NBC, 12.9, 12.0
— "CBS Special
on homes.

May 23
hip of Paris,
/Farm Bureau
nnith Broach,

Federal-Slate Market 'veces Service May 22, 1991,
Kentucky Purchase Ares [log Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Res eipts: A rt400,Est. 300 Barrows& Gilts
to .50 lower,Sows under 525 lbs. Steady,oser 5251.
higher
I S 1-2 230-250 lbs
.......
US 1.2 210230 lbs....,................_.._..549.30-52.00
l,S,J.3 231.260 lbs
....... S52.00-52.50
...S51.00-52.00

Ls 1-; 270-350 !hi
IS 1.3 300-400 lbs.
t'S 1-3 400-525 lbs
US 1-3 $15 and up
US 2-3 300500 lbs
Roars $37.50-KW

are permitted to have both voting
and voice privileges at the meetings. An annual meeting among the
members will be held to establish
policy.
The next project the company
will support is the summer dance
workshop scheduled for the second
week of June. Beginning June 10,
five days a week from 10 a.m. to
noon, workshops appropriate for
both beginning and advanced
dancers will be conducted and choreographed by Balzer.
Plans are currently underway for
the performance of folk dancing to

Appalachian ballads at Land
Between the Lakes, in August. The
presentation will be using the technique of Martha Graham's modern
dance in "Appalachian Spring."
Other plans include a performance of.The Hobbit to dance during the.. Christmas season.
The future of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company looks very
positive. Lots of people will benefit
from involvement with such a
worthwhile project. But just as in
any budding organization we need
members and support to mte this
regional company a Western Kentucky tradition, Balzer said.

Fields Reg. or Light
1 Lb.

S40.00-42.00
.S42.00-43.00
542.50-44.00
545.00.47.00

Wieners

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of9 a.m.
..-----.,
— .7-7
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Available
Upon Request.

41 4 Main St.
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\\0\\bestis investment
you.
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Register to Win a FREE Hearing Aid!
Hearing Aid Batteries

112

OFF

Suite 304 Medical Arts Bld.
300 S. 8th St., MUrray
753-4811

Flame Brown or
Cooked Ham

There are two kinds of swelling associated with dental problems(trauma and infection)and
they are treated in different
ways. So,first you should determine the cause.
Usually you'll know if it is the
result of a trauma, such as a
baseball bat to the jaw or a
dental procedure like a tooth
extraction. Swelling from an
infection is usually preceded by
pain and may cause an overall
sick feeling, with fever and perspiration. In either case, you
should see the dentist as soon as
possible. Alleviating the swelling doesn't cure the cause.
For swelling caused by injury
or dental procedure, the treat-

ment is ice. An ice pack should
be applied for a minimum ofhalf
hour on and half hour off.
For swelling caused by an
infection, heat is applied. A
heating pad,hot water bottle or
hot towel applied to the face will
dilate (enlarge) the blood vessels and enable more of the
infection -fighting elements of
the blood (or antibiotics, if they
have been prescribed)to come to
the infected. area.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

Fields Reg, or Thick Vac Pack

Bacon

REId

Bologna
$139
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Ethical executives happier
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A recent study conducted by
London House /SRA psychologists
revealed that ethical executives are
happier, more responsible and less
stressed than those who are willing
to tolerate unethical behavior.
London House, an organization
of human resource professionals
who specialize in developing and
implementing psychological evaluation systems for business and
industry, has conducted a study
with high-level businessmen and
Women,.who attended the University of Chicago-sponsored management- development seminars in
Vail. Colordo during the summers
of 1989 and 1990. The most striking finding is that more emotionally healthy executives, as measured
t v a battery of tests, were more
,
-tiely --to score high on the ethics
test. Highly ethical executives were
also less likely to feel hostility,
-anxiety and- .fear.
Unethical behavior among business executives is probably as old
as business itself. However,
according to Dr. John W. Jones,
Vice President of Research and
Development at London House.
"Research on business ethics in
. general and executive. ethics_ in particular is in its infancy. Through
this study. we sought to shed light
on the factors that contribute to
ethical behavior in this important
demographic group."
At this stage. it is unclear
whether ethical practices contribute
to feelings of competence and emo.:ional stability or whether a positive self-image and sound emotional health foster ethical practices.
London House psychologist, suggest that more research is required.
For more information. write

Amy Helm, a sophomore journalism major from Murray. has
been elected reporter of the Murray
State University chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists.
Miss Helm is the daughter of
Ray Helm of Murray.
The -society i a professional
organization for journalists. The
national organization publishes The
:monthly magazine ,for
journalists.
The Murray Stale- chapter Wonsors speakers and programs dealing
with the profession throughout the
year.

Two brothers
are convicted
WASHINGTON (AP) — A former attorney for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and
his brother stand convicted of stealing from a SI million fund
intended to compensate victims of
hiring discrimination. •
A U.S. District Court jury on
Tuesday convicted John W. Milton,
the -foriner EEOC lawyer: of 12
felony counts and his brother.
James -Milton. of eight counts in a
-scheme to arrange claim payments
for people who were not involved
in a discrimination case.
The false claimants then gave
most of the money to the Miltons,
said prosecutors, who contended at
least a dozen false claims were
paid.
John Milton's attorney, R. Kenneth Mundy. said the verdict will
be appealed.
Judge June L. Green scheduled
sentencing for Aug. 12. She allowed the two to remain free on personal recognizance until then.

Conrail cutbacks
are investigated

4•
4
10;
e,

to,

London House, 1550 Northwest
Highway, Park Ridge, IL 60068, or
call toll-free 1-800-224-87Si
697. In Illinois, cal 708-298-7311,
ext. 697.

Helm elected
as reporter

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Defense Department investigators
are looking into whether reported
cutbacks in Conrail's police force
have resulted in shipments of weapons and ammunition moving
unprotected through western New
York.
After the meeting at Conrail
headquarters in Philadelphia on
Tuesday. Conrail and the Defense
Department's Military Traffic
Management Command office
issued statements saying the railroad has agreed to cooperate in a
inquiry into the allegations.
The investigation comes in
response to recent reports in the
Buffalo (N.Y.) Evening News
alleging that Conrail'failed to live
up to its security agreements with
the Defense Department when the
railroad moved several boxcars of
artillery shells through Buffalo to
Fort Drum.
Regulations require that such
boxcars be inspected hourly when a
train is stopped. Documents
obtained by the News showed at
least five hours elapsed between
checks when a train stopped in
Conrail's Frontier Yard in Buffalo
on April 24.

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

Read.
Then recycle.

Read.
Then recycle.

Hours:
Wt. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Fri. & Sat 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

C01111T11%1'

Prices Good
May 22 thru
May 28

Fikscodel

1407 Main
Phone 753 4682

9itoot good 9d/a

9euid

Open Memorial Day
8 a.m.-6 p.m.

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To. limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Frying Chicken

S

Pork Chops
Top Sirloin
59
29
Ground
Lb
Pork

-Bone Steak Leg Quarters
99
$3
e
Turkey

39! $3
$2

Williams

Hot or Mid

Sausag
lb
$ 79

Breast
$ 29

Ground Beef

99!

BBQ
Sauce

Extra Lean
Boneless

Cutlet

3-4 Lb Pkg.

Lb.

Turkey

99'

rs
Ribeye 1Wiene
1 Lb
89

9

,

Vienna
Sausage

Eckrich

Whole 12-14 Lb. Avg.

Split Breast
L

$3

Libby

Potted
Meat

Lb

9
9
79'

Sparkle

Lb.
Sliced Free

Napkins
140 Ct

2 $1 00

99'
Hay-O-Rich

Soft & Gentle

Whole Milk
$ 89

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

$3

Louis Rich

Lb
59

Seaboard Farms Frying
Chicken

Owen s Best Family Pack

Boneless Center Cut

Choice Boneless

79
Order Your BBQ Shoulders,
BBQ Ribs, BBQ Chickens,
Fried Chicken
For The Holiday!

Flour

5 Lb.

Parkay Squeeze

Tide Ultra

89'

Detergent

Prairie Farm

18 User

Hunts
24 oz
Ketchup
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper 2 Liter

3/$ 100

$ 89

Baked Beans

89'

Jif Creamy or Crunchy

Peanut Butter

59'

Paper Towels -

$329

Charcoal Lighter

11.5 oz

32 oz $ 1 89

Black Hawk

$ 1 49

Dinner Rolls

Doz.

$ 1 59

Sealtest

Dawn Dishwashing

Sparkle Single Roll

79'

Kingsford

Coffee

29

$

12 oz

9 oz

Charcoal

959

Folgers Flaked

Orange Juice

Tall Cups

$239

18 oz

Plates

Minute Maid Frozen/

16 oz $ 1 09

10 Lb. Kingsford

Hefty 50 Ct. Foam

909

Margarine
Hefty 24 Ct.

Green Giant

2% Milk

$129

Liquid

$1 49

22 oz

Ice Cream

/2 Gal.

$299

Vitodisee
(wensBest
Boneless PI! Baked
or Honey Baked

$3

W

Roast Beef
$489

Mac. Salad

900

Lb.
Its Delicious

Lb
4
7

Owen s Best
Storemade

Vidalia
Med. Size

Ham Salad
$ 1 99

Onions

Jumbo Size

limes

Cantaloupe
1 59

$

Idaho Baking

Large
Selection
of Ice Cold

Potatoes

0
49 39

Watermelons

Lb

Lb. -

Lb.

I

Florida

10/1

Lb.

Lb

Cajun

Owen s Best
Storemade

Bananas

Cheese
$2891

BBC) Ribs
59

Ham
87

Dole
Golden Ripe

Fmge
American

Owen s Best
Pit Cooked
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Blythe appointed
Dexter postmaster

DES training
I.

Local Disaster and Emergency Services(DES) Director Peggy Billington (left) discusses evacuation strategy in a hazardous materials exercise conducted during recent disaster preparedness training in Louisville. Also shown are Jerry Cream (right) and Winford Todd of the
Graves and Lincoln county DES agencies respectively. Dubbed
"Emergency Management — NETWORK '91" the second annual
statewide DES conference attracted over 200 emergency services leaders.

Kemp receives doctoral degree
Katie June Kemp received the
Doctor of Business Adminstration
degree at Mississippi State University's spring commencement exercises in Starkville, Miss.
The Murray native did her dissertation on "The Impact of Exterior Atmosphere on Bank Image,"
which completed her degreelwith a
major in rnarkteting and minors in
management and economics.
Kemp is currently a member of
the marketing faculty at Middle
Tennessee State University in Murfreesboro, Tenn. She was a finalist
for the university's "Outstanding
Teacher Award" in 1991 and
awarded the "Professor of the Year
Award" in the MTSU College of
Business in 1989.
She also serves as faculty advisor for MTSU's award-winning
.chapter of Pi Sigma Epsilon, a
national sales and marketing professional fraternity. The MTSU
assistant professor of management
and marketing has been at the university since 1987.
Kemp, daughter of J.C. and Trutitle Kemp of Murray, received a
B.S. degree from Murray State

University and an M.B.A. degree
from Austin Peay State University.

Henry L. Blythe, former distribution and window clerk at the
Mayfield Post Office, has been
appointed Postmaster at Dexter.
His appointment was announced
today by W. Larry Howell, Evansville Sectional Center Manager/
Postmaster. Mr. Blythe will be
installed as Postmaster on Friday,
May 31, 1991 at 11 a.m. at the
Dexter Post Office.
Mr. Blythe joined the Postal Service in 1984 as a distribution clerk
--at- the- Paducah -Post Office-. -Other
Postal positions held have been distribution and window clerk in Mayfield, officer-in-charge at LaCenter
and Milburn, And is Currently kerving as the EEO counselor and
investigator for the Evansville Sectional Center.
Mr. Blythe is t Member of the
Mayfield Lions Club and the
Mayfield/Graves County Human
Rights Commission. He has
received the Humanitarian Service
Medal for the Iranian Rescue

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

(502)

21
F53-063

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Premiere

Attempt and numberous other Air
Force awards in addition to receiving the Honorable Order of Kentucky Colonels. Mr. Blythe has
retired from the Air Force after 23
years of service. He has taken several self-study courses for management and leadership offered by the
Air Force. Blythe is married to his
wife, Nadine, and they have five
children.
Mr. Blythe succeeds Janice
Devine who has been promoted to
Postmaster at Eddyville, Kentucky.

Health and Fitness Club
CALL 759-9999
Located in University Square

_1-101/1/AND DRUGS
•15% Cash Discount •PCS • Medimet • BC-BS
*Computerized Records
*Free Delivery
*Medical Claims Service *Paid State Aid

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

May 22 thru 25
0 Days Same As Cash
(With approved credit)
Large Selection
of

Tiffany In Stock 65 oz.

Short Roll Carpets,
Vinyl and Remnants

Come and see the WKYQ RABBIT
Sat. at the BIGGEST YARD SALE
EVER at the Carpet & Vinyl Store!
Special - Unheard of deals!
We've got vinyl floor covering, astro
turf, commercial, plush trackless &
car & marine carpet.

lb. Density

.99 yd.

Rebond Pad

$3.29 & up
Sculptured Carpet
$2.88 & up
Astro Turf
Philadelphia Short Roll of Carpet
$7.99 sq. yd.
high quality
No reasonable offer refused! All rugs
will be sold. 100's to choose from.
Dealers & builders welcome.
Large rolls will be inside at special
prices so come on down & see the
Georgia Boy & the WKYQ RABBIT.

lb. Density
3165 yd.
Rebond Pad

Look For Old Steam Engines
641 South on Hazel Hwy.
Murray, HT

DO
00 •

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Rinso Pre-Priced $1.49

Laundry Powde

22 oz.

• e"
•

N.

•••

9/16" 6

CARPET 8 VINYL STORE

753-1462

e-r-1":7‘:-.• •

*8" sq. yd.

We Will Not knowingly Be Undersold

Locally Owned & Operated - Bob Dunn, R.Pft.

Dishwashing Liquid
$100

N. 12th St.

SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE!

1/2" 31/2

109 S. 4th St.

Opening in May!

Starting at $288 sq. yd. & up

Life
Auto (Tamar
Health
rgl
Home
Annuities
Business
A tradition in service
since 1981
Jim Fain
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SPORTS
Tigers blast Bombers behind Bazzell, long ball
By DAVID RAMEY
AL tray Ledger & Times Sports Editor
PADUCAH — Fine-tuning his
curveball left-Chid-Bute in command of the Ballard Memorial
Bombers, while his teammates
gave the senior pitcher plenty of
offensive support as Murray
cruised into the semifinals of the
First Region baseball tournament
with an 8-1 win Tuesday afternoon
at Brooks Stadium.
Baud, with one-inning of relief
help from fellow senior Doug Payne, tossed a one-hitter while homers from Bart Crum and Chris Bailey paced the Murray attack and put
the Tigers into a Thursday afternoon contest with Reidland. • The
Gryhounds crushed Carlisle Con-IS—in- the - second game, 14.-3.
In today's action, Calloway
County faces Hickman County at 3
p.m.. while Lone Oak and Graves
County meet at approxiamately
,
5:30 p.m.
Bazzell. had little trouble with
the tiOrithers in hissix-inning stint,
gising up a scratch single to first
baseman David Cox in the fifth. He
struck out seven Bombers while
walking just one.
"I felt.- really good going . out
there todaY," Baud' said. "I really
felt comfortable. 1 was having
some trouble throwing my curve,
but coach worked with me on
breaking it off."
Tiger coach- Cary Miller was
. happy_ with ,the results.
, -1 was really pleased with DLIT
pritthing-,'" Nfiticr -said. "Chad -did. &great job. We wanted five or six
innings out of him. and he gave us
that. We hit the ball real .well and I
really felt like we a solid defensive
game.
Murray, the Fourth District
'Inner-up, was the visiting team on
the scoreboard, and Murray used an

Sports Writer
Mario FOX
Associated Press

FIRST REGION BASEBALL
It Brepas Staa.as
Tuesdays May 21
Baiiwp
1
MURRAY IL
graiap43 14 Carte* 3
Wedrwerlay, MI 22
CALLOWAY COUNTYvs
Cour'tV
Graves Coune vs Lone Oali 5)0 pm
Thurvesy. Stay 23
pm
MURRAY vs %Oland
WasSesarlay s wormers SIP pm
Frets'. Iley 24
Fmat 4 p m

kiovnari

two infield singles and a walk to
score first, with a run in the third
inning. With one out, third baseman Payne reached on an infield
single and stole second. Allen Rayburn walked, and _Crum ...scored
Payne with a sngle.
After Ballard brought in Phillip
Lawrence in relief of Bo Williams
in the fourth, Murray: loaded the
bases on two Ballard -errors- and a walk to Derrick Plummer. Michael
Lovett drove in two Tigers with a
single to left, and after a Tiger
.scored on a Ballard error. .Crum;
hooked a ball just inside the fair
pole in rightfield for a two-run
homer to put Murray up 6-0.
Bazzell, who had mowed down
the first 11 Ballard batter, ran into
trouble in the fourth when he
walked Jimmy Nichols and balked
him to second. Adam Roberts
reached on an error, before Cox hit
an RBI single to left.
Bailey, the Tiger centerfielder,
homered over the leftfield fence to
lead off the fifth, and singled, stole
two bases and scored on a sacrifice
fly from Plummer in the seventh.
Bazzell picked up his second win
-of- dre-season while -Batiard's - Wit-liams, who returned to the mound
in the fifth, was tagged with -the
loss.
The win pushed the Tiger mark
to 14-9. but Miller is looking at
this week's tournament as a whole
new season.
"It's-ari old (lithe, but it's true.

moo
Murray High's Chad Baud' fires to the plate as Tiger catcher Allen Rayburn awaits the delivery during
the First Region baseball tournament at Brooks Stadium in Paducah. The Tigers adsanced with an 8-1
win oser Ballard Memorial Tuesday and will face Reidland on Thursday.'
It's a whole different situation in a
tournament, and you have to have
people tome- up to- a new level-for
it. Good pitching and defense is.
what wins in high school baseball.."
And Miller liked the way the
Tigers responded after losing a
tough championship game in the
district tournament — in extra
innings to archrival Calloway.
"Anytime you lose in the district

final, it's tough to get back up," ,
Miller said. "But we feel that if we
- ray weit up 'here this 'week,"It's •
wide-open."
- With seniors hurlers like Bazzell, Payne, Crum and Allen Rayburn. Miller has a little more depth
in the mound corps than most
coaches have.
"We feel like we have some
pretty nice depth with our pitch-

ing,". Miller said. "We've got four
seniors, and we're comfortable
-with all of them."- "We can go 1-2-3-4,7 Bunn
said. "Coming into the season we
felt really good about playing for
the regional title and with Tilghman out of this, it's anybody's to
win. We're hitting the ball real
well and our defense has been
super."

Bulls whip Pistons; Porter leads Portland past L.A.
never seriously -threatened.
.1.1_,WaS 2722 after one wrier. and Pippen and _four reserves_
opened the second quarter with a14-3 run that put the Bulls
ahead 41-25. Vinnie Johnson came in at this point to help cut
it to 49-41 at the half and then Jordan got hot as the Bulk
pulled away to a 76-61 lead after three quarter-s. .
"The game was determined after three-quarters with a solid
defense," coach Phil Jackson said. "Vinnie Johnson got hot
"I didn't have the opportunities in the first half but my
d:' Jordan said. "When_they..had to clamp . in the fourth imager_ but we had the kind of. lead.. that we
ninniates
didn't think they could get back into the game."
on my teammates. I got more opportunities to score.
Johnson'scored 18 of his 29 points in the final period while
- Inc scene Shifts to the Palace of Auburn Hills for games
Joe Dumars scored 24 points, 16 of them in the first quarter.
Saturday and Monday. and if a fifth game is necessary it will
Pippen had 21 points and 10 rebounds.
played in Chicago on May 29.
Jordan attempted only seven shots in the first half and fin•'A sweep? We're not even thinking about it." Jordan said.
ished
with- I0-for-20 from the field, including., a pair of
But the possibility exists. especially if the Bulls can be as
dominating on the road as they have been at home. Chicago is 3-pointers in the third quarter. He was 13-for-14 from the free
throw line.
.9-I in the playoffs and 7-0 at home.
The Pistons haven't been able to get their offense in gear
said.
Detroit."
Jordan
'•It feels good to have a 2-0 lead on
. We have to maintain the pressure on them. It won't be easy against the Bulls.
"Our plan was to take the game to them," Jackson said.
their place. It wasn't easy here.'•
"We
have been very aggressive on the outside, keeping them
wasn't
that
score,
The
game
--Tuesday's
Di-Sregard
from running their halfcoun offense. We are double-teaming
-How the game was so close at the end, I have no idea," aggressively, rotating effectively and forcing them to take
Detroit coach Chuck Daly said. "They controlled the game all tough shots."
Blazers 109, Lakers 98
night. We couldn't match their quickness or intensity."
It marked the first time since 1987 that the two-time
A sign in the stands proclaimed the city Porter-land.
defending champion Pistons have been down 2-0. That year,
In Game 2 of the Western Conference finals, the name fit.
trey lost to Boston in seven games in the Eastern Conference
Terry Porter, the Portland playmaker rendered ineffective
finals.
by foul trouble in Game 1, scored 26 points on 12-for-15
Jordan was limited to eight points in the first half, and shooting and pushed the fast-breaking Trail Blazers to a
didn't score until 2:19 remained in the first quarter.
109-98 victory over the Los Angeles Lakers Tuesday night,
Still, the Bulls broke a,10-.10.tie.with a 9-2 run_led. by Scot- tying the best-of-7 series 1-1.
tie Pippen and Horace Grant to take a 19-12 lead that was
"I didn't bring my hatchet tonight," he said, "so I was in

CH1CAtiO (AP)
Bs the time Michael .Jordan .got
-ttfiLTSC4feeti- in-the„.-secOnd-half...hi& Chieago Bulls- teammate&
already had the game under control.
Jordan scored 27 of his game-high 35 points.in the second
Tuesday night. and the Bulls defeated the Detroit Pistons
-97 for a 2-0 lead in the best-of-7 Eastern Conferece

pretty good shape."
"1.123L's ald•Teay-1-1*- In-see," -ay& -Drealer-said,441e-made some shots-He forced the tempo. He played a super
overall game.''
Portland entered the game knowing a loss could doom its
NBA title hopes. After dropping the series opener 111-106
Saturday, the Blazers' chances would be slim, at best, if they
went. to Los Angeles down 2-0:
They responded with their trademark aggressiveness and
little of the stagnant effort that hurt them in Game 1, when
they blew a 12-point lead in the fourth quarter.
Portland outrebounded the Lakers 51-28. The rebound total
tied an all-time playoff low for Los Angeles and was the fewest ever by ,a Blazers playoff opponent.
The Blazers also outscored Los Angeles 27-2 on fast-break
points.
"Our team was the aggressor," Drexler said. "That's the
way we May7That's Blazer basketball. We didn't want to
leave any stones unturned. We just wanted to come out and
give a total effort."
That was the message Portland coach Rick kdelman had for
his team.
"We said before the game if you're going to make mistakes, you make them being aggressive and active, you don't
make it by standing around like we did the first game," he
said. "That's probably the thing that upset us the most is we
stood so much on defense and offense. Tonight we didn't do
that. That's why we pounded the boards on them."
'As-badly as we played in the first half, and being down
four, I felt pretty good about our chances," Lakers
coach
Mike Dunleavy said. "But the bottom line was still that in
the
second half, we didn't execute as well as we can and free
throws hurt us."

Cubs fire Zimmer, name Altobelli interim boss
NEW YORK (AP) — Don Zimmer has been knocked out, knocked
down, flattened and frustrated so
many times in baseball that nothing
really surprises him anymore.
_So when his boyhood buddy,
general manager Jim Frey, told him
Tuesday that he was fired as manager of the Chicago Cubs, it wasn't
that much of a shock.
After all, the Cubs, favored by
many to win the National League
East when they added All-Star free
agents George Bell, Dave Smith
and Danny Jackson, were just
18-19.
And just last week Zimmer met
with Cubs president Don Grenesko.
who said he wanted to evaluate the
manager when the season was over.
Instead, Zimmer said he wanted to
Know something by July I.
He found out even sooner than
earso.•••Ade
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that.
"When I had the meeting. I
knew what to expect if it didn't go
in - my favor. I was ready to accept
whatever was going to happen,"
Zimmer said. "I'm sorry I'm fired.
but at 60 years old and 43 years in
baseball, he says he's going to evaluate me at the end of the year. It's
a joke."
Cubs batting coach Joe Altobelli,
who led Baltimore to the 1983
World Series championship, was
named interim manager. He got
ejected during Tuesday night's 8-6
loss in New York and coach Chuck
Cottier finished up as the Cubs'
third manager of the day.
Frey said he wanted to name a
full-time successor shortly. Jim
Essian. manager of the Cubs'
Triple-A Iowa team, arrived in
town late Tuesday night and was to
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meet today with Frey.
'All 1 know right now is that
they' requested my presence in New
York," Essian said. "Well take it
from there. I have no idea what my
chances are or who they're
considering."
Zimmer left Shea Stadium with
tears in his eyes after Frey delivered the bad news around 3 p.m.
He returned to Chicago and said he
would stick around for a few days,
thinking about what's next, but -not
worrying about it
"I have a future in baseball. I
am going to be in uniform next
year — maybe not as the)manager,
maybe as a coach. Who knows. I
may be in the Florida State
League," Zimmer said. "But I
love this game, and I'm much too
young to get out of it.
"Ask me if I want to -manage

again? The right place, I would, but
I ain't the kind of guy who has an
ego that I'd have to manage again.
I might be coachifig third base for
somebody," he *d.
Zimmer has done his share of
playing, coaching and managing
during the years. He made his pro
debut in Brookyln's organization in
1949 and was being groomed to
take Hall of Famer Pee Wee
Reese's spot at shortstop when he
was hit in the temple with a pitch
in 1953, an accident that split open
his skull and left metal plates in his
head.
He still made it to the majors
and stuck around for 12 years,
despite being hit in the face- by
another pitch in 1956. When his
playing days were over, he coached
in Montreal, New York and San
Francisco. He also got fired as
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"The guy we fired today is the
same guy who won the title in
1989." Frey_ said. "I still have the
same respect for him, for his honesty, his character and the way he
went about doing things."
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said. "It was his team, and
now somebody else is going to
take it over."
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Jim Draths, 35, a teacher,
said it was too early in the
season to fire Zimmer.
"I don't like it. They could
have waited another month to
see if they were playing better," he said.
Roger O'Connor, 49, field
forman of the Wrigley Field
groundcrew, said Zimmer was
the best manager he's ever had
to work within 25 years with
the Cubs.
"The most important things
in his life were baseball and
winning," O'Connor said. "I'm
sorry to see him go."
In 13 years as manager with
San Diego, Boston, Texas and
Chicago, he was 885-858 in
regular-season play.
Draths thought the Cubs were
smart in naming batting coach
Joe Altobelli, who led Baltimore
to the 1983 World Series
championship, as interim
manager.
"1 like Joe Altobelli. He's a
good baseball man," Draths
said.
But the Chicago teacher
thinks Zimmer got a raw deal.
"He and (general manager)
Jim Frey worked on trades and
put this team together," he
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manager in Texas, San Diego and
Boston.
In 1984, Zimmer was the Cubs'
third base coach when Frey managed the team to within one game
of the World Series. After the 1987
season, Frey, who went to high
school with Zimmer, made his old
friend the manager.
At first, a lot of critics charged
crony-ism. But when Zimmer's
wild and wacky plays, like hit-andruns with the bases loaded, helped
the Cubs win the National League
East in 1989, no one was
complaining.

CHICAGO (AP) — Fans
cheered Don Zimmer when he
skippered the Chicago Cubs to
a division title two years ago.
Now, they're giving the newly
fired manager the raspberrys.
"I'm glad he's gone myself,"
sales manager Ted Doering, 49,
said Tuesday after the 60-yearold Zimmer was fired by the
Cubs in New York. "He's
made a lot of mistakes in the
last few weeks."
Mike Sette, 45, a bartender at
Bernie's across from the Cubs'
Wrigley Field, said Zimmer
"definitely over-managed."
Andy Miller, another
bartender-fan, wasn't surprised at
the move.
"I'm surprised it didn't happen sooner," said Miller, 35,
who works at The Ginger Man
tavern, near Wrigley. "He's
been unable to handle the best
lineup in baseball.
"He doesn't pull his pitchers
in time. There's no team
spirit."
Zimmer's team was tied for
last place in the division this
year with an 18-19 record and
slipped to 18-20 by losing 8-6
to the Mets Tuesday night
without him.
Plumber Mike Monk, 35, said
he thinks Zimmer knew' something was brewing.
"You could see it in his,
eyes on TV," Monk said. "He
wasn't happy. He knew something was wrong. The team
wasn't winning, and he didn't
know what to do to get them
to win. He looked sad."
Mailman Ray Meyer, 35, said
he didn't like Zimmer's decisions to let Ryne Sandberg and
Shawon Dunston play through
slumps while benching players
such as Gary Scott and Jerome
Walton.
n-------Afnlike-nmost--fam--1 didn't
think he was a very good manager," Meyer said. "In 1989,
his moves were good, but he
was lucky.
"Now, the odds have caught
up with him. He was panicking
with some of his managerial
moves."
Some fans defended Zimmer.
"I got a kick out of Zimmer.
He looked like a cartoon character," said salesman Dave Cihla, 27.
Zimmer was nicknamed
"Popeye" because of his large
upper arms and pugnacious
look, while others said they
thought he looked like a
Cabbage Patch doll or a gerbil.
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Pickens Supply arid J.I1 Churchill were winners
in Tuesday night Little League play Pickens
detested Wafters Pharmacy. 7.1 as Buzz Paul
was the winning pitcher and doubled Jason
Eaves doubled and singled for Pickens Malt
Roberts singled for Walter's only hit J H Chur•
Chill defeated Allergy and Asthma Clinic, Josh
McKeel was the winning pitcher and had two
hits while Ray Stone also had a hit Ryan
Domescik doubled and Ross Clark singled tor
Allergy and Asthma
On action Monday, Thornton's Heating and Air
defeated Dennison-Hunt, 2-1, and Storey's
defeated Fraternal Order of Police, 7. For
Thornton's, Josh Price was the winning pitcher
and doubled and singled Brad Stone doubled,
and Aphis Edwands and Brian Davis each
singled Brad Clendennon doubled for
Dennison-Hunt, whist Brian Dennison and
Robert Naulty each singled For Storey's John
David Poynor was the winning pitcher and combined with Trent Wilson on the shutout Shaun
Gordon homered and doubled, while Wilson
had two hits and Poynor, Shane Fox, Trent
Ringstatf and Tim Starks all singled Craig Coles singled for FOP's only hit

Krogers deleated Wal-Mart 25-19, and Murray
Mold and Die detested Murray Paving 21-16 in
Par* League play Tuesday. For Kroger. Clay
Lamb led the attack with a homer, double and
single, while Dwight Rutledge had three hits
with a triple, Jeremy Harper and Brady Harris
had three hits with a double, and Kyle Moms
and Jeremy Allbraten each had three hits. Drew
Henry led Wal-Man with three hits including two
doubles, while Nathan Doyle had tour hits with
a double. Josh Severs had three hits with a
double while Bobby Kieseau had three hits For
Murray Mold and Die, Robert Urban, Tony
Urban, Tommy Malls and John Duncan all had
four hits with Duncan with a double. Joey Boggess'had three Ms whtle--Xyle.Mocka, Joey Butterwonh, David Timmons, Darren Keel and
Brad Thurmond ell had two hits with Thurmond
stroking a triple, Tim Roberts homered for Murray Paving, and added a double and a single.
Corey Cunningham homered, white Michael

Friend had three hits with a double, and Chris
Thorn and John Evan Lane each had three hits
Tiffany Rogers singled and doubled, while Joey
McDaniel and Justin Hicks each had two tuts

Thornton Marble and Fraternal Order of Police
were winners in Tuesday's Kentucky League
play Thornton deleted Rotary 17.5, with Chris
Bawer as the winning pitcher and banging out
two hits along enth Laramie Carson T J Fike,
Kelly Darnell, Clint Myatt and Adam Scott all
had hits for Thornton Matt Darnell led Rotary
with three hits, including a double while Jeremy
Weber had a single FOP downed Ryan Mike,
18.4 with Markets* Foster the winning pitcher
as he banged out two hits including • double
Kelly Woods doubled, while Jacob Rayburn had
two hits, and Cliff Darnell and Mike Clemson
each singled. Bred Billinglon singled for Ryan
Milk

Kiwanrus defeated Calvert City No. 2 in Pony
League play, 14-8 Ryan Vanover and Stephen
Crouch did the Kiwannis pitching, while
Jonathan Bell, Scott Earwood, Tyler Bohannon,
Chris Woods and Shane Schoader pined Vanover and Crouch in the hit column

In girls softball play Monday, Art Craft/Public
Ice defeated Peoples Bank/Ross Insurance,
12-7. For Art Craft/Public Ice, Crtsty Carson
had two RBI's, while Christy Morton had a
three-run double and Elisha Smith homered
For Peoples Bank/Ross Insurance, Darcie Carson tripled and Shaunery Jones doubled. In
Park League play Monday, Team I (Murray
Cableinsion/Country Store) defeated Team II
(Hardie Grain and Ryan Milk), 7-5. Clint Stone
had two has with homer, while Ryan Smith, Kelly Overby and Todd Sexton all tripled and Jett
Lawrence doubled for Team I. Jeffrey Boyle
homered arid Malt Thorn tripled
On previous action last week, Team II defeated
learn I 9-2, with Clifton Garden, Casey Smith
and Dustin Rogers all hitting homers and Clint
Slone hOmering for Team I

Bonds hits two homers as Pirates down Cards, 5-3
cially for a player that Pirates manover the Cardinals.
"I've felt left out most of the
"With a hitter like that, you ager Jim Leyland calls "one of the season," Bonds said. "It's like
mow it's -just a matter Of time," -best talents in the gamer"
'
'they've-been winning -without-me,
"It's been easier to take because
St. Louis manager Joe Torre said.
Bonds followed Bobby Bonilla's
After enjoying the best all- we've been winning," Bonds said, two:out Single in the third with a
around season in baseball last year, pointing to the Pirates' niajor drive into the right-field seats, his
when he hit .301 with 33 homers, league-leading 23-13 record. "The second homer in as many pitches.
114 RBIs and 52 stolen bases, club's been carrying me all
He was hit by pitches in his next
Bonds seemingly has played on season."
two plate appearances, prompting
Bonds, who was hitting just .182 home plate umpire Bob Davidson
borrowed time. At times he's
seemed distracted, disoriented and with two homers and 16 RBIs, to warn reliever Juan Agosto.
needed just two at-bats to straight"Why would I try to hit him?"
The result? Disappointing. Espe- en that out.
Agosto said.
With one out in the second,
'Mires'been a lot of persona! •
Bonds hit a 3-1 pitch from left- things written about me ... personal
hander Jamie Moyer•(0-1)--overthe (Wigs'bawerri- me- and- •the club,"
right-field wall for his first extra- he said "Sometimes you don't
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP) — Tom Barrasso's outstanding goalbase hit at Three Rivers StacIftrin know what people expect from
tending and Pittsburgh's early goal-a-minute pace restored the Penguins'
this season. It was only his second you. 1 didn't know what to expect
home-ice advantage in the Stanley Cup finals.
extra-base hit in his past 20 games and didn't know what people ... or
Mario Lemieux, back in the lineup after missing Game 3 with back
overall.
the ballclub expected from me."
spasms, capped a three-goal burst in the opening 2:58. But the Penguins
couldn't have beaten the Minnesota North Stars 5-3 Tuesday night without Barrasso's 35 saves.
The victory tied the best-of-7 series at two games apiece. Game 5 is
Thursday night in Pittsburgh before the series shifts back to Minnesota on
Saturday. A seventh game, if necessary, would be played May 28.
The North Stais'lost for only the third tine in more than four months at
Met Center, where they had won their previous eight playoff games by a
Zoom from 65% to 2000/et
combined 37-14 count. Minnesota, which had earned home-ice-advantage
Choose one of 8 presets--65%,78%,82%,84%,108%,119%,
121%,and 158%i
by winning Game 1 at Pittsburgh, had been 3-0 in the fourth games of its
Program in a percentage you want---for instant recall!
first three series.
You can with Toshiba's new BD-85101
.
straight
strong
effort
after
a
Barrasso, in his third
poor outing in the
And you also get Edge-to-Edge Copying...40 Copies per
Minuie...Elutit-in Auto Doe Feint _Statement-to-Lodger Size
Penguins' 5-4 series-opening loss, did his best work in the second period,
Copying...999-Copy Key-in wore man 2.it popular standard
when the North Stars outshot Pittsburgh 17-5 and made it a 4-3 game. He
features—plus optional Soryere, Auto Duplexer,and Large
also sparkled early in the third, stopping Neal Broten three times from
Capacity Feeders'
Do a number on your coPYingoperations----your number, TOSHIB
close range.
See Toshiba's new 80-8510,today
help
from
his
Barrasso later got some
friends, who held the North Stars
As your neighbors about Toshiba"
without a shot during the first 3:49 of Troy Loney's major high-sticking
118 N. 7th Mayfield
penalty. Minnesota goalie Jon Casey then evened the sides by taking an
Call: 1-800-633-7296
interference penalty with 3:08 to. play.
.Phil Bourgne's. empty-net goal. with 15. seconds to go clinched it.

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Barry
Bonds, mostly a spectator as the
Pittsburgh Pirates rolled to the best
record in baseball, finally came out
swinging.
At the St. Louis Cardinals'
pitching. And his critics.
In just two swings of the bat in
as many' pitches Tuesday night,
Bonds matched his home run total
for the season. He also drove in
three runs to lead the NL Eastleading Pirates to a 5-3 victory

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
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Tuesday's
Boston 10, Adkvaukee 6
Cleveland 5, New York 2
Baltimore 5, Detroit 4
Texas 6. Minnesota 5
Kansas City 4, Seattle 3
Toronto 11, Oakland 7
Caktorria 4. Grocer 2
Wed megloy's Game*
Toronto (Stub 4-2) at Oakland (Moore 5-2). 2:15
pm
Miwaukee (K D Brown 2-1) at Boston (Darwin 11),
505 pm
Nevi York (hoary 23) at Cleveland (Candolli 5-1).
6 35 pm
Baltimore (McDonald 2-2) at Detroit (Gulldison
4-2), 235 p.m.
Ssaple,
.3-3) at Kansas City (Gordon
726 pm.
Texas Karmen 3-3)at Minnows@ (Anderson 1-3),
7:35 pm.
Chicago ;Hough 0-2) at CaWodria (S.tests 1-4).
235 pm

Pittsburgh
New Yon(
Sr Loins
Montreal
Chicago
Plaladelphia
Wset Division
W . 1.
Pa.. Olt
21. 111
—
19 15 A59
'A
Is if .500 - 25$
19.
14 23 .37S
12 26 .316 95$
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati 3, San Francisco 2
Montreal 3, Philadelphia 0
Pittsburgh 5, St. Louis 3
Atlanta 4, San Diego 1
New York 9, Chicago 6
Los Angeles 7, Houston 3
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco (Robinson 1-2) at Cincinnati (Pi)o
2-2). 835. pm
Philadelphia tCombe 1-2'1 at Montreal Marini 0.1),
8:35 p.m.
St LOUIS (Tewksbury 3.1) at Pittsburgh (Dube*
2-6), 625 pm
San Diego !Hurst 4-1) at Atlanta (Avery 5-11. 6 40
Pm
Chicago (G Maddox 4-2) at New York (Mole 5-1),
6:40 p.m
Los Angeles (Morgan 43) at Houston (Deshaies
1.-4). 735 p.m
Thursday's Games
Philadetphia at Montreal. 12:35 p.m
Los Angeles at Houston, 6:05 p.m.
San Francisco at Cincinnad. 6:35 p.m
Sr Louis at Pittsburgh, 8:35 p.m.
San Diego at Atlanta, 640 p.m.
Chicago at New York, 640 p.m
Los Angeles
Atlanta
Cincinnati
San Diego
Houston
San Francisco

Lifetime Warranty

Lifetime Warranty

EVERYDAY

Brake Drums
or Rotors

Duralast Brake
Shoes or Pads

For most vehicles.
Store stock only.

Semi-metallic pads-$19.99 I I Isirors
OR PADS
Shoe price with exchange

SKF Front
Wheel Bearing Sets
For most vehicles
Store stock only

Duralast
Master Cylinders

ALL # s PRICED
UP TO $23.95

For most vehicles
Store stock only
All other #'s $5 OFF.
Lifetime Warranty
Brake Calipers
Store stock only.
Price with exchange

Valucraff Brake Shoes Of Pads
Serni-msitallic pads-S16.99
One-Year Warranty
Shoe price with exchange

Our Best Price

Jane Rogers Insurance

EVERYDAY

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753.9627
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Marine

Duralast Starters
American and Import
EVERYDAY
All GM s come
with solenoid.
Store stock only
'Imp TO
mige 114 24
With exchange

20695

We don't
cut corners
to save
money, but
you can.
Bring in this coupon and get the
full triatment without paying the
full pike. While you wait, we'll
change your oil and filter end lubricate the chassis as part of a #
complete 16 point service and
safety gkeck. We'll do it #
right, and we'll do it
right now.

AC, Deutsch
Precision or
Motorcraft
Oil Filters
MI OthersOff
$1°
'
Purchase of 2

All Oil Mehl
Up To $2.97

2
FOR

5

Ono-Year Warranty

Valucrott
Starters

EVERYDAY

Starting
4024ivis 3
Fan Clutches

Marine
Deep Cycle
#24rvIric 3

Store stock only
Thermal Clutches
$34 99 - $69 99

Marine
Deep Cycle
#27MDC -3

586

2 Headlamp Systems 1 1 86
H6024 H6054

Starter
Solenoids
For most GM vehicles
One Year Warranty
ASS304

99

For most vehicles
Store stock only

SKF Trailer Bearing Kits

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
S. 12th St. in Southside Center

753-8971

16th at Chestnut

ryweapp
Ad prices good thru Mari 26 1991 We reset-me the right to IrnS quarsitiss or Kg. price ',goo,price
Ad prices not good on seetioi onlers No Deolies ull debits p4 worronties ot Op* F 1991 Auto2onie

249,9
1988
39 99

New
EVERYDAY
Blower Motors

Lawn and
Garden Utility
itu- 1

Halogen Headlamps
4 Headlamp Systems
H5001 H$006 H4651
and H4666

NON THERMAL
FROM

97

TO
'07 94

Mobil Super or
Exxon SUper1I0 EVERYDAY
Motor Oils
All weights in sloc«
Limit 3 cases

9CIT

Valvoline
All-Climate
30HD-$1.03
Limit 3 cases

Ultra Spark Silicone
Plug Wires
4 CYLINDER
6 Cylinder-515 99 1 1
8 Cylinder-S 18 99
Store stock only

99

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT.,9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza

247-4171

NOtOZOIM

rewirow-
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Launch of shuttle Columbia delayed until June 1
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— Three equipment problems in
quick succession forced NASA to
delay for at least 10 days the
launch of Columbia today on a
flight to study the effects of
weightlessness on the body.
"I walked in this morning and it
was like walking into a buzz saw.
Barn! Barn! Barn! I said, 'What's
014
Bak= Murrah, a
NASA official in charge of Columbia's countdown, said after the
postponement Tuesday.
The shuttle had been scheduled
to start its nine-day biomedical
research mission today. -

Murrah said NASA engineers
received a report from a contractor
about midnight Monday that there
could be a problem with temperature sensors in the fuel lines.
Within hours, engineers found
that one of 23 units that processes
computer signals had failed. Later,
one of five main computers on the
spacecraft shut down.
Murrah said NASA decided to
replace all of the faulty pans, a
process that will delay the launch
until at least June 1.
Scheduled to fly with the astronauts are 30 white rats and 2,478
tiny jellyfish. The goal of the flight

HOLIDAY C•OKOUT

SPECIALS
100 Pure

GROUND Beef

1 49
Ii lb

Ribeye Steaks

4.lb
19

sib '

Field

189
Ii lb

HOT DOGS
Small Meaty

PORK RIBS
Center Cut
st.

Pork Chops
100° Pure

GROUND BEEF
PATTIES

GIBSON HAM CO.
Store Hours:
Monday-Friday 8a.m.-5p.m.Saturday 7a.m.-Noon

107 N. 3rd St.
759-9785
We Accept Food Stamps

is learn how humans and animals
react to weightlessness.
Four of Columbia's seven astronauts have been training for the
biomedical mission since 1984. It
was delayed by the Challenger
accident in 1986.
The problem with the fuel sensor
was discovered in an analysis of a

sensor that had been removed from
Columbia in September. A report
received from the manufacturer of
the device said that it had a crack
in a stainless steel weld.
Engineers, worried there could
be a similar flaw in the other sensors on Columbia, decided to
replace them all.

Murrah said there was concern a
faulty weld could allow the pencilsized sensor to break loose and
flow with the fuel into a pump that
feeds Columbia's main engines.
The sensors measure the temperature of the liquid propellant.
Though the sensor was removed
from Columbia eight months ago,

NASA received the analysis on
Monday and Murrah said mission
managers learned of it around
midnight.
He said he didn't know why it
took so long for the problem to
become known, but added, "It
shouldn't happen. It did, and we've
got to fix that problem."

Scientists create mini-quake for study
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. (AP) —
The earth moved again near the site
of the 1989 Northern California
earthquake, and seismologists not
only predicted the tremor — they
caused it.
Hoping to learn more about the
-area:s...fitful. -geology, government
scientists set off a half-dozen
explosions 80 to 100 feet below
ground Tuesday near the epicenter
of the quake, creating a shudder
registering 1.3 on the Richter scale.
The experiment in the mountains
20 miles east of Santa Cruz was
conducted shortly after 11 p.m. to
avoid disturbing people.
Jeff Wood, who lives nearby,

said didn't feel thc tiny quake. But
he heard the explosions.
There was no danger the fake
quake would trigger a real one, scientists said.
The experiment occurred near
where a 7.1-magnitude quake
occiirred -on Oct. 17, 1989, on the
San Andreas fault. The quake
killed more than 60 people and collapied a double-decker freeway in
Oakland.

lc structure.
They also said the experiment
would help them check their monitoring instruments.

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jearte-Dixon
l'HURSDAY,!WAY

HAPPY BIRXHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Your determination and honesty will
Seismologists said studyingthe play_an important role in your reachvelocity of the sound waves sent ing a long-cherished goal this year.
through the fault by the explosions Count on your financiafgame plan to
should help them gain a better begin paying off by October. Busiunderstanding of the area's geolog- ness travel may be frequent and expensive.but profits will rise! A stable.
long-lasting romantic relationship
starts 1992 off on .a happy note. A
love for the limelight could lead to a
career in show business or poli4ics!
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 1970," said EPA Administrator THIS DATE: comedian Scatman
Environmental PiOtection---Agency William K. Reilly. "Yet,- during Crothers.singer Rosemary Clooney.
has announced tighter controls on the same period the number of veh- actress Joan Collins. boxer "Marvelcar and truck exhausts, forcing icles on the road has risen sharply, ous" Marvin Hailer.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
automakers to build cleaner vehi- making it hard to achieve overall
Your intuition is right on target. You
cles beginning in 1994.
air quality.''
financial coup!
EPA said Tuesday that the rules,
About 118 cities exceed federal can pull off a realare
impressed. A
people
required by last year's Clean Air carbon monoxide and ozone—air Influential
long-term platonic relationship could
Act, should help reduce smog in quality standards, the ageric4 said. suddenly turn romantic,
.
the nation's cities. They will be the
The new standards will be
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
first tightening of exhaust pollution phased in over three years„
-Compromi.secan help you sabreeven.
standards since 1981.
•
"The Manufacturers wilt have -the most difficult dilemma. A g new
The agency estimated the cost of difficulty meeting then_ yet the relationship is about to changeyour
meeting the new controls at about technology to meet them does life. Your enthusiasm rubs off on
$152 per car and between 557 and exist," said Marcel Halberstadt, your loved ones. Cooperation
$157 per truck, depending on its director of the environment depart- abounds!
weight.
_
ment for the Motor Vehicle Manu- ' GUAM (May 21_-_June 20_)•
"Auto manufacturers have made facturers Association in Detroit. Research will 'yield some clever
tremendous progress reducing vehi- "It's pushing the technology to the moneymaking ideas. Seek experts'
advice before investing. Your relacle emissions — 80 percent since limit."
tionship with your spouse or partner
improves. You discover new facets
of each Others personality.
Oar Customers Are Very Important People
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Throw yourself wholeheartedly-into.
...and we try hard to give them the very best
new projects. Money spent on your
insurance protection and service we can
home will add to ius value. A close,
prOv--the kind-they expect and deserve If
idationship needs more atteniiiiii:Do
you'd Ike to be one of our V I P 's give us a
not let others take advantage of your
call.'
generosity.
Dan McNutt, AAI
LEO(July 23-Aug.22):Jobleads.
Hoprosontry
could come from someone close to
PURDOM,
THURMAN
Stale Aut•
Ig•••••••••
you. Follow up as quickly as pos.' Comeamie•

EPA announces tighter
controls on car exhausts

& McNUTT

Si.:. Auto Insuranco

407

St.

753-445

It will take several months for
scientists to interpret all the data
from the experiments, the U.S.
Geological Survey said.

p,1991

sible. Get out and,socialize more.:
Welcome new neighbors and get
involved in community projects.Give.
yourself a treat!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): In
the face of adversit. have paiienee
and stick tofamiliar activ ities. Friends
will come to your rescue when the
chips are- down. Resolve- to reward
their loyalty in Meaningful ways.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Diplomacy serves you well during a
domestic blowup! Be discreet. You
are right to work solo. You could
diNcover some -real treasures while
• brow-sing- through a.--secimilhand
bookstore.
_
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. .21):
Concentrate on positive people and
prOdUctive projects.. Financial support will come from' an unusual
source.Choose your objecti vescarefully. then contact the appropriate
people._ .
..
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 221-Dee.
2_1
debt _or_ secret could causeproblems. Avoid-rash actions. Handle
sensitive people witlykidiloves. You
could be the star at a social function
tonight. Romance is pleasing.
CAPRICORN i Dec.22-Jan. l)):
_Friends could make unreasonable_
requests. Stand up for your rights.
Career or financial developments will
be particularly gratifying.Spend more
time planning for the future.
•
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb: 18):
A bold person could Amy. you for a
loop. Be careful not to merreact.
Seek.quietSUIT041114.141114S-1741.-from_the_
maddening crowd. A "think"session
could shed valuable light.
PISCES (Feb. 194Warth 20): A
favorable day for travel, important
communications and educational
pursuits.Plan ahead with confidence.
An-older person °flees invaluable
advice, seize upon it immediately!

TDDAIPS-CHILLiREN are -energetic.--adventuresome end Optimitie.Parents will delight in these youngsters' ability to learn quickly and easily.
They love a challenge and will enjoy doing jigsaw puzzles. Change is this
Gemini's middle name!They will want to wear the latest fashions,no.matter
how outrageous. Homework and domestic chores will bore these funoriented Geminis. Only with parental encouragement .will they learn how
isla meetIheir responsibilities.
4'4ou an now get a pert.ontillied dads hort iss ope I rom kane
ents per minute Call I .(110-481C-77)04
onl)

STOP

011

based.,tri stow

,S11 ,
1 11111 JAIL'

cr., order a ms',cid and updated.ors of Franc Doom ...hest-selling hook.•' Yestodas TomI.is and Fores ei
How Astrolog4 Cm Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send 514 95 plus SI postage and handling to
,
.11. %It, M14141 Alalke he I,p.ts.thle 1.1 'WIC.
Dixon. Andrews and *41, Merl P4) K's 414150. 1(2111,ii%(
find Mt. Meet

••

And Think About Our Next Governor
s,r

*Do you want a Governor who knows how
to get to Calloway County?
*Who has been here more than any other candidate?
*Who will remember us after he is elected?

NOW OPEN

JONES
BRERETON
FOR
GOVERNOR
HE WILL Not Raise Your Taxes.
HE WILL Support A Major Highway In And
Out Of Murray
HE WILL Build Our Regional Special Events
Center

fiE WILL Make Health Care Available To All
Kentuckians

Chicken•Steak• Harper's Country Ham

HE WILL Fight Crime And Drugs — Endorsed By The State Fraternal Order Of
Police And Supported By The Ky. Sheriffs
Association
OE WILL Support Education— Unanimously
Endorsed By - kentueRy Teachers
fiE WILL Protect The Family Farm — He Is A

HWY. 68 & 80 IN AURORA

klE WILL Put An Economic Development
Office In West Ky.So We Can Get More And
Better Paying Jobs
•
HE wiLL Reform State Inheritance Taxes To
Help Us
Farmer
HE WILL See That When You Buy A Used 'Car You Pay Taxes On Actual Value
Not Blue Book-

"THIS TIME THE PEOPLE COME FIRST"

BREWTON JONES
FOR GOVERNOR

Open
Monday-Saturday
4:00p.m.-9:00p.m.
Sunday
11:30a.m.-8:30p.m.

aid for by Friends for Jones, Annelle S. Fulmer, C.P.A., Treasu

UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

El
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Ole Southern 5 lab. Box

Lbs.

Beef Patties

Ice Cold Red Ripe, Whole, Half or Fourths

Packed As Mixed Chops

Watermelons

1/4 Pork Loin

Red Ripe

Jennie-0 12 oz.

Slicing Tomatoes

Turkey Franks
and hui,sei
nkl hwitIlittg to
t( c•tt
/‘• !•,

Lb.

$1.39

Paramount Hamburger
32 oz. Jar

Dill Chips

,

'14-41/0

1GA 12 or 8 . Hamburger
or 10 Pk. Hot Dog

Maxweaoisimax. Bag

BUNS

ORANGE JUICE
64 Oz. Jar

Prairie Farms

ONION DIP
8 Oz. Crt.

3/silm
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

g

MCCH to begin summer teenage volunteer program
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's summer teenage volunteer
program (TAV) will begin with an
organization meeting, Thursday,
May 30, at 10:30 a.m., in the hospital's third floors education -unit
All interested teenagers who are
14 years old and have their parents'
consent should attend the organizational meeting. First year volunteers must bring proof of age.

He.4444.
"Where the price and service,
makes the OH easier to swallow."

• Charlie's Safa-T Discount Pharmacy
Glandal• at WhItnall
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Applications will be distributed and
details of the program will be
discussed.
The nine-week program begins
officially with morning oreintation
sessions June 3 and 5 from 9 a.m.
until noon. and_June 6 frdm 9 a.m.
until 1 p.m.
-Volunteers will be able to select
the day or days they wish to work,
but each must agree to devote at

least four consecutive hours of
work each week and wear a standard uniform. TAVs may be
absent, however, for vacation and
work.
Depending on time and day preferences,jobs are available in areas
such as x-ray, laboratory, dietary,
central services,, long term care,
business office, housekeeping and
nursing.

This summer, 25 positions are
available for TAVs. In the event of
more than 25 applications, past
TAVs will receive top priority in
job placement with new applicants
being aocepted according to age.
For more information, call Ruth
Eversmeyer, director of volunteer
services, at 762-1276, or Kathy
Hodge, director or public relations,
762-1381.

FLOOR
SAMPLE
SALE
&
DISCONTINUED
The Largest Selection of
Furniture in Our
42 Year History

3 Pc. Oak Bedroom, Triple Dresser,
Hutch Mirror, Chest, Headboard
Reg. $1,119.95
Now

'79995

3 Pc. Dinette, Drop Leaf Table, 2:Chairs
White Frame, Red Vinyl Seat Covers
Reg. $329.95
Now
1 Wing Chair, ChiPpenda
Red Tone 0
Reg.

i 5000

Now

Sofa & Love Seat, Transitional Style,
Blue, Burgundy & Mauve Cover
Reg. $1,449.95
Now
2 Solid Oak Claw Foot Oval
End Tables By Eller
Reg. $329.95 Ea
Now

699
1 25

We have just returned
from the High Point Furniture Market. We have
discovered we have a lot
of discontinued merchandise and floor samples. We must make room
for new merchandise
which will be arriving
shortly. Listed are just a
few examples of the outstanding buys you will
find.

Side Board With Beveled Mirror,
Lighted Glass, Glass Door Base,
2-Drawers, Cherry
Reg. $1,300.00
Now $50000
Curio Cabinet, BI
Glass
Light
_Now $300°C1
Butler Cocktail Table
_
Washed_Pine._Eindst.By Sdhern
Reg. $449.95
Now
Rattan Sofa By Sitting Pretty
Teale & Clay. Floral Cover
Reg. $899.95
Now
1 King Size Set
Mediu
Reg
Now
Wall Bed, 2 Pier Cabinets With
Light Bridge With Mirrors, Chest,
Dresser With Mirror, Washed FinishNow
Reg. $1,799.95
$750
'

Re.

450°°

$35000

.

/SALE

SilLE\
sofa

Lazy Boy Incliner Sectional
Beige, Blue & Mauve Cover
Reg. $2,528.00

Now

i,250

Queen Size Sleeper By Jamison
Innerspring Mattress, Burgundy,
Blue & Green Stripe Cover
Reg. $799.95

Now

35O°°

Camel Back Sofa, Cou
Red, Blue & Gr
With A
Reg.

Now

$35000

Now

$30000

Vanity 6 Drawers, Trl Vue Mirror
& Stool, Fruitwood Finish
Reg. $799.95-

,

44

Sofa & Love Seat, Traditional Style
Attached Batk, Blue, Beige
& Burglindy Cover
Reg. $1,699.95
Now

$80000

Queen Size Sleep Sofa With Matching
Love Seat By Jamison, Transitional
Style, Navy Blue Stripe Cover
Reg. $1,599.95
Now

$75Q

4 Pc, Solid Oak Bedroom By Cochrane
Triple Dresser, Trl Vue Mirror
Chest, Poster Bed, Nite Stand
99500
Reg. $3,758.00
Now

1

Queen Ann Style Sofa By Fairfield,
Jewel Tone Jacquard Type Cover
Now
Reg. $1,199.95.
5 Pc. Rattan Game Set, Glass Top
Table, 4 Arm Chairs With Casters
Reg. $1,499.95
Now
Sectional Sofa, Blue, Beige & Mauve
Heavyweight
v
Cover, Lse
Loose Pillow Back
Req.
Now $700
'

Lazy Boy & Lane

Dinihg Rooms

Recliners
Over 150 Chairs In Stock
Many Colors & Styles
All Greatly Reduced

$29995
Starting At

Lee's Carpet
Many Rolls In Stock
Good Color Selection - All Qualities

$995
Starting at

per sq. yd.
FREE Estimates

NO PAYMENT

All Bedroom & Occasional
Furniture Such As End Tables,
Entertainment Centers,
B ookcases, Curios
I Greatly Reduced
NO INTEREST FOR 6*MONTHS

$99
49

WITH APPROVED CREDIT - MINIMUM $400.00 - ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
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Sofa Traditional Style By Hickory Hill
Burgundy, Blue & Green Tapestry
Look Cover
Reg. $999.95
Now

All Keller Solid Oak
Table, Chairs, Chinas
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Seat-belt law may get approval

sitions are
he event of
Lions, past
priority in
applicants
ng to age.
, call Ruth
I volunteer
or Kathy
c relations,

of most states, local legislators
but no statewide seat-belt law.
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
For Kentucky, those grants could probably won't hold out for long,
Seat-belt advocates in Kentucky
total $1.5 million ovcr three years. he said.
say they stand a better chance than
"If the federal government puts
The federal legislation has
ever of getting legislative approval
a large enough pot of money,
up
DMeyer,
state
the
angered
Joe
Sen.
for a law mandating use of
Covington, who has opposed a we'll probably cast our principles
restraints.
mandatory seat-belt law in Ken- aside and allow ourselves to be
The optimism of seat-belt advopoll
Meyer said that Congress bought," he said.
tucky.
recent
a
with
cates has risen
Meyer said refusing to wear a
that showed most Kentuckians should stop using bribes and
seat
belt should not be a criminal
strong-arm
use,
tactics.
favor mandatory seat-belt
"If the feds believe in it that act punishable by fines. "There-Me
along with a federal report on the
much, let the members of Congress lots of good things that people
safety value of seat belts.
have the courage to pass the law should do, and this is one of
"It's much more likely to pass
them," he said. i"But we've got
than it has been in previous years," themselves," Meyer said.
But given the financial situation too many laws already."
state Sen. Art Schmidt, R-Cold
Spring, said. "The arguments
against it just don't hold water like
they used to."
pi' of
The poll by The Courier-Journal
0 _
70
hi Louisville showed that nearly
percent of Kentuckians believe the
Oe"
state should require seat-belt use.
Coeo
Fifty-seven percent of those
and other daily specials at
surveyed said they "strongly
law.
favor" a mandatory seat-belt
Nearly half said they already
buckle up when they get into a car,
Olympic Plaza
Sum.-Sat
even-without a law.
"The time is right for Kentucky
'
‘Nologmlb
. fee
to join the 38 states that have the
OieraP4todurdis
law right now," said Nancy Foster,
the passenger, safety and education
coordinator for Louisville and Jefferson County.
. Meanwhile, a federal report
Prices Good Thru May 25, 1991
released Monday by the General
Accounting Office concluded that
We Will Be Closed Memorial Day May 27, 1991
seat belts are effective in cutting
the number of deaths and injuries
Remember — Don't Drink & Drive
from automobile accidents in half.
Rep. Mike Ward, D-Louisville,
said he plans to introduce a seat1.75
law bill in the 1992 General
1 75
Assembly. Ward said he has been
discussing the proposal with other
$899
legislators in an attempt to persuade them "it's the right thing to
do...
Some legislators - indicate privately that they favor a seat-belt
750 ML
law but fear that constituents will
retaliate if they support such a bill,
Ward said.
"It's an example of where a
1.75
750 ML
vocal minority says the state has no
right to require people to wear seat
$2988
belts," Ward said. "But when
(legislators) make inquiries around
their district to regular voters, they
find that people are for it."
1.75
5L
Legislators defeated a bill requiring mandatory seat-belt use in 1986
and resisted efforts to revive the
bill in 1988 and 1990."
-Meatnithile, Kentucky lawmakers
also may feel pressure from Con4 Pack
gress to finally approve a seat-belt
ML
law.
U.S. Rep. Jim Cooper, D-Tenn.,
has introduced a bill to allow the
federal government to redirect a
portion of a state's federal highway
funds to safety programs unless the
1.75
state requires use of seat belts by
White 750 $969
motorists and helmets by motorcylaw,
helmet
a
has
Kentucky
clists.
Gold 750 $1099
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri: 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.

#

CRAWFISH

Seafood Express

I *Memorial Day Special* I
Gordon's Gin

Riva Vodka

'

399

Martini & Rossi
$1099
Asti Spamate
Crown Royal Dewars White Label

6 to 8 lb. avg.
Ready To Eat
'

699

Barcardi Rum

Franzia

'
05

$1699
Jack Daniels Coolers

George7Dickle Black

$1083

$499
Jose Cuervo

Evan Williams Green

$1236

Vaccine needed

$789

Paul Masson

WASHINGTON (AP) — Community health centers that serve 3
million poor children have been
running out of vaccines that prevent childhood diseases and cannot
afford to buy more, says the Children's Defense Fund.
The shortage is helping the
spread of measles and other preventable childhood diseases among
the youngest Americans, the group
said Tuesday. Last year, 25,421
cases of measles were reported,
compared with 13,506 a decade
earlier.
The private organization recommends $80 million in additional
spending to expand the federal
Centers for Disease Control's vaccine bulk-purchasing program.
CDC's vaccine program has a $217
million budget this fiscal year.

3L

Northern Light Canadian,75 $1 299
Largest Wine Selection In Paris!
Cases of Coolers 8 Wines Cold To Go

EST
OOD
NES
& LIQUORS

641

Court
* Sq

PARIS,
TENNESSEE

Mel word St

Open Mon. thru Sat. 8:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
642-7714
Discount by Case or Mixed Case

<
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Fancy Tomato

Buying • Contracting - Storing
Bonded - Insured
Safe - Dependable - friendly

Ketchup

694

32 oz.

Kingsford

Barbecue Sauce

SHOEMAKER SEED

lain

Old Concord-Road, Murray 758-3808
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Almost $1.2 million irt cash and
pledges has pushed the fundraising
effort for a Regional Special
Events Center at Murray State University to almost 60 percent of the
goal of $2 million.
The campaign for private dollars
for the multi-purpose facility is the
most ambitious in Murray State
history. Money raised will supplement a $IO million allocation
approved for the project by the
1990 Kentucky General Assembly/
Coordinated by the Office of
Development, the drive began Dec.
17 with about $275,000 in donations and pleges and has now
reached $1,186,078 including
S225,906 in cash and S960,172 in
pledges.
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson

'

complimented the local community
and surrounding region for their
support in a recent visit to Murray.
He indicated that the possibility of
additional state funds is more likely if the ampaign for private funds
reaches its goal.
Chuck Ward, director of development at Murray State, said
alumni and manufacturing concerns in the area have been contacted for
gifts. Banks in the region will be
asked for contributions over the
-next 30 to 60 days.
Architects have been assigned by
the state for the project and preliminary plans are being developed.
Final plans will be largely determined by the amount of 'funding
available for tit; project.
Besides athletics and other stu-

dent uses, Ward said the Regional
Special Events Center will provide
advantages for the entire region in
its efforts for economic development, as well as a much-needed
facility for cultural and entertainment purposes.
Regent Tommy Sanders of Murray, chairman of the athletics committee of the board of regents,
expressed appreciation for the work
that has gone into the fundraising
campaign from both on and off the
campus.
"We have come a long way," he
noted, "but the job is not finished
— and we must continue to have
the support of the true-blood Racer
fans if we are to be successful."
He said much of the credit for
getting the project off the ground

goes to some members of the Kentucky General Assembly who were
instrumental in presenting Murray
State's case to state government.
"With a Regional Special Events
Center established as the board of
regents' number one capital construction priority, they undertook
an aggressive lobbying effort in the
1990 legislative.session that eventually paid ofT with enough support
to get state funding," he said.
Sanders specifically mentioned

Commission looking at changing
method used for lawyer discipline
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the, commission's conclusion that dismissed because they are deemed
WASHINGTON (AP) — A comlawyer discipline should be hand- not to involve conduct that can be
mission appointed by the American
not by .the disciplined.
Bar Association proposed Tuesday - led in state. courts. branches of
A national survey indicated that
legislative
or
executive
revamping how wayward lawyers
in 1988 fewer than 4,000 of some
ts.
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the
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leave
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the
charge of lawyer regulation —
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public.
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were
chicken
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22 changes in the ABA's model
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of
head
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Kay
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rules for disciplinary enforceme
systems to deal
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Legal
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Americans
tually all disciplinary proceedings
discarded.
Trombadore noted that most
in public.
:"We want to assure that those
s made by lawyers'
complaint
to
public
the
ask
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"You
come toithe system get a fair
who
fee
disputes
including
—
clients
trust a system they cannot see, one
Trombadore
shake,"
and lack of communication — are
operated in secret," said Raymond
R. Trombadore, a Somerville. N.J.,
lawyer who chairs the nine-member
commission.
At a news .cdnference to unveil
the recommendations, Trombadore
said the disciplinary systems used
in most states are "too slow,"
"too secret'. and "too soft."
In almost every state, lawyerdiscipline agencies operate behind
closed doors.
The commission's recommendations. included in a 103-page report
that took two years to complete,
will be submitted to the ABA's
policy-making House of Delegates
in February. If that body approves:
states will be urged to adopt the,
changes. Most states -follow the
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
model rules for disciplinary
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
enforcement.
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
The New Jersey Bar already is
college training?
on record as opposing the recommendation making public virtually
Today's Doctor ofC hi ropractic mustcomplete 4,485 hours
all disciplinary records from the
of classroom -instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
time a complaint is filed and holdboard examination before earning a license. In most
ing all disciplinary proceedings
-tates, continuing educational seminars must be comexcept deliberations in public.
pleted for annual license renewal.
Meanwhile, an organization critiPERSONAL BACKGRQUNIL
cal' of the legal profession panned
In addition. I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive ,Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
1 - niversity in Georgia: and hold an Associate of Science
degree from 'W.C..c.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
:ricluded Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
Lteceiyed National Dean's List Award of Merit,
MOSCOW'(AP)- - -. PreSideft
Achievement of Excellance - Award, Who's Who Among"
Mikhail S. Gorbachev joined dissiCollege Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
dents and world leaders Tuesday at
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
a celebration for the late Andrei
turther my continuing edupation,1-have received special
Sakharov, the human rights crusadtraining since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
er Gorbachev freed from exile only
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
to face as a tireless critic.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. 8id
A weeklong congress for SaitharWilliams, President of Life University. And I have visited
ov, whose public confrontations
number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
with Gorbachev became a symbol
- nd procedures.
methods 6
of the battle for reform, began on
Ariditi_onallyjdcvote,three days every month offending a
what would have been the late
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago' to stay
physicist's 70th birthday.
currenton the latest chiropractic advances.
Sakharov, who died in December
demofledgling
a
behind
left
1989,
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
cratic movement that, despite its
you. Ifyou have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
disorganization, has pressed Gorbayou didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
chev to make Soviet society freer.
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
Gorbachev, 60. sat in a side box
he latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
in the Great Hall of the Moscow
ou see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
Conservatory as Sakharov's
today and let me help you.
widow, Yelena Bonner, spoke of
her husband's accomplishments
Did you know that the symptoms Most commonly treated
and continued his tradition of critiby chiropractors are:
cizing Kremlin policy.
J Painful Joints
J Headaches
Back Pain
Gorbachev did not speak to the
Shoulder Pain
•
J
Arthritis
J Neck Pain
audience or express any emotion,
Arm/Leg Pain
Bursitis
J
Stiffness
J
except to nod his head when Bon•Cold Hands/Feet
Pain
Hip
J
'
s,
J
Numbnes
ner introduced him.
"He was the only scientist who
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
protected the world with great proaccept my special offer.
fessionalism and bravery, outside
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
parties,
individual
of
the interests
THIS MONTH ONLY
groups or governments," Bonner
said.
The five-day international conference on human rights and SakThis examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
harov's legacy is titled "Peace.
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
Progress and Human Rights."
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
Among the dignitanes attending
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthwere Alexander Dubcek. the forness test, and a pr-iva consultation to- discuss the results.
mer Czechoslovak leader whose
OUW IMIMM1 rempenSaief. perms-a !se• night tr. refs.
JISC1-kl MiIt Our IRS peter prow.,sou "The peters•MI
treeteuent *411. 1, taperIersed es•
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"Prague Spring" reforms
free sense eaan.rocas, sr VNI4M16.11e
ree•A 1 end strum 71 hese I neperebris le Us eirert,emern Is the
in
invasion
Soviet
a
prompted
1968; Portuguese President Mario
Soares, Russian Republic President
759-1116
,
Boris Yeltsin and Deputy Soviet
L. Heskett
Dennis
Dr.
Foreign Minister Vladimir
Center
ractic
Chirop
t
Hesket
Petrovsky.
Suite H
Square
ty
N. 12th St., Universi
Among the dissidents present
-Friday
Monday
p.m.
a.m.-6
8
Hours:
were Sergei Grigoryants, a radical
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
Soviet journalist, and Yuri Orlov, a
For Accidents or Personal Injury
physicist who emigrated in 1986 in
journalist
After Hours or Weekends, Call 436-6099
a swap involving U.S.
Nicholas • Daniloff and alleged
•
Soviet spy Gennady Zahkarov.

Hi, I'm
Dr. Dennis L.
Heskett, D.C.

Soviet president
joins celebration

FREE

;

FREE

State Sen. Greg Higdon of Fancy
Farm, State Sen. Pat McCuiston of
Pembroke, State Rep. Freed Curd
of Murray and the late State Rep.
Dick Castleman of Mayfield.
"They led the way, with considerable help from regents, local and
area officials and others in a position to be heard by legislators and
the state administration," Sanders
said.
Heading the local fundraising
effort as co-chairmen are two Mur-

ray State retirees, Charles 'L.
Eldridge and Wilson Gantt. They
have been assisted in their volunteer solicitation efforts by members
of the Racer Club, led by its president, Mike Lovins, and members of
Leadership Murray.
Ward said anyone who would
like more information about the
Regional Special Events Center or
the fund drive should contact the
Office of Development at Murray
State at 762-3001.

Opening Saturday
May 25th

Premiere
Health and Fitness Club
Join Now and Save 125

Circuit Training

StairMaster
EXERCISE

SYSTEMS

759-999

Fitness Evaluations
Personal Training
Health Lifestyle Assessments

Aeorobic
Certified Instructors
"Membership has its privileges."

M.-Th. 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. 7 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m.-6 p.m.

WOODC&FTERIS
GALLERIES
will soon be moving
to their new location in Murray.
all
We Will Be
Thursday, May 23rd
to prepare for our

MEMORIAL DAY SALE!
Storewide Savings!
Wall-to-Wall Markdowns!

All Merchandise

25°h-75% off
SALE BEGINS FRIDAY AT 10 A.M.

Bring Your Own Truck
And Save!
Free Financing Available
With Approved Credit

Open Memorial Day
1041

Sale Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-6
& Sat. 10-8
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WIN A SAILBOAT
t/u

Charles L.
Gantt. They
their volunby members
by its presid members of

FOOS
Mardi Ms gliP24

Plastic
Cutlery

Paper Towels
1 ct., or
Napkins
120 ct.

24 ct , Asst.,
Forks or Spoons

who would
n about the
nts Center or
contact the
nt at Murray

Enter at your local
Phar-Mor store to
win an 11' Snark
sailboat. See the
official Banana
Boat/Snark
display for
complete
contest rules,
details and
entry forms.
One winner
will be drawn
in each
store on
June 30, 1991.
• No purchase
necessary
• Approximate
value of
sailboat-1500
• Odds of winning
are dependent
upon total
number of
entries received
• Phar-Mor and

Banana Boat

Pis
Every

employees and
relatives are
not eligible
• Void where
prohibited or taxed by law

—4

Dam'
Taming Mon

Nardi &
Cliarceal & Leg
Starter Fluid

Dart Taming ON

32 oz.

8.5 oz., SPF 2

8.5 oz., SPF 4, or

FLY FOR FAR LESS!

Continental
aints
m.
m.

P.m.

Srf

4
DARK TANNING
LOTOON_-_
Water Ptoot

One Airline Can Make A Difference."
Save up to 875 off your next
Continental Airlines fare just by
shopping at Phar-Mor*
Every purchase you make totalling $25 or
more through May 31 entitles you to a
Continental Airlines Travel Discount
Certificate good for $50 off any fare between
S200-$300.. or take $75 off any fare over $301.
Take your receipt to the store's customer
service window and pick up your
Continental certificate.

Sae

wirto r
live Patty Op

Plastic Plates

Pure Aloe
Vera Gel

20 ct.

15 ct

8.5 oz

*Purchases of skids* bmrass or tobacco products-me
prorsluted Kmlimaklmi
Irk OM Ohm,Valkltor flights
the 413condguatm surterenallemm stAl•M,
it) tefrds and.
service schedule of Continental Airtime. Lime two trawl discount
certificates per otaillmest Saturday niallt $ley required. Tickets
mum be purcheled al least *even dayl in advance. Some
restrictions apply.

On Maude)Day, Naas
Sky ft, west stares wIl he
esee tela 1-5. Med
ehmiteeks MN he closed.
Check the stare near yes
kr deans.

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY DAY!

Vk Oak aseleanrs'
wan aka le ad
MOO,Sr awl des
See dere kr aim

Daily's
Eagle Snacks
Hawaiian Kettle
Potato Chips
6.5 oz
Extra Crunchy

Mks Cern Chips

Chillers
16 ct , Choc ,
Berry or Fruit
Bingorillas
16 ct , Creamy
Fruit or Berry

10 to 12-oz. varieties

Each

'go

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY

.1.11 II MCC. • MOCKUIIIICI 1.1010114,00,1,

Ruffles
Color Scents
Tail Kitchen
Bags
30 ct , Yellow.
Blue or Peach

179
EVERY DRY

175

EVERY DAY

HARTZ
Curad
Flexible
Fabric
Bandages

Fancl-Full
New Age
Instant Fresh
Haircolor
10 oz

LOOG LASTV1G
COLLAR FOR CATS

30 ct

2inl

tom LFISTVIG

EVERY DAY

COUAR FOR DOGS
oats KIM•MS

Hartz
2 in 1
Long Lasting
Collar

Neat•N•Easy
Dust Cloth

S-M-L, for Dogs or Cats

with Lemon Oil

G3re

PROTECTING YOUR SKIN

Vawlirw

Moisturizing

Sunless
Tanning

plenty of sunscreen.
• Test new products on a small area inside your
upper arm for an allergic reaction.
• If you hair is thinning be sure to protect your
scalp from sunburn.
• Be careful. Certain medications cause sun
sensitivity. Ask your Phar-Mor pharmacist for
more information.

Lotion
POO PAIR

Ira

EVERY DAY

QTest

Vaseline

• When outdoors in any season, always apply

05

241
EVERY MI

Intensive
A tip from Roblin Bracken, R.Ph.,
Pharmacy manager
at the Joliet, IL store on

0280-75,

Intensl

Vaseline
intensive Care
Sunless
Tanning Min

PREGNANCY

4 oz., For Fair Skin or
For Medium/Dark Skin

mow-um.;
Sunless

tanning
Lotoon

99

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY
Colgate
Toothpaste
8.1-oz Tartar Control
or Tartar Control Gel or
8.2-oz Tartar Control
Winterfresh Gel

And remendier, Paar-Mer Guarantees
The Lawed Prices On Prescriptions."
EVER1 °AY

KENTUCKY
SHOP
PHAR-MOR IN: :Mgradh

TENNESSEE
• Chattanooga
• Clarksville

• 2 Knoxville Locations:
2940 East Tbwne Mall Circle
Kingston Towne Shopping Center
• Madison

Phar-Mor reserves the n ht to limit uantities and correct

hoc& errors No rain checks

WEST VIRGINIA
• Parkersburg

OPEN 7 DAYS
AND II EVENINGS
FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

r
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•
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$2 billion Indian trust fund mismanaged

READ TIIE CLASSIFIEDS

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress may have to prop up a $2 billion Indian trust fund after outside
accountants finish auditing thousands of accounts that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs has mismanaged,
congressional investigators say.
Some of the accounts may be
impossible to reconcile, since
records are missing or incomplete,
said Jeffrey Stein, civil audits
director for the General Accounting
Office.

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money
114
a.m.11., 641 N.

8

II
1 I's

p.m. sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
ill‘mpic Plaza
753-23%0

The trust fund includes income
from Indian lands, payments of
claims against the government and
royalties from oil, gas and
minerals.
Under pressure from Congress,
the BIA this month hired the
accounting firm Arthur Anderson
and Co. to figure out exactly how
much money is in the fund's more
than 300,000 accounts.
Dozens of audits by the GAO
and the Interior Department's

POW-MIA chief quits, accuses
government of ignoring leads
In a memo, Peck said his office
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
was
merely a "toxic waste dump to
chief of the Pentagon agency
bury the whole mess out of sight
charged with tracking down prisonand mind in a facility with limited
ers of war resigned, accusing the
access to public scrutiny."
government of ignoring or covering
The five-page memorandum and
up leads on Americans in Vietnam.
farewell
to his staff was tacked to
today.
the Los Angeles Times said
his office door. The Times said it
Army Col. Millard A. Peck left
his post as head of the Defense • obtained a copy on Monday.
Peck said the Bush administraIntelligence Agency's Special
tion and other government agencies
Office for Prisoners of War and
Missing in Action on March 28, the spend more time trying to debunk
the source of leads on POWs than
newspaper said.
they do pursuing them.
However, he did not offer evidence suggesting that POWs or soldiers listed as MIAs might be alive
or in captivity.

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
For 'our torisenience No

"You've got accounts that go
back 50, 60, 70 years that have
never been reconciled," he told a
House Government Operations subcommittee Monday. "No one really knows" how much is in them.
Congress may have to pay off
tribes or individual Indians that the
BIA has underpaid from the fund,
while other account holders may
owe the, government money
because they were paid too much,
Stein said.

DR.
GOTT
by Peter Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT I think I am addicted to carbohydrates Literature
received from Overeaters Anonymous indicates this could be a problem if a person craves baked goods,
pizza, bread and the like. What can be
done to combat this?
DEAR READER: Carbohydrate
"addiction" is an old concept that is
presently being rediscovered. According to the theory, some people are fat
because they crave carbohydrates,
much as an alcoholic craves alcohol.
Proponents argue that carbohydrate
"addiction" has a physical basis, perhaps due to an errant gene; however,
this view has yet to be scientifically
substantiated.
All of us, at one time or another,
crave carbohydrates Some people
can't resist pizza, others crave
sweets, still others can't control their

Don't Diet
Weightloss Center
Call 759-9999

off
On All Men's
Diamond Rings

JEWELERS

SUPERAMERICA

HOT!SPRING

SuperAmerica Group Inc

ask
11
---1,111111111

Specials Good
Through June 2

candy habit (My personal Waterloo is
Snickers candy.) This is OK for slim
hootherwise consume a
healthful, balanced diet.
Peolew
Problems arise when people are
overweight, want to cut down on calories, but cannot. the carbohydrate
compulsion is just too great. Such people need to address their carb habit
with behavioral modification and/or
support groups. Often their "addiction" is merely a habit; after all,
sweets do taste good, and it's no accident that Mom and apple pie are
American. Being told they shouldn't
eat carbohydrates is, to some folks,
about as comforting as the news that
they need root canal surgery.
Nonetheless, simple carbohydrates
(high-sugar foods) ARE unhealthful
when eaten in quantity by obese people, who know better but are unable to
control themselves. The word is not in
on complex carbohydrates, such as
bread, pasta, potatoes and rice, which
contain nutritious substances as well
as calories.
Unquestionably, people needing to
lose weight should avoid excess carbohydrates. substituting protein and
fruits in their place. Here's where behavioral modification and support
groups become so important. They
help people give up bad dietary
habits.
Since there is no medicine or drug
to treat carbohydrate "addiction," the
issue of whether it is a real addiction
is a moot point. Therapy still consists
of reducing or eliminating high-carbohydrate foods(and fats) and changing eating habits to reduce calories.
To give you more information, I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "Calorie-wise Cooking,"
"Winning The Battle of the Bulge,"
"Eating Right for a Healthy Heart"
and "Weight Control Through Calorie_
Control." Other readers who would
like copies should send $1.25 for each
report plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title(s).
-••-• • 0i9iit NEWSPAPER ENTERF'HISE ASSN

chestnut Hills .753-7695

MIA

inspector general have cited chronic problems with the BIA's handling of the fund, including an unreliable accounting system and a lack
of security controls and competent
personnel.
According to documents released
Monday, the agency already estimates it owes more than $12.1 million to tribes and individuals. It
said it is owed $4.8 million in
overpayments it made to account
holders.
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REGISTER.TO WIN
Lawn
Furniture

PEPSI
12 Oz. 12 Pack Cans

TONY'S ITALIAN
PASTRY PIZZA

DORITOS
6 Oz. Bag
All Flavors

17.5 Oz.
Supreme

8

Table,4 Chairs
& Umbrella

SAVE
60C

Register to win Lawn Furniture (Table, 4 Chairs & Umbrella) at the
SuperAmerica store listed below. Registration for the SuperAmerica
store is May 20 through 4 Pm. May 31. 1991. A drawing will be held at
4.00 PM. on May 31, 1991. No purchase necessary. You need not be present to win. Approximate retail value of the Lawn Furniture is $679.00.
See drawing barrel inside store for complete details.

9

„

SAVE
k
u4 $1.00
SAVE 80C
PRAIRIE FARMS SUPERCARE SUPERCARE SUPERCARE SUPERMOM'S
ICE CREAM BABYSWAPO° COTTON SWABS BABY OIL SAUSAGE BISCUIT
1/2 Gallon $
All Flavors

19

300 Ct.

160z.t

111

11101°111.1ri

SAVE 40C

sags
ow*

s.,

SAVE
SAVE
70t
SAVE 50C $1.00
GRILLED DOGS HAM &CHEESE
SUB SANDWICH
1
.
.1
111111
4
11114111,

.•

16 Oz.

GLAZED
DONUTS

-4 7.7:c.

SAVE LE
50C 200

•

SAVE SAVE
$1.00 20C
801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY
WE ACCEPT
THESE
CREDIT CARDS

$129

s

9

"!itato!
..:::

1234 567 890 10123
`Jo." 0 r...tP

aro°

9

Each

Credit Cards May Be Used For An Purchases
Excluding Lottery And Money Orders
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL, INC:

•
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-More than half of the American
public is offended either frequently
or occasionally by what it sees on
television.
And when these viewers see
something that offends them, 74
percent either turn off the set or
switch to a different channel.
These findings from a new Gallup Poll commissioned by The
Family Channel indicate that networks, advertisers and producers
"clearly need to pay close attention" to the growing discontent,
according to the pollsters.
The survey also shows most
Americans do not think television
represents their own values.
Only three percent believe television portrays very positive values, or that it reflects their own
personal values "very well." Sixtytwo percent said "not too well" or
"not at all."
Those most likely to say television does not represent their own
personal values are upscale parents,
i.e., college graduates or those with
some college, and those with
incomes of $30,000 and above.
Those with annual incomes of
$50,000 or more were about equally as likely to express the same
opinion about TV as those with
incomes of $30,000 to $50,000.
Fifty-two percent of adults say
that, in general, TV programs portray "somewhat negative" or "very
negative" values. Those most likely
to feel that TV portrays negative
values include parents of young
children age 2-6, college graduates
and people with some college, and
those with white collar
occupations.
Overall, of the 1,012 adults
interviewed, 58 percent, or 6 out of
every 10 Americans, said they are
offended frequently or occasionally
by television programming. Only
18 percent said they are never
offended and 22 percent, seldom
offended.
What are the chief culprits?
Excessive violence led with 22 percent; four language/swearing, 20
percent, and too much emphasis on
sex, 19 percent. An additional eight
percent objected to vulgarity on
television.
Although the category was not
included in the study, eight percent
expressed displeasure at what they
perceived to be racism, or bigotry,
on television. Non-whites were
much more likely to cite this than
were whites (20 percent vs, six

Ostentatious
display
Station
Brawl
12 Hebrew
month
13 Mental image
14 Anglo-Saxon
money
15 Lawmaking
body
17 Teutonic
deity
18 Prohibit
19 Seines
21 — of
contents
23 Hides
27 Myself
28 Channel
29 Affirmative
31 Decay
34 Louise ID
35 Condensed
moisture

1

2

3

24

25

4

12
15
19
23

37 Damp
39 Negative
40 Sight organ
42 "Adam's —"
44 Claw
46 Note of scale
48 Young bird
50 Floats in
air
53 Narrate
54 Friend in
Parts
55 Father
57 Sewing
implement
61 Canine
62 Dry
64 Glide
65 The
firmament
66 Stack role
67 Spreads for
drying

The survey, which includes both
broadcast and cable viewers, shows
that four in 10 (41 percent) Americans take umbrage at something on
television more often this year than
in 1990. Only about one-quarter
(28 percent) report they are
offended less frequently. Those
most likely to be offended more
frequently are married parents of
children under 18 years old — 58
percent of those with children
seven to 11 years old.
Among parents, 60 percent say
they frequently or occasionally
restrict their children's viewing
because of offensive program content, and 48 percent say they
restrict their children's viewing
much more or somewhat more than
a year ago. Those most likely to
frequently or occasionally restrict
their kids' television viewing
because of offensive conduct are
professionals with college degrees
and whose children range in age
from two to six. Only 13 percent of
the parents said they seldom put
restrictions on their youngsters'
viewing.
"Violence, sex and foul language
apparently are increasingly a 'turn
off" rather than a 'turn on,' according to George Gallup Jr., president
of The Gallup Organization, Inc.
"Those who are involved with
television programing — the networks, advertisers and producers
— clearly need to pay close attention to the new Gallup findings that
show a number of Americans are
saying they are offended by what
they see on TV and as a result are
switching channels or turning off
sets," he said.
Gallup pointed Out that the dissa-

..iisfaction with television programming, according to the poll results,
was fairly evenly dispersed
throughout the nation. Viewers in
the East, for instance, were most
tolerant, although 47 percent of
thOse still registered disapproval of
shows in general. The Midwest and
the South were almost the same,
totaling 63 and 62 percent respectively against the programsved on
TV. The far West, often regarded
as least resistant to new ideas, or
"trendy," was not far behind, with
59 percent offended by what is
offered.
One of the most significant findings of the poll, in general, is that
those most likely to say TV portrays negative values and not their
own, that they are offended by television shows and that they restrict
their children's viewing are people
in the upscale white collar occupations and well-educated demographic brackets. Similarly, the
poll also appeared to indicate that
those with incomes greater than
$50,000 also are most likely to
express these critical opinions,
although because of the sample
size, pollsters pointed out, the finding might not be statistically
significant.
The nationwide poll was conducted March 11-17, 1991, among
a random sample of 1,012 adults.
The margin for sampling error
could be three percentage points in
either direction, The Gallup Organization said.

• Lightweight, balanced for easy handling
•Special anti-vibration device for greater operator comfort
•I
cutting swath
• Pro-Fire'm electronic ignition for quick, easy starts
• Gas-powered for "cordless" freedom of movement

Now for a Limited Time to the Public...Get Quality Crafted
Hotel-Motel Simmons Beautyrest & Mcudpedic® Bedding!

those whowhatiwhere questions
about your new city?
WELCOME
WAGON
As
Representative, it's my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

9/.(1001.491
1.140esskliftuynClutlanc1753 M 79
liost•ss Ingoborg Ktog 492-8348
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Discover Extra Comfort & Quality
in our Simmons Hotel-Motel Bedding!
I Tremendous Value!
I Highly Durable!
I Made to Spedfications like those sold to
the Hotel-Motel Industry!

4 Frolicked
5 Michelangelo
sculpture
6 Hypothetical
force
7 Diocese
8 Fruit cake
9 Thief

10 Spoken
11 Diminish
16 Seesaw
20 Crafty
22 Early morn
23 Quote
24 Sole
25 Nova Scotia:
abbr.
5
6
9
7
10 11
8
26 Stitch
30 Colonize
32 River in
14
13*11
Siberia
33 Chinese
16
17
18
2011
faction
36 Emerge
21 WI
victorious
11
38 Highest
41 Crude image
WI
WI
of a person
29
31 32 33
43 Wager
45 Roman 51
36
37
47 Near
39
39
49 Disphtches
50 Small lumps
42
44
43
45
51 In a
frenzied
48
49
manner
52 Bridge
53
52
56 Metric
measure
55 56
57
5.8 59 80
58 Female deer
59 Young boy
63
82
64
60 Bitter vetch
63 Exists
67

Hotel-Motel
MAXIPEDIC

• When Sold in Sets

28 *111

34

35

40

41
46

50
54
61
65

51

47

II
11111

66III

Ill

DIAL-A-WORDTM in 1-900-454-3535
'Extension #702
Clues for locrossword's crossword puzzle.
n

T.un

COMMOnMY RATES
-Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

ODTAFTEgs
Monday • Thursday 10-6
Friday 8 Saturday 10-8

Gic”AhiF•klFs
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Weekly Feature

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Coke Products

48 oz

Wesson
Oil

99C
.09
.79
2 Liter

12 Pack

WNW

Master Blend Maxwell House 11 oz. Bag

99°

Cans

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

,\oi 4vui1abie .4i ?ow
Supermarket

tiii

.kuTi
t-sr.\\tr§
cAT:\ux;
sertmg thr Ibex Jur the 9ffs

nc

•

WIT

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Pig&

24 Pack Cans

amir,

Coffee

p.

Prices Good T
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

641 South-Murray
757-9616
Bakery
753-0265

ru M.

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE

ROUD

From now on, your groceries will be
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified
company through participating In
Ownership Plan). As owners, welt giv
desire. Our attitude is positive ab

andled I
mPloYs4
our E
you thi
ut the

Value Priced Groceries
Kraft 18 oz

Hershey 24 oz

f".
BBC) Sauce taif s47.

Chocolate Syrup

1 8 Oz

Kingsford 10 Lbs

99°
1.49
89°
98'
1.99

Chocolate Drinks
Hot Fudge

Topping
Piggly Wiggly Gal

Bleach
Rainbow, 42 oz

Shortening
Betty Crocker 6 Pk

Squeeze-It Drinks

Corn or Peas

/1.19

1.49

Hersheys 3 Pk

Green Giant 15 oz.

Charcoal
Pringles 6 oz

Potato Chips
Piggly Wiggly Hamburger or Hot

Dog

Buns
Heitetz Hamburger 32 oz.

Dill Slices
A-1 10 oz.

Steak Sauce

Cottonelle 4 Pk

Rainbow 15 oz.

2.79
1.29
59'
99°
2.39

3/89°
59°
2.30
3/8W
89'

Green Beans
Heifetz 10 oz.

Sweet Relish
48 oz

Puritan Oil..
Ronco 7' 4

OZ.

Mac. & Cheese
Piggly Wiggly 46 oz.'

Tomato Juice

Peanut Butter
-'

Grass Plus 32 oz.

Spray Cleaner
Kellys 5 oz

Vienna Sausage

i4.99

Mem a...0M

1.69
1.49
59'

Apple Juice

Dove 22 oz

Dish Liquid
Snuggems 32-48 Ct.

Diapers
Always 18-22 Ct Prepriced $1.19

Pantyliners

Margarine
Sunny Delight 64 oz.

Citrus Punch_
Prairie Farms 8 oz.

Sour Cream or French Onion Dip.
Hyde Park or Piggly Wiggly 3 lbs.

Margarine Tubs
Kraft 9.3 Bonus Pack

Parmesan Cheese__

11/

2.

414

11
lififoli111'

1.39
2/1.00
1.29
3.19

Rainbow 2 Lbs.

French Fries
Hyde Park 8 Count

Cob Corn
Old El Paso 5 oz.

Burritos
Tombstone 12 Inch

Original Pizzas

(Good

Marlboro

off

OO'iA Kmps II.w'01
.pner tilentrol 10 eg -ter, OA ens nisel
nicoWer ..- lOPS 1611 Menrel Carr 10 asp W,I 3 ma mornsRie0414I11
II pm rgereite by FTC
0.51:
17
mg
'M.
1
2
Or
los
X.
midoet

SURGEON
GENERALS
WARNING. Quitting Smoking
Now Greatly Reduces Serious
Risks to Your Health.

Ch

With Cole Slaw,
and Potato

aki
Sal

.•
•.
01 • •

St
Pears.

on

packages of

Watermelons
Slaw Mix

I

__a...Y.

SW

Good Only
at Murray
Piggly
Wiggly thru
May 28

on ANY

r

Lan

CI

re2

10111111111 WM II
IMMO MICIIMI6

wen

Mix or mulch.
Vero demo

pile, WM C•000.,

raw

etinC
ro Tx mho

.
•
, • .
5.

Gi

KaDer•

I ,

•

Gar

FECTI

••

•I

Pc

lb

"Ready To Use" St Clair

20
SC 1901, Ramon Purina Company

Ci
Lah

lb.

"Ready To Use" St. Clair

Wheat, Rico,

Gar

lb.

Florida

Vidalia Relishes

Lb

794
39°
69C
2.19

U.S.A. D'Anjou

Good Only at Murray Piggly Wiggly thru May 28

'

ay

Peaches

CONSUMER Finored postale/ rosemary Coupon miry nol be copied or esnalerred No *Ow
coupon ray be used to pv,Ors, Or soot paskagem
RETAILER Reston None Company P0 Boy 7170 Messmer,it. 62224. we torero Ors 0044900 10w
arm p•toe ilhunnue• Volvo $2 lei per our Carron Redenipeon Policy. eveileble upon request
Vsms
CO•furno must pay WWII S. Good only on USA. APO s, FPO it Void erre preheated. Cadi

Good Only at Murray Piggly Wiggly thru May 28

Ic

Fresh Georgia

Buy Any 1 Box of Chex®
Box FREE
and get anotherCorn,
Double or Multi Bran)

tikoro-.

Any Style

4/1.00
69°
1.49
2/1.00
2/6.00/

Pot Pies

m•Atrim....

Cook
Under The

Fresh P

1.69

Hyde Park 7 oz.

ng A

Hickory Smoked
Pork Spar

1/41r se III V-av•

Ice Cream

1.79
2/8W

We Are Ha

Featurin

Cheese

Kraft Parkay Lb Quarters

Marlboro Special
Carton Price

79c
6.59
7W
Meadow Gold 1/2 Gal.

16

Dog Food

Friday & Saturday,
11 a.m.-7

Kraft 12 oz. American Singles
SINGLES
oreKAr

Bath Tissue
Sunshine 20 Lb.

Frozen

Dairy
• CI:ZD

Napkins
Kleenex 6 Pk.

Tide or Oxydol

4

1.99

Seneca 64 oz

Viva 140 Count

70 oz. Ultra

Jif 17.3 oz.

-

Funday Cups

Weekend Special

Value Priced Groceries

•••.r.
-

Bath Tissue
Sweetheart 24-16 oz.

.0

2C

Ors

•

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER
Prairie Farms Gallon

Milk

Homo, 2%, 1%, 1/2%

1.39

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

ROLM TO SERVE YOU
groceries will be
s. Each qualified
participating In
$ owners, welt giv
Is positive ab

ndlecl by a stockholder of Plggly
mployee now owns a part of the
our ES.O.P. (Employee Stock
you the personal service that you
ut the future of our company.

If for any reason you are not totally pleased with your
shopping experience at Piggly Wiggly let us know!

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

Call Our Hot Line: 1-800-464-7166

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless
Whole 13-15 Lb. Sliced Free

88c
89c
79c
1.59
2.79

e 4 Pk

Tissue
rt 24-16 oz

ay Cups
Count

ins
6 Pk

Tissue
20 Lb

Food....

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Roast

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Steak

lb.

- U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Ribeye Steaks

.1b.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Swiss Steak

lb.

2.29
2.39
5.99
2.49

Field Finest Sliced

Boston Butt Style Whole

Bacon

Pork Roast

Purnell

Lean & Tender

Pork Sausage

Pork Steak
Fresh Mutton

Eckrich Original

or

Polish

Smoked Sausage
Fresh Johnsonville Bratwarst or Italian

Sausage Links

Jb.

2.89

"Fine To Grill" Fryer

Cook
nder The

Out
ig Top

& Saturday,
11 a.m.-7

ay 24th & 25th
P.m.
Chicken and
- Ribs

Featurin.

y Smoked
Pork Spar
Cole Slaw,
and Potato

Wieners

eg Quarters

89c

:aked Beans
Salad

Mr. Turkey Bun Size

Tyson Chicken

Turkey Franks

Bits & Patties

Bryan Regular

Kraft Sliced 5 Lb. Box

Corn Dogs

American Cheese

Field Regular or Thick Sliced

Maple Leaf 4 oz.

Bologna

Foldovers

St. Clair 24 oz.

Boneless Ham

1.99
2.89

Boneless Ham

lb. 1.99

Pimento Cheese
Field Kentuckian Half Ham
lb.
Fischer Festival Fully Cooked Whole

Golden, Sweet In Husk

Corn

4/1
7W
3W
69°
_2.19
.. lb.

..1b.

on ANY TWO
Kaofffre
%Moire
0111111111M4PRIS
NOM P11.12111111 UI
ws• mew •
wilsollso paw OM
bed IWO
ete1
anew 0
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ORM 0111. 010 II*

wow

0
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Garden Fresh Solid Head

Sliced or Shaved Wilson

Cabbage

Deli Ham

Large Idaho Bakers

Hofftnan's American or Hot Pepper

Potatoes

Cheese

Garden Fresh Long Stem Bunch

Green Onions.
Large Fancy

Cucumbers

Cherry Pie

"Picnic Perfect"

Potato Salad
Cole Slaw

Cake

an.,0.1.1.0.e 0,%ewe
10 DI GRAIII Its bee be ribe.be•Aet
(1.0” 5.4 Cede 5014.015.5 o.Jo.0.s II wenueee reAvAeree An.)
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LIMIT ONE

Hot Dog Buns
30 oz.
Fresh Cherry & Cream

:20 motlarger
RAW fg
Oran motile
risonalem PIM IVA
M. OILLING SikIS
Om•itasemoi maw
ila Wel
C110 ebble
ire•Wad N MO
pm sin as marl

8 Count

COUPON PER PURCHASE

Pineapple Upside Down

Cake
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CLASSIFIEDS
300

Last
And huall

Ns*.
•
I) ER
FR FISEMENT
FOR BIDS
r‘,.:1,,icky Finance and
AL:11..histration Cabinet,
'tkpArtment for Fat:Ill.:is Management, Divi(ritxia.twg .krid
Adniln..trauon, Room
#:Ss Nev. Capitol An
Ky
Frankfort,
ne N.

•

FrATioN TO RID.

IN V
FS ;nil 41

II

WENING DATE
s 1441,T
2 • - nt
PROJECT
ReplaceC:a:k Hall, SlurN.A:et no.ersity,
\l„yay. Ky
I\\ I FALION TO BID.
z-11 tr)
t WEN INC DATE
li,ttlOPM.
I I) I
PRI /JECT
-t•rstf tfar. -,rnier Ryeo
S1,.,fl ay Stan: Um
• C7 •.:!. \1..7.1% Ky
.NDDITIONAL
if<
"FORMATION AND
DOCUMENTS
\1.I. 102.! 564-3050.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
1000/0 of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay on office calls
and other out Of hospital expenses For
free information

Notice
Dexter-Almo
water district.
Effective May
1, 1991, the
rates
water
changed. Your
next bill will
show the new
rates.

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
/53-4199
lveua local
claim service"

Burley
Tobacco
Base

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change '24.95

Call:
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

Gymnastics
June 4
Register Now!
753-4647

VCR Service
All BrAnd-

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

NOTICE TO
BIDDERS
prupttetals will
rt-uctsed by !al,
County
!Education at
the Boan:
P.M .
:hi
May 31.
furnish.
mater
;001i anc.
required
199:
(,al-Iowa)
Cat.
, Ki,.ntucky` At
Appointed tline
,71.1 place all propbe publicly
ecl and read.
_

Multi-Party
Carport Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
May 23 & 24
7-?
1408 Poplar St.

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILERS
NO iiIFfitENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE

Fasciae matse malaise:a camas
UNMOOR V N

47.5-

Rata or Shane
•.,c coech, baskets, rock king hokse, Loy Jeep, little
sire 6-7,
boys clothes

books, brass, toys, hctuse
hold items, several lawn
mowers lots mom

Wynn Nursery
kin/ 69 North

020

Old Atytieid-Parts Rd
II 2 milts from Stale Line

Norte*
Lease For Less at
D1NAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Beretta V6. equipped
1122262 $255 35 mo•
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tax T$fit & Etcensc
48 Me Cassel End Lease

Baskets 15'
Marigolds &
Petunas, Coleus
591 4 pk

Life ,zeith you
Ls uadtrfy umfic.
•giappy 30th
qi•• I Love ',You
11
40 Kimber ,

Murray Pressure Washing
-And
Steam Cleaning Senice

Schrubs, and
Much More!
Sale Friday, May 24
12:00 p.m. thru
Saturday
Storage Butidings
oat6

6.8

Mobzie homes

c' s z#.•
S400 va,
vs es G ve ..s a r
(:•••:!F• •

'Tractors

Lquipmunt
Campers

Farm
• f:

L. E. Williams

489-2663.

For Estimates Call:
- 489-2705 or 492-8568
Memorial Day Blowout
Charcoal 5 lbS 51 21 20Ibs $32s
Screen Cabin Tents 10x14x7 *9499
Screen Houses 12x12x7 6 $39"
Foster Grant Stmgtasses .13°° New Shipment Designer Swimsuits
50% ott suggested retail
4 Racks of Clothes including Short Sets
Jam Boxes Starting at 519"
Croquet Sets $45“

MARSHALL COUNTY OUTLET
321 N _ Main

414

Benton Ky 42025

Furnishing.

160

Help
Wanted

WILL care for your children
in my Canterbury home
753 5450

LOST black & white spotted
fox hound Answers to the
name of 'March Will give
reward Call Collect
502-436-5526

Make a
clean
_ sweep
with
classified
Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

Call and place your ad today!
the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

COUCH, chair, recliner,
coffee table. 2 end tables
Good condition 489 2982

WILL do house cleaning or
sit with elderly Call after
7pm 753 1016

AVON representatives
needed Up to 50% cam
mission $8 & $15 kits De
laved billing Door to door
unnecessary Insurance
available Assist Mgr
1 800 866 2243
CAPTAIN as is now ac
oapung applications for all
positions, kitchen &
counter, day and night
shifts Please apply in
person
'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel bro
chures For more informa
lion send a stamped
addressed envelope to A 1
Box
P 0
Travel
430780B1 South Miami
FL 33143
EXPERIENCED dental as
sistant full time M F Bring
in or mail resume to 201 N
5th St Murray Ky 12071

WILL sit with sick or elderly
Call 753 4590 or 435 2497
for information

111:11

Fann
EquOnlint

1946 FORD Ferguson Uac
tor with plow and disc
$1800 OBO 474 8114

Needed
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040T.
Murray, KY 42071

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock 10x12 SPACES available
downtown
lcu tt bag only $150 ea $50mo
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50 Hazel,Ky Days 492 8175
ea We also have sanitized nights 1 901-247 5518
play sand 50Ib- bag only COMMERCIAL building
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib 2800sq ft next to golf
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to course on N 16th and Ut
Coast Hardware 753-8604 terback Rd 753 0521 Or
LASER Computer Apple 436 2165 after 5pm
Ile and Apple Ilc compel
able, Monochrome monitor Some Software ProDOS booklet and manual
Bought new Christmas
1989 Used only a few
times $400 435 4632
PANAMA City Beach Fl
Condo/pool rental and
sales Reasonable rates
904 2 35 794 2 G M
Properties

Par 3 Golf Course

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove Will also buy axles 527 2932

TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759 1828, 753 2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range

WOODEN storage buildings 8x16 starts at $1095,
10x16' $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Buildings 502-247 7831

Miniature Golf

I

j

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

••

210
Firewood

A FIREWOOD for sale
2 RED tea length brides 437-4667
maid dresses Light blue
tea length dress '4 Carat STOVE & fireplace wood
diamond solitare ring tor sale Buy now and save
Maple cabinet model ste $1800 per rick 435 4136
reo Corner bathroom ca
WOOD tor sale. 753-9745.
binet 1984 Trens Am
Want to buy little boys
220
HELP wanted' Kool 100 clothes 24 months to 2T, in
the new 100 000watt pow- excellent condition
Muskal
erhouse FM is now seeking 753-3533
experienced salespeople
ROCKFORD Fosgate (1
Braodcast experience a 30'x 60' EXECUTIVE desk Power 650 1 set of Fosplus but not essential If $150 753 3235 after 4pm
gate Pro 15 inch woofers
you can sell, then we need
clover New 247-6632
tnnothyired
CLEAN
to talk This is a career
hay Available mid June
opportunity Call Faye for
or $2 00 deliv210
an interview for Satutrday, $1 00/bale
at ered Coldwater 489-2773
25 t h
May
Miscellaneous
after 5 30pm
1-800-745 7253 EOE
Hogans
clubs
Carports 12x21
GOLF
ACREE
JOBS IN ALASKA Hiring
3 woods, 8 irons
Reg $1295 on sale for
Entry Level $600 • weekly Pncess
Excellent condition MHS $995 2021x reg $1795 on
Construction. Canneries
golf bag 759 4593 after sale for $1295 Call May
Call
fields
Oil
3 30pm
held 247 7831
1-206-736-7000 Eat
12488
KUWAIT SAUDI WORK
ERS NEEDED $35 00 & up
per hour Tax free Both
skilled A unskilled for info
Call 615-779-5505 Ext
K-275

MATCO Model 910 10
drawer road chest 33 L,
184 W 194 H $450 '•
drive at; gun blue point,
Model AT315 $85 /i drive
metric socket set, 10rnm to
32mm $125 Exercise
Bicycle (used) $30
753-0250
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future? SUNTAN booth 753 3488
You may quality if 'You do TV RCA XL 100 color track
not have your GED or high Blue jeans all sizes Mini
school diploma 'You are blinds (2) and curtains La
between the ages 01 16 & dies suits and purses
21 We are an E 0 E This 753 3980
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private TWO 1-way airline tickets
Industry Council- JTPA from Nashville to Seattle
CalIJ TP A Out Of School with Dallas stop June 11
Make offer 753 5504
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a m -11 30a m
WOOD lathe Delta 4
PAINTERS must have 2 model Includes motor and
years experience or more tools First $195 753-515.4
Steady work Apply at after 5pm
Black's Decorating Center
S 4th Street or call
753 0839
Home

PATIO stones 2"x8"x16"
gray or red 69c ea Also
2"x 1 2" square or hexagonal
patio stones gray Of red just
$1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving
stones for 55c ea and 18'
square brickfaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 40Ib bag just
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
1gal size Shrubs or
Azalea's are lust $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753-8604

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding' We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars,
proof sets, U S and foreign
coins arid coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies, they also make
wonderful gifts and investments Visit us today at the
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray).
Furnishings
at
wallable
a
POSITIONS
the Mercantile (Aurora) and
Shoney's Inn- Must apply in BR furniture 6 drawe
Book Shelf (Paris) We
person Shoney's Inn dresser with mirror, 4 the
buy coins and stamps and
641N. Murray Ky
in
drawers,
of
chest
drawer
appraise estates
PSYCHIATRIC Unit Clini very good condition, $250, 502-7534161
twin
cal Program Staff Mental apricot,gray/white
pickup or we
ruffle TOPSOIL
Health Management Inc comforter and bed
balloon val- deliver 753 0277 or
(MHM)One of the nations with 2 apricot
DP weight 759-1090 Welch Sand arid
leading health care man ances $40,
and weights $150
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
agement firms has excel bench
5pm
after
Ky
759-1293
Cling
for
lent opportunities
cal Staff on a brand new
16 bed inpatient psy
chiatric unit in Parts TN for
PhD re
Psychologist
quired, pan time Social
Worker - NISW required
Activity Therapist Psy
chiatric Nurses Competi
bye Salary and Benefits
Please send resume to
Roger Beamis, Program
Manager Henry County
Medical Center, Personnel
Office, Tyson Avenue
Pans TN 38242 EOE
Mental Health Manage
ment. Inc

The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agri,. ultural Stabilization and Conservation Service's Calloway County Office in Murray,
Kentucky, is seeking a new office location
ithin the boundaries of Murray City Limits
and Hwy. 121 on the North; Murray City Limits
on the East; Murray City Limits and Wiswell
Road on the South; and Murray City Limits and
Johnny Robertson Road on the West. This
office requires 3565 square feet of net usable,
high quality office space on the first floor. This
,pace will also house Soil Conservation Service.
Anyone interested should call David E.
Riley, Jr., at 753-0322 or 753-1781 for a ccpy
of the solicitation.

(502) 753-1916
WILL babysit M F My
home Have references
753-5978

Business

1BR and trailer only a cou
pie blocks from campus
Furnished Cheap rates
759-1534
2BR Apt in Northwood
753-0521 or 489 2978 after
4pm

Services
2BR apartment in North
PRIVATE Investigato wood $265/mo 753-3964
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shop- 2BR energy efficient du
ping Center, Suite *102, plex New paint, extra
clean Central H/A, apMurray, 753 2641
pliances Available now
SHARP copiers Author
Coleman RE 753 9898
ized dealer for sales, ser
vice supplies parts and 28R farmhouse on 280
rental units Local cam $250/mo lbr log duplex oft
pany Call 1 800 248 4319 94 East $230/mo the near
radio tower $175/mo All
require deposit No pets
270
753-8848 before 8pm
Balk
12)(50 2br 1 bath 759-9847
after 5pm

150
GET PAID for taking easy
snapshots' No experience
$90000 per 100 Call
1 9 0 0 - 2 3 0 3 6 36
($0 99'min) or Write
PAASE-187J, 161 S Lin
colnway, N Aurora, IL
60542

250

Apartments
For Rent

Horne. For Sale

USED mobile homes and
campers 492 8714

Article.
For Sale

Prime
Off ice Space
For Rent
2000 sq ft newly
Plus
decorated
800 sq ft decorate to suit Close
to downtown Murray. First month
free rent with 1 yr.
lease.
753-8302 or
753-5870

WAREHOUSE or workshop Available immedi753 8809 or
ately
753-2031

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

USED chain--fink fepcing
Need about 50 yards Call
Ann at 435 4425

Meat Cutter

SPods
Equipment

MEN'S Arnold Palmer got
PHARMACEI T ICA l. dubs Sand Wedge 3Irons
DISTRIRtTlo‘. Nation. $195 Women s Powerbil
ally Adsertised Brand golf clubs Pitching
Name Produti. No Selling - wedge 31rons. $75
Establish Nending Route. 753-5904
Minimum In.estment
$7,000. Call last Pharmaceul
a cal I-&-327-l2

FEDERAL Law Enforcement Jobs DEA U S Marshells For application in- JUNK cars and trucks
formation call (219) 437-4087
755 6661 7 diys Ext
KY150
SMALL farm with 3br house
FULL time word processor
in Calloway or Graves
legal & word processing county 435 4147
experience required ; Salary to commensorate with USED and antique furniexperience and ability Mail ture glass tools quilts
901 642-6290
resume to P 0 Box 1040E
Murray, KY 42071
USED and junked air condi
tioners Will pick up
436 2904

Experienced

20"

1970 ICE Cream Truck
Very good condition
$1500 442 2191

LEAD guitar needed for
- country rock band
759 9932
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appointment
502-554 7904

Apwtments
For Rent

4

LOST German Shepard
near N 16th St Answers to
Lamonte She's very
friendly Reward 759 4605

WANTED
TO BUY

.32.1

Buskins
Rentals

Home

12x60 2BR stove dishwasher, new refrigerator
new heating unit, 2 air con
ditioners, ceiling fan
$8000 753 2336 after
6pm
14x70 2br 2 full baths, par
tially furnished Owner
wants offer 498-8911,
evenings after 5pm
492-8297
1986 CLAYTON 14x 70
3br, 2 bath All electric
Stella Mobile Home Court
759-4934
1991 1450 2br 1 bath
Total electric, W/D hookup
underpinned Located Rivi
era Cts Lot 7 389-0141
24tt PERRY travel trailer
self-contained, skirted, Insulated, underpinned Excellent condition, brick patio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
BANK Repos down pay
ments starting as low as
$29900, 2 & 3 bedrooms
doublewide repos also
available BEST HOME
CENTER Hwy 45 South
TN
Jackson
901-422-2825.

1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109
28R duplex Carport, out
side storage, economical
heat pump system Deposit
No pets
required
753-7947 or 753 3778
NICE 3br stove and refrigerator furnished Central heat/air Halt of the
utilities $450/mo. deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753 1953 days 753-0870
nights
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

HOUSCI

For Rent
2BR appliances furnished
gas heat $275/mo • depo
sit 753-9826
2BR stove/refrigerator,
lmi past Graves Co line
Hwy 121N Deposit and
references required No
pets $275 489-2440
3BR 1305 Vine, 2br 1405
Vine Lease,deposit required No pets 753 0932
or 753 5898
NICE furnished house in
residential area tom shared
rental to two responsible
graduate students $250
each plus ,, utilities each
Deposit and references required All appliances
microwave, W/D furnished
753-8143 or 606 254-6,68-3
370
Livestock
& Supplies

5YR old registered bay
gelding 15-2 hands tall
Good broke horse Poco
and King blood lines
A BRAND new brick du- $1200 Will consider trade
plex. 2br, a/c. gas heat, all for mare and foal of any
appliances No pets
breed but most be regis753-7688 or 759.4703 'tered Also one big horn
nights
saddle 489 2450
AVAILABLE July 1st our BULLS AND HEIFERS
nearly new 2br green door PERFORMANCE TESTED
duplex 1811 Ridgewood
Simrnental. Gelbvieh. and
All rooms good size, large Maine Anjou crossbred
double sink bath Front service age Bulls and Heifporch anal/rear deck Cen- ers Only the very top pertral gas heat/air Lease and formers offered for sale All
deposit. No pets $375/mCk animals health tested and
753-0814.
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz,
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
DAY
42211
Garage with auto operieer. KY
appliances plus microwave (502)235 5182 NIGHT
furnished $450,mo lyr. (502)2355170
lease Northwood Dr No
FOR sale 8 head of regispets 753 2905
tered quarter horses 24
yrs old Geldings and
NICE 1 2 3br apartment
mares broke Will be availFurnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1 4br able for purchase Tuesday.
Wednesday, and Thursday
house W/D hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111, night 8 a m to 12 p m Murray
State University Horse
753 0606
Barn 75-38112
NICE 2br duplex, carport,
horse with
QUARTER
deck.
heat
gas
,
appl
saddle and bridle Call
lease No pets $4425 mo
753-6805 after 5pm
710 Sycamore 753 7457

NEW doublewides. 3 bedrooms, $14,999 00.
$17221 per month, $1.296
down. 12 25% APR Free
delivery and set up BEST
HOME CENTER, Hwy 45
TN
South, Jackson
901-422-2825
USED homes ready to live
in 2 or 3 bedrooms, sin
glewides and doublewides
free delivery and set up
Starting at $4,143 00
BEST HOME CENTER
Hwy 45 South, Jackson TN
901 -4222825
YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
bedroom, $10.999 00,
$127 22 per month.
$88500 down. 1225%
APR, 180 mos Free den4ery and set up BEST
HOME CENTER, Hwy 45
South, Jackson, TN
901 422 2825

HELP WANTED
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people,
we would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
* Manager Trainees * Food Service Worken
* Customer Service Workers
Good Benefits
Good Salary
Kentucky Fried
Murray
Apply in person at the
Chicken restaurant, E0E/M/F

Rntucky Fried Chicken.
Jack Marshall Franchise

DON'T YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
Wei Men do xi You can 11a ficAPSIPPlaINN seine insurance and other
financial service products for the Prudential Yotfl be Ironing for one ol

the 100 test comms tonsil for 'lash get solid training stale of Itiea comprehensive compensation package and opeonunrry
iii
for mimed earnings grog&
For more Hermitian, call me today Rick Made 3553 Park Plaza Rd.

Paducah, Ky 42001 1-800.26e-09SO

*The 100 bee Cerboorges S Sal fc4,1,10 Harkavy and The Philp UN Group.
"'•
Pabletted be !an *ley II Sena Sic • New Y0t,

B. a pert of The Rock.'
Si, GOA 0C4X41/1AY •InOcNy

ThePrudential
ne Prueiree

01990

hourance Cavity c# Arnonca

280

Llobk
Homes For Rent
12x65 2BR, 2 bath gas
heat, central air Country
753-3942
14x70 Mobile Home 2br
14
baths, central air
759 1067 after 7pm
2BR 753 9866
DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
heat Days 527-1987
nights 354 6335
NEWER 2br 14x60 on pri
vale lot 19 miles from Mur
ray Walk to Johnathan
$265/mo
Creek
354 6248
NICE mobile home for rent
Central H A Call 492 8348
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753-5209

Nesting
And Cooing
AIR conditioner repair free
estimates 436 2904

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.

• In our area, cots average over $18,000
per year.

• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinaville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

•

•
•
•
•

••
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CLASSIFIEDS
partments
For Rent
room apartment
les Carport, out
rage. economical
p system Deposit
No pets
d
7 or 753 3778
stove and re
furnished Cent/air Half of the
$450/mo deposit
105 N 16th
days 753-0870
applications for
8 rent subsidized
nts 1 2 & 3 bed
poly Hilldale Apts
Ky or call
-4113 EHO

Houses
For Rent

love/refrigerator.
st Graves Co line
1N Deposit and
es required No
75 489 2440
5 Vine, 2br 1405
ease,deposit re
No pets 753-0932
5898
rnished house in
ial area for.shared
o two responsible
e students $250
us 'A utilities each
and references re
All appliances
ve W/D furnished
3 or 606 254 6583

Livestock
& Supplies
Id registered bay
15-2 hands tall
roke horse Poco
ing blood lines
Will consider trade
e and foal of any
but must be regisAlso one big horn
489 2450
AND HEIFERS
RMANCE TESTED
tal, Gelbvieh, and
-Anjou crossbred
age Bulls and Healy the very top peroffered for sale All
health tested and
teed to breed Smith
nt Farms, Cadiz,
422 1 1
DAY
35 5182 NIGHT
5 5170
ale 8 head of regis
quarter horses 2-4
Id Geldings and
broke Will be availpurchase Tuesday,
day, and Thursday
to 12 pm Murray
University Horse
753-8112

AKC chow male puppies, 1
black, 1 cinnamon $75
345-2071 (Farmington)
CHOW puppies for sale
247 7095
FOR sale, CFA Registered
chincilla Persian kittens
Baby white ducks
753-5950

2-Family
Yard Sale
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
on Mathis Rd.just off
94E across from Ky.
Lake Golf Course

Thurs. Fri. Sat.
May 23-25
Sewing machine, bedding. TV,stereo. Lots of
Stuff

Big Yard
Sale
Thursday
May 23
301 S. 6th St.
Porta Crib, toys,
jewelry, lots of
clothes -cheap.

Garage
Sale
Rain or Shine
Fri., May 24th
9 am..?
Candlelight Estates
Almo, Ky.
Computer,
formals, aquarium,
waterbed, lots ot
misc.

HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858

PET Pen, 1101 Story, tropical and goldfish, birds, reptiles, small animals, dog
grooming 759 1322

Real
Estate
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
711L
SMALL acreage for sale in
Kirksey area Financing
available 489-2161 after
7pm

COLES Campground road
1 acre $10,000, 'A acre
$5500, Water & Gas- Restricted 753-5315

LOT on KY lake 1 mile
south of Kenlake State
Park in Anderson Shores
terms
Easy
1-800-621-3894 or
474-8826

'75

dung for help If
and like people,

Service Workers
Workers
Benefits
Kentucky Fried

Until Pool Opens (Memorial Weekend)

753-7640

TIME YOU
U'RE WORTH?
ling insurance and mho(
out be wodtrig for one of
solid training state-Of-Ow
package and oecorturey

HILLTOP Home Must Sett
On Hale Rd Reduced
$23,000 negotiable
436-2010
KY Lake property in low
$20's Furnished Irvin
Cobb area 314-472-1848
8to4 ask for Miller, after
6 30prn 314-276-4130

bow your owa property &
ye tkossa•ds. Check with
s when selling or buying real
tate HoweSellers 753375 W. PAUL DAII.EY
RINCIPAL BROKER

NEWLY listed 4bdrm
2bath lake front home on
wooded lot Owner anxious
to selll A good buy-$60's
MLS 3292 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222
OPEN DAILY new 3br 2
bath house in Martin
Heights Excellent floor
plan, large rooms and
closets Call 753-3903

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following lob openings
CLINICAL MANAGER:Seeking a dynamic nursing manager for Our Critical Care, Progressive
Care. and Second Floor nursing units. Baccalaureate prepared registered nurse with 3-5 years
critical care experience and a minimum of 2 years
management experience required Excellent salary and benefits package

Equal Opportundy
Empluver

1403 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

and The Rd* List Group

1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha full tarring, trunk
and bags 23,800 actual
miles 492-8425

IT 175 Yamaha, good condition $600 OBO 759-1039

COSTS:
S?
ng home cost.
2%
, licies pay even
Americans over
nursing home.
,!e over $18,000
nt program for
. help after you
rsalt
us a call for a
mer Guide To
ce

ell
gency
ngs Building

9

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following /oh openings
REGISTERED NURSE POSITONS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
ORTHOPEDICS:
3 11 part & full time, 11-7 full time
MEDICAL/SURGICAL:
3 11 part & full time, 11-7 full time
EMERGENCY ROOM:
3-11 charge nurse
OBSTETRICS:
11-7 full time
INTENSIVE CARE:
11-7 full time
GERIATRICS:
7-3 & 3-11 as needed

NEW and used tires. Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500.

1972 CHEVELLE SS blue,
402, big block motor, ps/pb,
AC, sharp 753-5216

1984 GRAND Marquis LS
great condition. Hwy miles.
$3850_
759-9908 or
759-1423 after 5pm
1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais. Blue 2 door loaded,
61,000 miles. $3750, Call
759-4808 after 6pm.

1987 COUGAR, loaded,
V6, nice car $6200
753-6022 leave message

1988 MAZDA 929 Loaded:
moonroof, leather seats.
Michelin tires. 53xxx miles.
Extended warranty
$10,950. 753-3304 If no
answer, leave message
1979 PINTO wagon 1
owner, no rust, air, stereo,
good motor, new tires
435-4579-

82-91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437-4076

1965 FORD van, $350
1980 MONTE Carlo, new
paint, new trans , engine
weak $450 753-9714 or
753-0062

Equal Vportunity
tmgAnyet

1975 GRAN Tonno AC,
pb/ps, intermittent wiper,
61,000 original miles
$1200 or make offer
436-2639

1978 GMC Jimmy 4x4, 350
engine, auto, ps/pb,
aluminum wheels, like new
tires $ 1 600 OBO
474-8114
1986 F150 Shortbed, 302
engine, automatic trans
$3800 759-1039
1990 TOYOYA 6cyl, 5sp,
Xtracab 20,000 miles, like
new, ac, AM/FM, cap,
$9300 753 2936 after
5pm
1991 S10 LWB, 43 auto,
11 xxx miles 437-4432

Sarrkes
Ott•rod

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works, 753-2455

HAULING, yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759 1683

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive-ways
hauling, foundations etc
759-4664
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

1977 5th wheel 30' trave
trailer Excellent condition
Average retail $6000, sel
for
$4500- OBO
901-247-3004

BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 753-9552 or
437-4391

Boats
& Motors

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Proles
sone!service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.
PUNCH 45 $125 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate authorized
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

1988 DODGE Caravan,
gray with running boards,
new tires $7500 437-4066

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

WILL mow yards Also ligh
hauling 435-4169

FREE kittens to good home
only 753-6378

YARD work, mowing, trimming, odd jobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

FREE kittens to good
home 6wks old 759-9948

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery, Murray 436-5560

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

MOODY S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOODY S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753 5568

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY E3stlind Bunny B,ea0)
753-5950

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels residential commercial Free
estimates 753 9785 or
753-3254

Smith
Masonry

18FT Catamaran. Multicolored jibe/main sails. CHIM Chim Chimney MYERS Roofing SpeciaBlock, brick, stone, complete foundation, conGalvanized trailer. Good Sweeps has 1096 SallOf Citi- lizing in tear-offs. recovers
crete
work, sidewalks & patios covered with
zen
discounts. We sell chim- and repairs Syr written
condition 1978 SOL.
brick.
$1500 Lakeway Shores, ney caps and screens, guarantee 20yrs experi435-4191.
ence Free estimates
Murray 436-535315 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
354-6234 or 437-3056
CUNNINGHAM
'S
Heating
1965 RUNABOUT in good
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
condition with 75hp Evin- and Cooling Service Com- PAINTING-Interior and Explete
service on all central terior Free estimates
For A Job Done Right Because We
rude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at cooling, all makes and
Small repairs Reasonable
Guarantee Our Work.
models. Call Gary at rates 753-6844
435-4425.
759-4754.
PLUMBING
1984 CHEETAH ski boat
Free estimates Affordable rate
16.4 tt , 120hp, Mercruiser DAVID Palmer Steer
stern drive. Life jackets, Loader Service. 20yrs ex- Same day service All work
perience. Can accommo- guaranteed 753-4200
accessories included
date jobs in tight places
$3500 negotiable
Saturday June 1, 1991 10 a.m.
5 0 2 - 48 9 - 2 1 8 1
or PLUMBING repairman with
345-2520
same day service Call
Paris, Tennessee •
502-753-4181.
436-5255
1985 CREST 40h pontoon
Auction
will
be
held
on the farm 7 miles Nonh of Pans on.
houseboat, sleeps 6, DAVIDSON Roofing New
Old Pans 8c Murray Road, 4 miles South -East of Purycar.
PROFESSIONAL Painters
roofs
and
repairs
Tear
offs
generator, gas furnace, gas
Inc Coolray and Larry
Watch for Auction Arrow's!!!
•
cook stove, A/C, gas/ and re-roofs Written guarAdams 20yrs
From Pans or Puryear,!um off Hwy.641 N.at north edge of
electric, refrigerator (2) 34 antee Local references Also remodelingexperience
and decorPans onto Old Pans & Murray Road. Go 7 miles to farm.
gallon gas tanks 100hp. 753-5812
ating 753-3315
From Puryear go east on Hwy 140 approximately 21/2 miles
Johnson Commercial. LICENSED for electric,
and turn nght to farm 1.5 miles
QUALITY lawn mowing
Good Condition. Fully gas, refrigeration Installawith references 437-3046
equiped. 753-2085 or tion and repair Free estiPLUMLEY FARMS SELLLNG 524 ACRES
753-8662
& 50 Registered Polled Hereford Cows & Calves AT
mates 753-7203
ROCKY COLSON Home
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Repair Roofing, siding.
19ft. GLASTRON 302, V-8, FENCE sales at Sears
FREE LUNCH SERVED AT 11:30 A.M.190HP outdrive_ Tandem now Call Sears 753-2310 painting plumbing, con524 ACRE FARMS SELLS FIRST
axle trailer. Very good con- for tree estimate for your crete Free estimates Call
Offered in 4 tracts - 43 acres to 301.5 acres with
474-2307
dition, must sell 759-950T needs
new high tensile and barb wire fencing 85 Acres AlROGER Hudson rock haul26FT sailboat, 1980 FULL time yard mowing
falfa "Balance in Lush Pastures
McGregor $5500 Johnson Dependable Free esti- log gravel sand, dirt, driveChoice cattle farm limed and fertilized in excellent pasture
way rock 753-4545,
Outboard. Refurbished mates. 436-2528
and hay.
753-6763, 759-1823
-trailer, new fires. Boat like
TRACT 1 -, 135 +/-ACRES: -Level land with 75 Mimi Of
- new.;59-4780
SEE Big Joe and John boy
alfalfa.
at Neal's Auto Electric for
75)-IP EV1NRUDE outTRACT 2 - 43+/- ACRES: Level to roiling
acres
generator, starter, and al• • - rd motor. Excellent
alfalfa. Good Frontage.
Condition. $700. Call GENERAL repair, tree ternator repair Off East
TRACT 3 - 44.86+1- ACRES W/LIVESTOCK 'BARN &
work, roofing, general Main behind Holland MoJames at 435-4425
clean-up, hauling, yards tors 759-9756
cArrt..E PENS & 4- WELL: Level to rolling land. 58's60'
GLASRIDE boat trailer, fits mowed. Free estimates
pole bam w/cattle working facility.
SEWING machine repair
19 to 20 ft. boat. Like new. James Sills 753-4120
TRACT'4 - 301.5+/-ACR ES: Long blacktop frontage. Level
Kenneth Barnhill
Purdom Motors 753-5315
to rolling land, fertilized pastures in two fields.
GUTTERING By Sears 753-2674
MOTIVATED seller Tiara, Sears residential and comTERMS: Real Estate: 20% down day of auction. Balance
1977 20ft cuddy cabin, mercial continuous gutters SHEETROCK finishing,
will be due within 30 days or balance can be financed at
198hp Mercruiser, new bot- installed for your specifica- textured ceilings. Larry
1 Vi% interest over(New York Prime). Terms, 5 years with
tom paint, low hours, well tions Call Sears 753-2310 Chrisman 492-8742
yearly payments to be set up subject to approval of the holder
maintained. Can be seen at for free estimate
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
of the note. Call for pre-approval. Sales management of
Harbor Hill Marine, $4750
owners reserve the right to group or regroup any or all tracts
G.W. CONSTRUCTION, Removal. Insured with full
OBO. 407-253-1813.
Gerald Walters roofing, line of equipment including,
as they see fit.
painting, vinyl siding, all 60ft. aerial trucks and brush
A PRE-AUCTION INSPECTION IS INVITED
kinds of remodeling. Phone chipper To assure a safer
50 REGISTERED POLLED HEREFORD COWS
Services
operation
lower
at
a
com489-2267.
WITH CALVES SELLS AT 12:30 P.M. CALVES
Offered
petitive cost. Free estiRANGE FROM NEWBORN TO WEANING AGE
HADAWAY
Construction
mates
without
obligation.
Al TREE Service Stump
THESE ARE LARGE FRAME CATTLE
Day or nite, 753-5484
removal and spraying. Free Home remodeling, paint
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
REGISTERED 4-YR OLD HEREFORD BULL IRM
estimates. 753-0906 after
T C. Dinh Repair and Main(TENNESSEE RIVER MUSIC) MISTER EQUAL
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495. floor covering No job too tenance. Electrical - Cleansmall 436-2052
BORN 5-4-87/BRED BY RANDY OWENS OF FT.
ing
Sewer
1210/1212
Main
ALPHA Builders- Carpen'PAYNE ALABAMA
try, remodeling, porches, HAULING - topsoil, sand, Street 753-6111 office,
An outstanding group of Young cows and calves with
roofing, concrete, drive- bank gravel, washed 753-0606 after 5pm
several 3-in-1 combinations,Strong concentration of Victor
ways, 'painting, mainte- gravel, whiterock of all VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Domino bloodlines along with lusts Benner, Beartooth and
nance, etc. Free estimates. types, mulch and other type Service Center, cleaninghauling available. Call
Canadian breeding.
489-2303.
servicing
most
$15;
repairs
Kenny 759-1039 anytime
Cattle Terms: Cash or pre approved credit. Registration
$35, all brands, 3rd Street,
ANTENNA repair and inpapers will- be furnished the buyer on request-al the buyer's
stallation Replace or install Landscaping, mowing and Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
expense.
Mon.-Fri , 9-2pm Sat.
channel master antennas, trim, tree removal and haulPLUMLEY FARMS dba/PLUMLEY FARMS DIVIrotors, and amplifiers Ran- ing, major or minor clea- 753-0530
SION OF PLUMLEY CO - OWNER
dell Beasley Buchanan, nups, dozing and grading
wtiEEL & Deal under new
492-8254
Tn. 901-642-4077.
l'ARIS TN 38242 *" PHONE (901) 644-9215
management Minor or maLEICILREALyy,PAR1S, TN •• CO-OPERATENG
ANY remodeling, building, A LICENSED electrical jor auto repair 753-2092
east
8mi
contractor
Murray,
BROKER
of
Hwy
JAMES
C
GALpainting & roofing Free esPHONE (901) 642-ilfig75
timates References. LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
435-4632.
WILL clean houses
courteous and efficient ser759-1742
A-Z fix-it man. Construc- vice 759-1835
tion, fencing, roofing, paintWILL do plumbing All guar
AUCTIONS ANI) REAL
ing, plumbing, all around L L Beane Painting
anteed 435-4169
Commercial/
Residential
handy-man. Call evenings
ESTATE SALES
759-1785
WILLIAMS Concrete Fin436-2868
m‘fiRlIN F. it F1t9FR, tuitionar fit tic. 10. 67, fro Lk.
ishing Service Low prices
APPLIANCE SERVICE MITCHELL Paving Seal
ot 134Inivirsiq trttf
Free estimates 354-9397
Pftrv 5r4241
1Iartin, Tans',
Kenmore, Westinghouse, coating and hauling Over
M.‘R1IN .‘LEXAN1)ER
WILL mow yards Reason
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- 30yrs experience Free es587-4568
able rates Free estimates
perience. Bobby Hopper, timates. 753-1537 or
110/2910411.03 9115/ VAS(413111 sass plaits TO CI 1111 et WWI KW
No job to large or to small
753-1221.
436-5848.
"191W Intanailunal kut11..nyt r l'hampl.n"
474-2300

PUBLIC AUCTION

Alexander

ANNIVERSARY SALE!

1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise Extra clean 45,000
miles Owner must sell
$4900 753-6633
1989 PLYMOUTH Reliant
LE 4dr, gray, ps/pb, AC
Excellent condition
753-6216

12 hour shifts available
For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502)762-1319

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

753-4961

1986 CAMARO lroc-Z,
sharp' Must see to appreciate Loaded. Red with ttops Call 753-0675.

1984 HONDA 650 Night
Hawk Garage Kept 11xxx
miles, good condition Call
753-9292 after 5pm

cock.'

TOYOTA

1982 OLDS Tornado
753-6308

PRICE reduced! ,Three
bedroom, 1-'6 bath, ,brick.
excellent condition on quiet
street in city. Central gas
heat, living room dining
room, kitchen/utility room,
large sunroom, paved_
driveway, carport, detached garage or workshop, fenced backyard.
Lots of extras. Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster

1981 YAMAHA 550 Maxma
street bike $700 or trade
753-9714 or 753-0062

rim 3553 Park Plaza Rd

A.irey Hatche,
C.thert - Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Oris Bearden. Bus, Mgr.
('^11 Cov-a^ Gen Mgr

1980 MAZDA RX7 red, air
$1350 753-9710

SPACIOUS 5bedrm 3batti
home Brick, central (gas)
H/C 1 acre wooded lot
Bob Perrin Real Estate
759-1881 or evenings
753-3509

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R.N.
Nurse Recruiter
(502)762-1319

CARS
10 Toyota
.....0187
19 Pont4c Grrd
19 Poht, Grand PT'n LE ..1,987
19 Toyota Camry„...,..,.....1187
19 Toyota Cella GT 10,917
19
Toyota Corolla DX...m..27,987
le Mazda 626
11 Toyota Cressida....„.M3,417
18 Toyota Cary
'8,07
17 Dodge hadcv...„...._1,987
17 Mustang
'87 Halt) Accord 1_0_1,487
'16 Toy. Camel LE,...„ 16.987
'88 Toy. Corolla .„.„,......„„„15,487
'85 Ford Escot
„1487
15 lietc. Colony
15 kid Pfre
14 Toy. Tercel
14 Toyota
83 Lincoln
13 Buck
'81 Chevy
TRUCKS
'89 Toyota lrdcruiser,.„18.987
19 Toyota Eicab
69 Chevy S.10..... ......,,,,1,717
18 Fad F•350 Van ,......18,787
88 Toyota 4Runnet „.. 11,487
81 Pymouth Voyager _10,481
87 Toyota
84 Joyola 04„.

1974 Datsun 610 station
wagon $300 OBO
753-4224 or 762-3106

PRICE reduced for quick
sale 2br, 2 car garage on
lake 11 miles from Murray
436-5369

ene
Mae

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair accessable For sale or lease
753-3293

KENTUCKY Lake view
Furnished 3bedrm, 2bath
MARTIN Heights, Brick
large sundeck, finished 3br, 2 bath, 2 car garage
basement Extra lot South patio, landscaped, used
of Murray $38,000, negoti- 'little 753-4065, 762-1123
able
658-3558 or
NEAT, clean, great small
658-3646
home 2bedrm, central
(gas) H&C Full basement
$35,000 Bob Perrin Real
Estate 759-1881 or evenings 753-3509

TER horse with
and bridle Call
5 a r 5

TED

BEAUTIFUL 2'4 -5acre
tracts with paved roads
Located near Hwy 94E
close to Ky Lake Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for prices, plats
and restrictions MLS 2644

7
ACRE
FARM
UTHWEST of MURRAY
rain bias, tool shed, great
arm.
492-8222

Single $45

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

3BR brick 5 miles south
east l36Osqtt, 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40's
436-2742

LOT 1 mile south of Kenlake State Park Water and
sewer on lot 753-5541

On Sale At Park Office
10th & Payne
Family

3BR, Th BT home 3 m:
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family
room with fireplace Dining
room, playroom, utility, and
garage Central HAC
paved drive, city water, ca
blevision All appliances in
cluded Perfect for young
family or retired couplet
Call 753 8151 for
appointment

Urvicis
Offered

y lake home is a perfect "getaway."
This
F,..xcellent condition and beautiful decor inside arid out 3
bedrooms,
baths, ceiling fans, and only a short walk
from the lake.

711 Main

753-1222

COMMERCIAL
TWEED CARPET
Take Roll

99° psy

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers • gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Eniereon-Brown

From
$299 PSY

Oz

1095 psy
SCULPTURED
CARPET
Stain Res. 1st. Cwt.
From
$499

BOAT/AUTO
CARPET

s179 PSY
MONSANTO
STAIN
BLOCKER
1st Quality Track Less

All Advertised Items In Stock • We Stock Over 1,700 Full Rolls

All Repairs Are Guaranteed

Open tIl 5 p.m.

753-5341 or 753-1270
-10104. pew , weEr. .

Mon-Sat.
Closed Mon. 5/27
Memorial Day

7111

60-70

Has Flaws
Register For FREE Area Rugs...Drawing 6/3 at 9 a.m.

BERBER

s, j 1i .11

Super Heavy

PLUSH CARPET

PIPrwet 41".1

iirk't S
A

1-800-264-4941
Local 498-8161
8 miles South
of Murray, Ky.
on Hwy 641
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BY
AB
DEARVan
Buren
Y Abigail

DEAR ABBY:lam a very healthy
74-year-old widow. My first antl only
husband died five years ago at the
age of 75. Our sex life had been nonexistent for five years prior to his
death.
(have a ladyfriend, 77 years
old, who recently married for the
third time. Her new husband is 87
and apparently is in fine physical
condition-for his age-. According to
_my .ladyfriend, they are having sex
at least twice a weelt.ls this biologically possible for an old married
couple who are respectively 87 and
77 years of age?
If my ladyfnend is telling me
the truth, perhaps I should intensify
my efforts to find such a husband to
-bring-some spice into my lonely life.
ENVIOUS WIDOW

-

What greater gift can one give than
the gift of one's self?
Celibacy is a positive choice, and
a priest who approaches his commitment in this light is hippy in his
calling.
FATHER X IN WISCONSIN

Friday flight Buffet

Is •

What teen-agers nerd to know about
se:, drugs. AIDS, and getting along with
their peers and parents is now in Abby's
updated.expanded booklet,*What Every
Teen Should Know."To order,send a long.
business-size. self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 63.1151114.50
in Canada I to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Bo: 447, Mount. Morris, 111. 61064.
Postage is included:1

PF

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St

DEAR WIDOW:Whether your
ladyfriend is 'telling you the
truth-,--- only she -knows.. For a
newlywed couple of any age to
have sex "at least twice a week"
is quite believable.
But if you're feelingrenvious,"
Widow,perhaps your ladyfriend
should ask her new husband if
he has a friend who's young at
heart.

Ii
ts.

'

-

753-0045

Murray

" BUDWEISER •
• REG.• LIGHT • DRY

JACK DANIEL'S

•

7 CROWN
90 PROOF
750 ML

COORS
• REG.•LIGHT
•EXTRA GOLD
24 12-OZ. CANS

GORDON'S
VODKA
1.75 LITER

DEAR HURT: I would choose
the announcements that named
the parents of both the bride and
the groom,

Next to Kentucky Oaks
Mall, on Hinkleville Road
Store Ph: 443-0320

• ••

I WAR ABBY:Your correspondent

signed "Cherished Memories," who
is presently ant-riding a Catholic

DtD MILWAUKEE
KEYSTONE

'university and would give anything
for a relationship with her philosophy professor who happens to be a
priest. wrote: -Pnests are only human. after all, and they probably
don't relish the celibacy part oftheir
commitment."
-Unfortunately. somr•priestt
not relish their celibacy and con-cider it a-dentat-of -their -sexuality
Sad to a.y. many -1-ay:persons tali,this same negative approach.
Rightly understood, however.
celibacy ni not a denial,but a positive
attitUde-that- Qvissweelibacy_ the aspect of a -treasured gift" offered to
God through Jesus Chnst.it is the
-giving of one's self' in much thesame way as the -giving"of a woman
and man to each other in mamage

2412-01 CARS

MILLER

•LITE •GENUINE DRAFT
•GENUINE DRAFT LIGHT

MAKER'S MARK

•••
DEAR ABBY: My eldest son is
getting mamed in June I am hurt
and angry that my name was not
included along with the parents of
the bride on the wedding-announce,
ments
My husband is dead. hut I'm not.
and being excluded makes it appear
that I don't exist!
called a•eddi ng com.ultant and
was told that the announcements
are printed both ways. naming the
bride's parents only-. and miming the
parents of the groom. to.,
What would be your choice. Ab
, HURT IN MINNESOTA

I

"You're cheating, Nod."

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham

FETZER
CHAR DONNAY
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
7511111.

On Memorial Day, Monday, May
27, most stores will be open from
,8-5. Check store for details.

OLICHNAI

koortoic beverage lietlielfftertt Ilettf5 May viry Arconoroc
DeVerages avartatie ortty at Phar-MO:stores wig!iterrsett
oegertments Prices suoied to state ana 10C.a, taxes We
reserve Vie ;Kr to arm mummies and to C20,Yet prictnq
errors fiagga zain.mat tari.moster.rPrqtllb00..
Check store tor betails

E & J BALLS
WHITE ZINFANDEL
WHITE GRENACHE
1.5 LITER

ClaU
TABLE WINES

UTER

49
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

BLON DIE
1 CANT
*AkiT

mRS.M?
MAY 1
5PEAK •ro
DrIMERS
.'
)
/C

trIPTIS) THEKEY
"THIS? "ZIA Nic.E'
FIPFIRT
BELFRE
AVENUE

IXINT WRVELIKETHRE
Z SHE'LL:THINK WE'RE
&UV-16 Do IT! - 6LADID SEE HER
GO.
FitsflE.-LET14.HELP
you PACK!
.•
DON'T-MAW

RANTS MDFOR

if

SctleTTIAX)FUP4NRfriPrij°N11-1111)1%,FV4dES.SAriprig• .
NE arzfinerr:S
THEST
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The STMET,*--
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3ALE3,
CLERK:
,po.., zy,-OcIF0mRIT%itoIN
OD WORD:
.E ;;;'

a

."
•

CALVIN and HOBOES

•

"
itif

s

g

GARFIELD
..INSIM OF tti AN
APARIMENT VIIIWSEVERAL
SCAN't ILI CLAD FEMALE
ROOMMATES?

804' ASK. As SIMRE
OVESTION, AND GET ALL
YOula TELEVIStOm
P2tV1LEC,6 REVOKED.
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CATHY
YET MOTHER ASTOWArgy DiSPOIV Of.E.MPATM4
MIEU.- ENDOWED CUSTOMERS,
FOR TMEiR LESS THE SIMMIAEAR INDUSTRY HAS EIROurr44T Mu(
.
A CLASSIC LINE FROm icl5S

"OON'T LIE ON vOuR
WAINT."
STOMACtl

IN A55E55IN6 A PAINFUL
SHOULDER THE DOCTOR
SHOULD TAKE A CAREFUL
ANO SYMPATHETIC HISTORY
OF THE PATIENT„"

r'
... 1

.• '

''REMEMBER,IT
15 IMPORTANT
THAT THE
DOCTOR BE
SYMPATHETIC"
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